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Executive Summary

The Colorado Drought Mitigation and Response Plan Plan was developed to provide an
effective and systematic means for the State of Colorado to reduce the impacts of water
shortages over the short or long term The Plan outlines a mechanism for coordinated drought
monitoring impact assessment response to emergency drought problems and mitigation of long
term drought impacts There are three major components of the plan mitigation response and
vulnerability assessment The mitigation component of the Plan conforms to the Standard State
Hazard Mitigation planning requirements of the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 and serves as
the Base Plan Included is a description of the process used to prepare the Plan and a profile of
the drought hazard in Colorado including the nature of impacts and probability of occurrence A
detailed vulnerability assessment discusses the past and potential impacts to Colorados
economy environment state assets and water providers The vulnerability assessment is
covered in detail in Annex B and summarized in Sections 3335 of the Plan The mitigation
strategy outlines the goals of the Plan and specific action items intended to meet those goals
Many of these mitigation actions are ongoing and can occur during drought and non drought
times A capability assessment describes the States plans policies and procedures in place that
already help manage and reduce drought impacts The Plan describes funding sources that can
be used to implement local mitigation projects and plans and a description of the process for
implementation monitoring and evaluating the Plan

The response component of the Plan is detailed in Annex A and includes monitoring assessment
and response This Annex guides State and partner agency response actions during times of
drought Monitoring is ongoing and accomplished by regular meetings of the Water Availability
Task Force WATF This task force is comprised of Coloradoswater supply specialists from
state local and federal governments as well as experts in climatology and weather forecasting
This task force monitors snowpack precipitation reservoir storage and streamflow and provides
a forum for synthesizing and interpreting water availability information When the WATF

determines that drought conditions are reaching significant levels the Governor is notified and
activation of the Plan is recommended

When Annex A is activated assessment begins with activation of the relevant Impact Task
Forces ITFs These task forces convene to determine existing or potential impacts within
specific sectors Impact Task Forces include Municipal Water Wildfire Agricultural Industry
Tourism Wildlife and Energy Assessment coordination is handled by the Drought Task Force
This task force is comprised of directors from the Departments of Natural Resources Agriculture
and Local Affairs and chairpersons of the WATF and the Impact Task Forces They review
reports from the WATF and ITFs aggregate impact assessments and projections evaluate
overall conditions develop recommendations for drought response and make timely reports to
leadership the media the response agencies and others The response process consists of
several lead state agencies that participate in the Governors Disaster Emergency Council
GDEC The GDEC is comprised of senior management and ensures the coordination of
drought response activities
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1 PREREQUISITE

11 Adoption by the State

111 Formal Adoption by the State

Adoption by the Office of the Governor empowers the Colorado Water Conservation Board
CWCB and the Colorado Division of Emergency Management DEM to execute their
responsibilities with respect to disaster preparedness response recovery and mitigation The
Drought Mitigation and Response Plan hereto referred to as the Plan or Drought Plan the
mitigation component only is referred to as the Base Plan was reviewed and formally approved
by the board of the CWCB on September 15 2010 As an annex to the State of Colorado

Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan NHMP this Plan is also approved and adopted every three
years by the State of Colorado Department of Local Affairs and Office of the Governor The
NHMP was approved and adopted in September 2010

112 Assurance of Continued Compliance with Federal Requirements

This Plan was prepared pursuant to the requirements of the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000
DMA or DMA 2000 Public Law 106390 and the implementing regulations set forth by the
Interim Final Rule published in the Federal Register on February 26 2002 44 CFR 2016 and
finalized on October 31 2007 Hereafter these requirements and regulations will be referred to
collectively as the Disaster Mitigation Act While the act emphasized the need for mitigation
plans and more coordinated mitigation planning and implementation efforts the regulations
established the requirements that local hazard mitigation plans must meet in order for a state
jurisdiction to be eligible for certain federal disaster assistance and hazard mitigation funding
under the Robert T Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Act Public Law 93 288

The State of Colorado assures it will comply with all applicable federal statutes and regulations
in effect with respect to the periods for which it receives grant funding in compliance with 44
CFR Part 1311c The State will amend the NHMP whenever necessary to reflect changes in
state or federal laws and statutes as required in 44 CFR Part 1311d The adoption of this
NHMP demonstrates the State of Coloradoscommitment to fulfilling the mitigation objectives
in the NHMP and authorizes the agencies identified in the NHMP to execute their
responsibilities

In addition the Drought Mitigation Plan complies with and adheres to the Emergency
Management Accreditation Program or EMAP standard The EMAP is a voluntary review
process for state and local emergency management programs Accreditation is a means of
demonstrating through self assessment documentation and peer review that a program meets
national standards for emergency management programs The Drought Response Plan Annex
Annex A has been designed to comply with the National Response Framework NRF and
National Incident Management System NIMS protocols
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2 PLANNING PROCESS

21 Documentation of the Planning Process

211 Description of Plan Preparation Process

The process established for this planning effort is based on the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000
planning and update requirements and the Federal Emergency Management Agencys FEMA
associated guidance for state hazard mitigation plans The Drought Mitigation and Response
Planning Committee DMRPC followed FEMAs recommended fourstep mitigation planning
process

Identify and organize available resources

Identify hazards and assess risk
Develop a mitigation strategy and mitigation plan

Implement the Plan and monitor progress

The Colorado statewide mitigation planning program is designed to coordinate the efforts of
many state agencies and organizations in mitigation planning and programming on an ongoing
basis It is also intended to actively promote and coordinate mitigation planning and
programming by local jurisdictions The DEM took the lead on the 2010 update of the State of
Colorado 2007 NEVIP umbrella document The original umbrella document was created in 2001
was updated in 2007 and 2010 and was designed as a way to tie together various hazard specific
documents that had been developed over the previous years

The DEM coordinated with other agencies on concurrent state planning and risk management
efforts including the extremely important natural hazard specific annexes to the state plan The
Department of Natural Resources DNR Colorado Water Conservation Board Office of Water
Conservation and Drought Planning took the lead on the 2007 and 2010 updates to the Drought
Plan A consulting firm AMEC Earth Environmental was selected to coordinate and
facilitate the 2010 update to the Plan as well as develop a detailed vulnerability assessment
Since the 2010 update was a comprehensive revision it will be referred to as such in the
remainder of the Plan

Evolution of the Colorado Drought Mitigation and Response Plan

Drought planning has been evolving in Colorado since the late 1970s During the 19761977
drought Colorados government assumed a lead role in coordinating federal state and local
government response and promoted statewide public conservation practices Conclusions from
that effort include

the diversity complexity and ambiguity of drought impacts blurred identification of
alternative actions available to decision makers
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a systematic definition of problem areas and potential solutions was essential to effective
government response so under and overreactions could be minimized

both physical and social impact data were needed

knowledge of the location kind and degree of water shortage provides better identification
of impacts

timely and accurate data on impact development were crucial to effective response
impact identification provides the framework for governmental and public adjustments
integration of response by private public and governmental entities was needed

as the drought intensifies the maintenance of established channels of responsibility with
emphasis on water conservation and planning becomes increasingly important

as impact problems and local needs become more serious better management and integration
of effort also intensifies and

should drought intensify to the point where impacts exceed the States response capabilities
an effective state program will help facilitate a request for federal assistance

Governor Lamm took action in February 1981 to deal with potential drought situations His
memorandum of February 5 required the accomplishment of the following tasks

1 Develop and activate a data collection and assessment system which will identify the
potential impacts of a drought and track their occurrence and intensity At some point this
assessment process may result in a recommendation that a drought emergency be proclaimed

2 Develop a drought emergency response plan which would be activated by a drought
emergency decision This task includes cataloguing existing state and federal response and
relief programs and authorities and developing recommendations to meet additional needs

The initial Colorado Drought Response Plan was completed in 1981 and revised in 1986 1990
2001 and 2002 In 1981 it was one of three state drought plans in the nation Since that time the
Plan has been widely distributed and received interest both nationally and internationally and has
served as a model for other states Mitigation was first introduced into the Plans 2001 update
and since that time the Plan has been both a mitigation and response plan Mitigation includes
actions that could be taken predrought that would lessen impacts when a drought occurs It also
includes incident mitigation which are shortterm actions taken during a drought meant to
reduce disasters losses or impacts The mitigation component was further expanded in 2007 with
the development of a companion document Updated Information Provided in Support of the
2002 Colorado Drought Mitigation and Response Plan This was developed to align the Plans
mitigation element with the standard state mitigation planning requirements of the DMA 2000
thus making it consistent with the NHM P and placing it on the same update cycle as that plan
required every three years

The Colorado Drought Mitigation and Response Plan was developed to provide an effective and
systematic means for the State of Colorado to reduce the impacts of water shortages over the
short or long term The Plan outlines a mechanism for coordinated drought monitoring impact
assessment response to emergency drought problems and mitigation of longterm drought
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impacts The Plan does not create a new government entity to deal with drought but provides a
means for coordinating the efforts of public and private entities that would be called upon to deal
with drought impacts

There are four components of the Plan monitoring assessment response and mitigation
monitoring is ongoing and accomplished by regular meetings of the Water Availability Task
Force WATF This task force is comprised of Coloradoswater supply specialists from state
local and federal governments as well as experts in climatology and weather forecasting This
task force monitors snowpack precipitation reservoir storage and streamflow and provides a
forum for synthesizing and interpreting water availability information When the WATF

determines that drought conditions are reaching significant levels the Governor is notified and
activation of the Plan is recommended When the Plan is activated the first step is impact
assessment Assessment begins with activation of the relevant Impact Task Forces ITFs These
task forces convene to determine impacts within specific sectors which effect the environment
and economy The original Impact Task Forces included Municipal Water Wildfire Protection
Agricultural Industry Tourism Wildlife Economic Impacts Energy Loss and Health These

task forces have been activated as needed during times of drought notably in 1989 1990 1994
1996 and 2002

2010 Revision Planning Process

In 2010 the Plan underwent a significant revision and overhaul as part of the three year State
Plan update cycle The major objectives of this revision included

Updating the Plan to meet DMA 2000 and EMAP planning standards
Merging the 2002 Response and Mitigation Plan with the 2007 companion document

Developing a comprehensive drought hazard vulnerability assessment

Revising and modernizing the response elements of the Plan

Developing additional tools and resources to support local drought planning efforts
Modernizing and evaluating the indices used for drought monitoring in the State

The results of this effort are captured in this Plan A significant change in the 2010 document is
that the response elements can be accessed in one location Annex A Drought Response Plan
This was done so that these elements could be referenced individually when a drought occurs
The Plan outline mirrors that of the FEMA standard mitigation plan update review crosswalk as
well as that of the Colorado Flood Hazard Mitigation Plan for consistency with DMA 2000
planning requirements The remainder of this section details the planning process used to
develop this Plan with an emphasis on the 2010 revision process

Drought Mitigation and Response Planning Committee

The development implementation and maintenance of the Drought Plan are the responsibility of
the DMRPC under the leadership of the CWCB The DMRPC is made up of representatives of
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the principal state agencies and organizations with authorities responsibilities or expertise
related to hazard mitigation programs The committee was formed during the 2010 revision
process based on membership of the existing WATF and ITFs Specific membership is
discussed in Section 212 and Appendix A Drought Mitigation and Response Planning
Committee The committee participated in three major planning meetings between December
2009 and April 2010 which are summarized in the following table

Table 1 Key Planning Meetings of the 2010 Revision Process

Meeting Date Purpose

1 Project Kickoff 12162009 Review Disaster Mitigation Act planning requirements scope of work and
schedule

Review role of DMRPC

Discuss data collection needs

Discuss stakeholder involvement

2 Response 02262010 Review and discuss improvements to response Plan elements
Plan Revision Discuss ITF model refinement

Capability Introduce methodology for updating goals and objectives
Assessment Introduce methodology to record progress of mitigation actions from 2007

3 Risk 04302010 Present and discuss updated risk assessment
Assessment and Revisit and revise goals
Mitigation Review and approve state mitigation criteria for evaluation and prioritization
Strategy Develop priority mitigation actions

Review and revise Plan maintenance and implementation strategy

Further discussion on Impact Task Force model refinement

Sign in sheets and summaries of these meetings are included in a Planning Process Reference
Notebook on file with the CWCB

In addition to these meetings a core group of individuals including the Colorado Water
Conservation Board CWCB AMEC National Drought Mitigation Center NDMC Natural
Resource Conservation Service MRCS and Colorado Climate Center staff participated in
monthly coordination meetings from January through May The National Drought Mitigation
Center staff provided a national and independent perspective into the planning process Some of
these meetings were also attended by staff from the University Corporation for Atmospheric
Research UCAR who provided assistance with the vulnerability assessment revision

Several other meetings took place to foster coordination and raise awareness of the planning
effort Significant events are noted here

May 7th Meeting with CWCB AMEC and the Division of Water Resources State
EngineersOffice staff for input on mitigation strategy and capability assessment

May 13 Presentation on the drought vulnerability assessment at the meeting of the State
Hazard Mitigation Team
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May 20 Internal CWCB coordination meeting with CWCB and AMEC to discuss methods
of vulnerability assessment and how the Colorado River Water Availability Study results
would be used to introduce climate change aspects in the Plan

May 21 Presentation at the WATF on Plan revision status including the path forward
regarding the refinement of the Impact Task Force model
May 24 Meeting to discuss the results of the drought triggers and indicators study and how
to integrate it into the Drought Plans response mechanism

Additional meetings related to public and stakeholder outreach are discussed in Section222 In
addition to these meetings the process included individual phone conversations and emails
between AMEC and CWCB staff with various entities and agencies on the DMRPC AMEC

staff also had phone or face to face meetings to interview DMRPC members for input on the
vulnerability assessment

212 Involvement in Planning Process

During the revision to the Drought Plan several individuals participated on the DMRPC and
provided information and assistance to promote the development of the document Appendix A
identifies those that were involved or contacted for input in the revision of this Plan

The DMRPC consists of the following agenciesentities

State

Colorado State University Colorado Climate Center

Colorado State University Water Resources Institute

Department of Agriculture
Department of Local Affairs Colorado Division of Emergency Management

Department of Local Affairs Division of Local Government

Department of Natural Resources Colorado Water Conservation Board lead

Department of Natural Resources Division of Wildlife

Department of Natural Resources Colorado State Forest Service

Department of Natural Resources Colorado State Parks State Parks

Department of Natural Resources Division of Water Resources

Department of Natural Resources State Land Board

Department of Natural Resources State Parks

Department of Public Health and Environment
GovernorsEnergy Office

GovernorsOffice of State Planning and Budgeting

GovernorsOffice of Economic Development and International Trade

University of Colorado at Boulder
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Federal

Natural Resources Conservation Service

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association National Integrated Drought Information
System

US Geological Survey

Other

National Drought Mitigation Center University of Nebraska
Vail Resorts

Colorado River Outfitter Association

National Center for Atmospheric Research

University Corporation for Atmospheric Research

The DMRPC members were involved in the planning process through

Attending and participating in DMRPC meetings
Providing available data requested

Reviewing and commenting on Plan drafts and obtain agency buyin for relevant sections

Assist with public inputstakeholder process

213 Agency Involvement in Plan Preparation Process

During the revision to the Drought Mitigation Plan several agencies provided input and
technical expertise Several of the agencies listed previously provided data and information to
support the Plans vulnerability assessment Documentation of their involvement in the revision
process is included in Appendix A and in the Planning Process Reference Notebook on file with
the CWCB Agencies were provided a series of worksheets designed to capture information to
revise the Plan One worksheet was designed to collect suggestions for stakeholder and public
involvement and outreach Another was used to collect agency input on changes in capabilities
and funding sources since 2007 This worksheet also solicited input on the status of existing
mitigation actions outlined in the 2007 Plan to determine which items had been completed
deleted deferred or were ongoing Another questionnaire was used to survey agencies on
drought vulnerability from their perspective DMRPC members filled out these questionnaires
and worksheets and the information directly contributed to the preparation of this Plan

Federal agencies play a key partnership role in drought monitoring and mitigation in Colorado
The NRCS modernized the Surface Water Supply Index SWSI for Colorado as part of the
planning effort and developed a summary of this effort that is included in Annex D Drought
Monitoring Indices Parallel to this effort the Colorado Climate Center analyzed the validity of
the Colorado Modified Palmer Drought Index as a drought indicator and prepared input for
Annex D
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214 Description of Plan Review and Analysis

During the 2010 Plan revision the DMRPC updated each of the sections of the previously
approved plan to include new information and improve organization and formatting of the Plans
contents The DMRPC analyzed each section using FEMAs state plan update guidance to
ensure that the Plan met requirements Table 2 briefly summarizes how each section of the Plan
was reviewed and analyzed to capture changes that occurred since the previous plan was
approved More detailed documentation on revision methodology and process is provided at the
beginning of each Plan section

Additionally the DMRPC reviewed and provided comment on the draft revised Plan The

document was shared electronically through email and posted on an FTP site for download
Comments were solicited during a two week period in June

215 Indication of Section Revisions

As part of the 2010 Plan revision every section was updated with new or revised information
Table 2 shows which sections of the Drought Mitigation Plan were revised with highlights of
what is new

Table 2 Changes in the 2010 Plan Revision

Plan Element Highlights of Revision

Prerequisite ID Language revised for 2010
Adoption by the State ID Added approval by CWCB Board

Planning Process Extensive planning effort documented
Documentation of the Planning Process Multiagency outreach and coordination
Coordination Among Agencies

Program Integration

Risk Assessment Revised with latest climate science

Identifying Drought Hazards Extensive effort to develop a
Profiling Drought Hazards methodology to assess drought
Assessing Vulnerability by Jurisdiction quantitative and qualitative vulnerability
Assessing Vulnerability of State Facilities by various impact sectors Detailed
Estimating Potential Losses by Jurisdiction report included in Annex B

Includes EMAP consequence analysis

Mitigation Strategy 9 Goals reassessed and revised to reflect

Hazard Mitigation Goals current priorities
State Capability Assessment 9 Mitigation Action table expanded and
Local Capability Assessment organized by goal
Mitigation Actions Actions revised and prioritized
Funding Sources New actions developed

Comprehensive capability assessment
review

Funding sources revision
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Plan Element Highlights of Revision

Coordination of Local Mitigation Planning Information revised with changes and
Local Funding and Technical Assistance assistance provided in past three years
Local Plan Integration
Prioritizing Local Assistance

Plan Maintenance Process Process more clearly defined and
Monitoring Evaluating and Updating the Plan revised

Monitoring Progress of Mitigation Activities

Drought Response Plan Annex Response elements from 2002 plan
consolidated in Annex

Follows format of NIMS compliant

response and recovery plans

Includes revised response and ITF
framework

22 Coordination among Agencies

221 Involvement of Federal and State Agencies

Federal and state agencies were integrally involved in the development of the information
provided in the revision to this Plan and the umbrella NIVVIP The agencies are identified in the
previous sections with specific contacts identified in Appendix A Both federal and state

agencies were represented on the DMRPC and participated in meetings previously listed As
indicated these meetings served as a means to identify federal and state requirements assign
roles and responsibilities to obtain pertinent information provide for the exchange or
transmission of the information and specifically provide insight and data pertinent to the risk
assessment and mitigation strategies In addition the DMRPC provided a mechanism for federal
and state agencies to review the draft Plan and provide comments that were incorporated into the
final document

222 Involvement of Interested Groups

Early in the planning process local groups and organizations were identified that may have an
interest in the Plan or could participate as stakeholders in the process Stakeholders could
participate in various ways either by contributing input at meetings being aware of planning
activities through an email group providing information to support the effort or reviewing and
commenting on the draft Plan Some of these groups participated in meetings of the DMRPC
These included

Vail Resorts

Colorado River Outfitters Association

The following groups in the list that follows were identified as interested groups Specific
contacts were identified with each group to solicit input on the draft Plan Those that provided
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feedback or comments are noted with an asterisk Many of these agencies provided feedback
that improved the accuracy and content of the final draft Others may be considered for
additional involvement or outreach in the future During the comment period the Colorado
Geological Survey indicated their interest to be included on the DMRPC and involved in future
updates to this plan and its implementation The Department of Corrections also provided
additional input regarding the vulnerability of their facilities to drought

Other Federal Agencies

US Geological Survey USGS
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association NOAA

National Renewable Energy Laboratory
USDA Farm Service Agency FSA
USDA Risk Management Agency RMA
USDA US Forest Service USFS

USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service MRCS
FEMA

US Army Corp of Engineers USACE
US Department of the Interior USDOI Bureau of Land Management BLM
USDOI National Park Service NPS
USDOI Fish and Wildlife Service FWS
USDOI Bureau of Indian Affairs BIA
USDOI Bureau of Reclamation BoR

Other Agricultural Organizations

Co Farm Bureau Federation

Co CattlemensAssociation

Wildland FireForest Health

Colorado Fire Chiefs Association

Front Range Fuels Treatment Partnership

Colorado Bark Beetle Cooperative
Northern Front Range Mountain Pine Beetle Working group

Culebra Coalition southern Front Range

Other Local and State Government

Colorado Geological Survey
Colorado State Parks

Colorado Department of Corrections

Colorado Division of Wildlife DOW
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Colorado Municipal League
Colorado Counties Inc

Colorado Emergency Management Association
Western Governors Association

Dept of Labor and Employment

Utility Providers

Xcel Energy

TriState Energy
Northern Colorado Water Conservation District

Colorado River Water Conservation District

Colorado Watershed Assembly

Others on Local Drought Guidance Document Review committee

RecreationTourism

Chambers of Commerce

Colorado Ski Country USA

Conservation Organizations

Colorado Wildlife Federation

Colorado Audubon Society
Colorado Trout Unlimited

Defenders ofWildlife

Ducks Unlimited

Playa Lakes Joint Venture
Pheasants Forever

Western Resource Advocates

Other Organizations

National Drought Mitigation Center NDMC
Water Commissioners

Western Water Assessment

Colorado Renewable Energy Society
Associated General Contractors of Colorado

Colorado Watershed Assembly

Colorado Voluntary Organizations Active in Disasters

Golf Course Superintendents Association of America
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Outreach Efforts

Plan outreach was an important part of the 2010 revision A Stakeholder and Public Participation
Plan was prepared to provide for a meaningful process through which Coloradoscitizens public
officials and stakeholder groups may effectively participate in the revision of the Colorado
Drought Mitigation and Response Plan The objectives of this document were threefold

Recognizing that there are many levels of public and stakeholder participation to provide for
an effective mix of participation opportunities that meet the above bulleted purposes

Recognizing that not everyone participates in the same way or at the same time to include a
mix of participation strategies that provides for a broad and diverse set of participation
opportunities across Colorado

To build public support for the revised Colorado Drought Mitigation and Response Plan

The document synthesized input from the DMRPC on their recommendations stakeholder
recommendations and public involvement and outreach opportunities Stakeholder and outreach
activities during the 2010 revision are summarized in the following table

Table 3 Stakeholder and Public Participation Plan Implementation 20092010

Timeframe Stakeholder and Public Participation Activities HighlightsOutcome

October Three Dealing with Drought workshops held by Drought Plan Revision presentation on agenda
2009 the CUNOAA Western Water Assessment Summary report developed

Target audience local water providers
Oct 13 Castle Rock

Oct 16 Glenwood Springs
Oct 19 Durango

JanFeb Colorado Water Congress presentation by AMEC Vail Resorts and Colorado River Outfitters

2010 on Vulnerability Assessment Association participating on DMRPC
Rural Water Association meetings
NDMC meetings in Nebraska and NE CO

MarJune Advertise upcoming Plan public review period Colorado Watershed assembly newsletter
2010 through press releases newsletter articles etc article on Plan planned for JulyAugust edition

IBCC May meeting presentation andor exercise Board Meetings publicly broadcast
Presentation to CWCB Board on May 19th
CML and CCI conferences checked but no room in
agendas

July 2010 Revised Drought Mitigation and Response Plan Webbased meeting attended by 21 persons
stakeholderpublic review and comment period representing various local and state
Post draft Plan on CWCB website and advertise government University of Colorado
through email blasts environmental organizations local water
Webbased presentation on the draft Plan providers and the public
presented on August 16 Extensive outreach and comment period and
Colorado Water Congress Meeting revisions made to plan based on comments

received

September Presentation to CWCB Board on September 15 Board Meetings publicly broadcast
2010
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223 Changes in Coordination

Changes in coordination have occurred over the evolution of the Drought Plan Originally
developed and maintained by the Office of Emergency Management now DEM the Plans lead
agency became the DNRCWCB in 2002 Changes in coordination occurred as a result of the
2010 Plan revision most notably with the Plans response functions as detailed in Annex A
Drought Response Plan A more simplified drought response framework was developed to
replace an older more complicated coordination and communication diagram A formal

Drought Task Force was defined replacing the old Review and Reporting Task Force The

Department of Agriculture CDA was added as co lead along with the Departments of Local
Affairs DOLA and Natural Resources to the Drought Task Force See Annex A for more

details

Other changes in coordination included the number constituency and makeup of the Impact
Task Forces themselves The original Impact Task Forces included Municipal Water Wildfire
Protection Agricultural Industry Tourism Wildlife Economic Impacts Energy Loss and
Health Various options to collapse and combine the Impact Task Forces into as few as four
were presented and discussed at several planning meetings The DMRPC discussions and emails
on this topic validated that the model still worked but that some adjustments were needed The
group recommended combining the Health ITF with the Municipal Water ITF The Economic
ITF was dissolved as an individual Task Force but the component of tracking economic impacts
was added as a responsibility of each ITF The revised ITFs are presented in Annex A as well
as more detailed roles and responsibilities and procedures

Coordination among state and federal agencies increased with the 2010 revision with the
inclusion of NOAA and USGS on the DMRPC Additional coordination and collaboration

occurred with the NRCS who modernized the Surface Water Supply Index SWSI for Colorado
as part of the planning effort The State Land Board State Parks and DOW were recognized as
having assets potentially vulnerable to drought and became an active participant in the process

23 Program Integration

231 Integration of Mitigation Planning with other State Planning Efforts

This Plan has been an integral part of the Colorado Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan since 2007
The 2007 and 2010 Colorado NHMP profiles drought as a separate hazard but does not give the
enhanced detail that the Drought Mitigation Plan does This Plan revises complements and
integrates portions of the CWCBs 2004 and 2007 Drought and Water Supply Assessments
DWSA

The State of Colorado is committed to the multi agency mitigation strategy outlined in this Plan
Two goals listed in this Plan in Section 41 are related to this

Coordinate and provide technical assistance for state local and watershed planning efforts
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Develop intergovernmental and interagency stakeholder coordination

Section 44 Mitigation Actions provides additional detail on actions designed to improve
coordination and integration efforts Details on related planning programs and initiatives are also
discussed in Section 42 State Capability Assessment

The following statewide planning efforts have potential for collaboration through the
incorporation of the findings and recommendations from one plan to another

Colorado River Water Availability Study

Colorado linter Basin Compact Committee planning efforts
Basin Needs Decision Support System
Colorado Energy Assurance Plan
Colorado Forest Resource Assessment Plan

Local multihazard mitigation plans
Local drought management plans

Local water conservation plans

Specific action items related to future integration are noted in Section 44 This Plan is a related
component of the Colorado River Water Availability Study phases and other water supply
planning initiatives being spearheaded by the CWCB

232 Integration of Mitigation Planning with FEMA Mitigation Programs and
Initiatives

Mitigation planning associated with this document has strived to include the integration of other
FEMA mitigation programs and initiatives The mitigation component of the Plan conforms to
the Standard State Hazard Mitigation planning requirements of the Disaster Mitigation Act of
2000 based on the FEMA Bluebook MultiHazard Mitigation Planning Guidance 2004 revised
in 2008 FEMA does not have specific programs aimed at mitigating drought disasters DEM is
the primary state coordinating agency for all local emergency operation plans and hazard
mitigation plans The division has the primary responsibility of working with local governments
in developing reviewing and updating local hazard mitigation plans The umbrella 2010
Colorado NHMP best describes how the integration of FEMA mitigation programs and
initiatives
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3 RISK ASSESSMENT

31 Identifying the Drought Hazard

Colorado gets new water supplies from only one source precipitation in the form of rain hail
or snow Colorado gets all of its water from precipitation because there are no major rivers that
flow INTO Colorado There are several major river basins originating in the Colorado Rockies
that flow OUT of the State see Figure 1 providing water to much of the southwestern United
States and contributing to the Missouri and Mississippi rivers as well Thus Colorado earns its
title as the Mother ofRivers

Figure 1 Colorado Historic Average Annual Streamflow acre feet
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Although the source of Coloradoswater supplies is precipitation it difficult to use directly in
that form instead water is often stored in one of five forms of usable water

snowpack SN used directly for recreation although it also serves as a large storage of
water supplies
streamflow ST used for recreation habitat irrigation and municipal water supplies as well
as to meet interstate compact obligations
reservoir water RW used similarly to streamflow

soil moisture SM used by natural vegetation and agriculture and

groundwater GW used for irrigation and municipal water supplies

The amount of time it takes for precipitation to turn into a usable form of water can vary greatly
Precipitation can add to soil moisture or snowpack almost immediately However there can be
delays of several days weeks or months before precipitation adds to the water levels in streams
reservoirs or groundwater aquifers During those periods some precipitation is lost to
evaporation as well as wind and dust on snow enhancing sublimation Therefore in warmer

months with less precipitation such as summer brief rains that fall will add little or no water to
the usable water supply

Drought is a complex and a gradual phenomenon in Colorado Although droughts can be
characterized as emergencies they differ from other emergency events in that most natural
disasters such as floods or forest fires occur relatively rapidly and afford little time for
preparing for disaster response Droughts typically occur slowly over a multi year period and it
is often not obvious or easy to quantify when a drought begins and ends Drought can often be
defined regionally based on its effects

Meteorological drought is usually defined by a period of below average precipitation

Agricultural drought occurs when there is an inadequate water supply to meet the needs of
the states crops and other agricultural operations such as livestock

Hydrological drought is defined as deficiencies in surface and subsurface water supplies It
is generally measured as streamflow snowpack and as lake reservoir and groundwater
levels

Socioeconomic drought occurs when a drought impacts health well being and quality of
life or when a drought starts to have an adverse economic impact on a region

Figure 2 relates these definitions to drought duration and potential impacts
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Figure 2 Causes and Impacts of Drought
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Source National Drought Mitigation Center

32 Drought Hazard Profile

With its semiarid conditions drought is a natural part of the Colorado climate Due to natural
variations in climate and precipitation it is rare for all of Colorado to be deficient in moisture at
the same time However single season droughts over some portion of the state are quite
common Hydrologic conditions constituting a drought for water users in one location may not
constitute a drought for water users elsewhere or for water users that have a different water
supply Individual water suppliers may use criteria such as rainfallrunoff amount of water in
storage or expected supply from a water wholesaler to define their water supply conditions
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The drought issue is further compounded by water rights specific to a state or region Water is a
commodity possessed under a variety of legal doctrines See the Water Rights discussion in
Section 326

Drought impacts are wide reaching and may come in different forms such as economic
environmental andor societal The most significant impacts associated with drought in
Colorado are those related to water intensive activities such as agriculture wildfire protection
municipal usage commerce tourism recreation and wildlife preservation A reduction of

electric power generation and water quality deterioration are also potential effects Drought
conditions can also cause soil to compact decreasing its ability to absorb water making an area
more susceptible to flash flooding and erosion A drought may also increase the speed at which
dead and fallen trees dry out and become more potent fuel sources for wildfires Drought may
also weaken trees in areas already affected by mountain pine beetle infestations causing more
extensive damage to trees and increasing wildfire risk at least temporarily An ongoing drought
which severely inhibits natural plant growth cycles may impact critical wildlife habitats
Drought impacts increase with the length of a drought as carryover supplies in reservoirs are
depleted and water levels in groundwater basins decline A more detailed discussion on drought
impacts can be found in Section 326

321 Location of Drought Hazards in Colorado

No portion of the State of Colorado is immune from drought conditions The effects of drought
vary based on where in the state it occurs when it happens and how long the drought persists
For example a drought in the plains of the state can greatly affect agricultural crops A long
term drought is not needed to affect agricultural yields Droughts of just a few weeks during
critical periods of plant development can have disastrous effects on agriculture production
Droughts that occur in the mountainous regions of the state during winter months may have great
affects on the ski and tourism industry However drought in one area of the state may also
impact other regions Lack of winter snowfall in the mountains can eventually lead to
agricultural impacts on the eastern plains due to decreased streamflows Reduced reservoir

storage from decreased runoff in the mountains leads to municipal and industrial water shortages
on the Front Range Droughts that occur in populated areas may not have direct affects to the
residents but may increase the threat of wildfire in the wildland urban interface areas In

summary drought is one of the few hazards with the potential to directly or indirectly impact the
entire population of the state be it from water restrictions higher water and food prices reduced
air or water quality or restricted access to recreational areas

2

Tracking drought impacts can be difficult The Drought Impact Reporter from the NDMC is a
useful reference tool that compiles reported drought impacts nationwide Figure 3 shows
reported drought impacts for all Colorado counties since the previous Plan update was approved

From A History of Drought McKee and Doesken
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in 2007 Figure 4 shows drought impacts for all Colorado counties from 1935 earliest reported
drought impact to March 2010 Based on reports to the NDMC all counties recorded some
impact from drought and most counties recorded moderate to major amounts of impacts
illustrating that drought affects all regions of the state in all impact categories at one time or
another The data represented is skewed with the majority of these impacts from records within
the past ten years

Figure 3 Drought Impact Reporter for Colorado 2007March 2010
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Figure 4 Drought Impact Reporter for Colorado 1935April 2010
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322 Monitoring Drought in Colorado

Because drought can be defined differently based on the cause lack of supply and the effect
adverse impacts to water users several methods have evolved to measure and assess drought
Severity the most commonly used term for measuring drought is a combination of the
magnitude and duration of the drought In order to assess the severity of a drought event it is
necessary to monitor normal conditions as well as conditions during drought events Individual
indicators of drought conditions can be used as well as indices that combine multiple different
indicators to give a more comprehensive set of information Both traditional maps and graphs of
precipitation snowpack and streamflow patterns and compilations provide valuable information
for drought monitoring Instrumental data are used extensively for monitoring precipitation
snowpack streamflow and reservoir levels some of which are summarized below
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Precipitation is measured daily at several hundred locations across Colorado National
Weather Service NWS stations have data collected for 100 years or more and are used
extensively by the Colorado Climate Center CCC at Colorado State University CSU for
drought research
Snowpack data critical for predicting runoff and surface water supplies are collected at
higher elevations by the NRCS at Snow Telemetry Network SNOTEL sites A few of these
sites date back more than 60 years Precipitation and snowpack data have been analyzed to
determine the patterns of wet and dry periods and their hydroclimatic impacts in Colorado
over the last 100 years Monitoring this data is very important to predict near future drought
potential

Streamflow is the net result of precipitation snowmelt evapotranspiration infiltration and
groundwater recharge as well as manmade influences such as irrigation diversions and
reservoir storage and releases The combination of streamflow readings and reservoir levels
provides the best direct indication of available surface water supplies in each of Colorados
river basins

These climate observation networks provide important data necessary to analyze current and
historic droughts and relate water availability to observed impacts Years of experience along
with common sense have shown that drought impacts are directly related to the following
drought characteristics

Magnitude how large the water deficits are in comparison with historic averages
Duration how long the drought lasts
Areal Extent what area is impacted by the drought

A variety of drought indices are used to track precipitation and water supply as well as classify
droughts that have occurred in the past These indices help simplify and synthesize complex data
to provide actionable information for planners and decision makers Paleoclimatic techniques
such as measurement of tree rings ice cores pollens and ancient lake levels are also employed
to study drought patterns and frequencies over the past several centuries The following set of
indices are most commonly used in Colorado

The Colorado Modified Palmer Drought Index CMPDI is a complex soil moisture
calculation that has been used by federal agricultural agencies to determine when to provide
drought assistance It requires weekly or monthly precipitation and temperature data as inputs
Since this index was initially developed for areas of the country with more precipitation and
more homogeneous climates Colorado adapted the index by separating the state into 25
climatically similar regions In recent years the CCC has added a 26th region the Sangre de
Cristo Mountains which originally did not have adequate data The Colorado Modified Palmer
Index uses a 4 to 4 scale It uses a 0 as normal and drought is shown in terms of negative
numbers for example negative 2 is moderate drought negative 3 is severe drought and negative
4 is extreme drought
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The Surface Water Supply Index SWSI The original SWSI was developed in Colorado in
1981 by the Soil Conservation Service now the NRCS and the Colorado Division of Water
Resources DWR The purpose of the index was to describe drought severity where water
availability is driven by winter snow accumulation and subsequent melt typical in the Western
US The SWSI is comprised of four inputs snowpack streamflow precipitation and reservoir
storage During the winter months December to May the index uses snowpack water year
precipitation and reservoir storage In summer and fall June to November the index switches
to streamflow previous monthsprecipitation and reservoir storage The index is computed by
determining each variablesnonexeedance probability the probability that subsequent sums of
that component will not be greater than the current sum then multiplying by a subjective
weighting factor The Index is in the process of being modernized see related discussion in
Section 323 and Annex D using the following inputs depending on the time of year

For JanuaryJune SWSI Streamflow Forecast Reservoir Storage

For JulySeptember SWSI Reservoir Storage Observed Streamflow

For October December SWSI Reservoir Storage

The revised SWSI 2010for Colorado will change to SWSI Reservoir Storage Previous

Month s Streamflow

The variables are summed and converted to an index of generally 4 abundant supplies to 4
exceptional drought The 4 to 4 range was used to mimic the widely accepted Palmer
Drought Index The SWSI is calculated independently for each basin due to differences in
climate and reservoir capacities One of the advantages to the SWSI is that it is simple to
calculate and gives a representative measurement of surface water supplies across the state It has
been modified and applied in other western states as well

The Standardized Precipitation Index SPI also developed in Colorado is fairly simple to
compute but is often a robust index for describing drought patterns The SPI values are based on
the probability calculated from the longterm precipitation record for a given location of
recording a given amount of precipitation over the stated time period and these probabilities are
standardized so that a value of zero always indicates the median precipitation amount The SPI
can be computed for different time scales can provide early warning of drought and help assess
drought severity and is less complex than the CMPDI The SPI identifies a beginning and end
for each drought as well as an intensity level for each month in which the drought occurs Table
4 shows the values for the SPI index The challenge of utilizing SPI objectively is understanding
the appropriate time scale and vulnerability for various known and potential impacts
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Table 4 SPI Index

SPI Values Description

20 extremely wet

15 to 199 very wet

10 to 149 moderately wet

99 to 99 near normal

10 to 149 moderately dry

15 to 199 severely dry

2 and less extremely dry
Source NOAA National Climactic Data Center

The Crop Moisture Index was developed from the Palmer Index and was designed to evaluate
shortterm moisture conditions across major crop producing regions It uses the average
temperature and total precipitation for each week and compares the calculated index with the
previous week This is a better index to measure rapidly changing conditions and for comparing
different locations but the gross scale of the climate divisions only five for Colorado make it a
less useful index for Colorado statewide

In addition to the indices noted above the US Drought Portal which is a product of the
National Integrated Drought Information System NIDIS is also used in Colorado

The US Drought Portal is part of an interactive system to

Provide early warning about emerging and anticipated droughts

Assimilate and quality control data about droughts and models

Provide information about risk and impact of droughts to different agencies and stakeholders
Provide information about past droughts for comparison and to understand current conditions

Explain how to plan for and manage the impacts of droughts

Provide a forum for different stakeholders to discuss drought related issues

A major component of this portal is the US Drought Monitor The Drought Monitor concept
was developed jointly by the NOAAsClimate Prediction Center the NDMC and the USDAs
Joint Agricultural Weather Facility in the late 1990s as a process that synthesizes multiple
indices outlooks and local impacts into an assessment that best represents current drought
conditions The final outcome of each Drought Monitor is a consensus of federal state and
academic scientists who are intimately familiar with the conditions in their respective regions

A snapshot of the drought conditions nationwide and specific to Colorado can be found in Figure
5 and Figure 6 The figures indicate that Coloradoswater situation has continued to improve
since the 2002 drought Areas ranked as abnormally dry in the northwestern portion of the state
could indicate emerging drought conditions
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Figure 5 Current US Drought Conditions
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Figure 6 Current Colorado Drought Conditions
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The US Seasonal Drought Outlook developed by NOAA synthesizes longterm forecasts to
generalize drought tendencies across the nation A sample of this product is shown in the Figure
7
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Figure 7 Seasonal Drought Outlook July 15 2010 October 2010
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Upper Colorado River Basin NIDIS Pilot

A pilot effort to develop a drought monitor type of product specific to the Upper Colorado River
Basin UCRB began in 2009 This effort includes

Interviews with water providers and users to influence the design

UCRB Community on the Drought Portal

Web based snow model charting tool

UCRB Weekly Climate Water and Drought Assessment webinar series

Monitoring gaps assessment

Spatial analysis of water demand

Reconciling estimates of 21 st century flows

Low flow impacts database
Linkage of climate and river modeling
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Results of this pilot project have the potential to be applied in other major river basins in
Colorado The pilot project is targeted for completion in the summer of 2011

323 Drought Indicators Modernization

The SWSI has been used along with the Palmer Index and SPI as the basis for making decisions
for the activation and deactivation of the Colorado Drought Response Plan While the use of the
word triggers has been used in the past the index values have been more appropriately used as
guidelines that need to be evaluated with the professional judgment of the WATF before
activation of the Response Plan It has long been recognized that the SWSI methods were in
need of modernization and the validity of the Colorado Modified Palmer Index as a drought
indicator has also been called into question In 20092010 a significant effort was made in
coordination with the Drought Plan revision to modernize the SWSI index for Colorado and to
analyze the effectiveness of the Colorado Modified Palmer Index with respect to how it has
performed indicating the severity of past droughts The findings of these efforts are included in
Annex D Drought Monitoring Indices and summarized here

Careful evaluation and comparison of the CMPDI with SPI at several time scales has revealed
some of the following characteristics

The 9 and 12 month SPI often behave similarly to the CMPDI
The CMPDI correlates well with certain impacts such as wheat yield and water year
streamflow but it does not perform equally well in all parts of the State The CMPDI is

sometimes the best leading indicator of these important impacts However the CMPDI has a
very long memory and does not respond well to fairly rapid changes in hydrologic
conditions

The 24 and 48 month SPIs are excellent for providing diagnostic documentation after the
fact on the frequency severity and areal extent of droughts that have occurred
The 3 9 month SPI values are more likely to provide predictive skills of some near future
next 1 9 month drought impacts The significance of these indices is highly seasonal and
must be interpreted within the framework of seasonal climate cycles and seasonal and
regional drought vulnerability

Opportunities for further study may include the need to assess and evaluate what percent of
Colorados is experiencing drought at any given time and for how long Drought severity
duration intensity and area all influence drought impacts The CCC is able to produce
ongoing time series of the percent of area within Colorado experiencing drought to graphically
depict drought impacts

As part of this Plan revision The NRCS is working to revise the SWSI calculations for Colorado
by implementing a method with a sounder theoretical and statistical basis and to increase the
spatial detail to approximately 30 watersheds instead of the seven major basins now covered
Watersheds in the UCRB are now using this revised SWSI with the first results presented at the
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Colorado WATF meeting on May 21 2010 The results of this are shown in Figure 8 The
transition for the rest of the State will be completed by March 2011 More information can be
found in Annex D

Figure 8 Comparison of Old and New Surface Water Supply Index April 2010

Old Method New Method

324 Drought History in Colorado

Surface Water Supply Index
Upper Colorado April 2010

Several times since the late 1800s Colorado has experienced widespread severe drought The
most dramatic occurred in the 1930s and 1950s when many states Colorado included were
affected for several years at a time Table 5 shows six multiyear droughts experienced in
Colorado since 1893 The 2002 drought occurred after the study was published but the table has
been modified to reflect Coloradosmost recent and intense drought Following this section is a
history of drought declarations Details on the more significant droughts particularly the 2002
drought conclude the discussion of drought history
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Table 5 Historical Dry and Wet Periods in Colorado

Date Dry Wet Duration years

18931905 X

2003

12

19051931 X 26

1931 1941 X

Animas Mesa Mineral Moffat Montezuma Otero Pueblo Rio

10

1941 1951

Blanco Rio Grande Routt Saguache

X 10

1951 1957 X

Drought Freeze Hail

6

19571959 X 2

19631965 X

2004

2

19651975

2005

X 10

19751978 X

S2160 Delta Kit Carson

3

19791999 X 20

20002006 X

Rain Hail

6

Source McKee et al modified for this Plan in 2010 based on input from the CCC

USDA Disaster Declarations for Colorado

USDA Secretarial Disaster Declarations must be requested by a governors authorized
representative or by an Indian Tribal Council leader Damages and losses prompting disaster
designation must be due to a natural disaster and a minimum of 30 production loss in at least
one crop in the county must have occurred The Secretarial Disaster Declaration is widely used
Table 6 lists the disaster declarations related to drought for Colorado from 2003 to the present
The calendar year is listed along with the type of hazard the declaration number and the
primary affected counties

Table 6 USDA Secretarial Disasters 2003 Present

Year Type Declaration Number and Affected Counties

2003 Drought S1797 Baca Bent Elbert Kiowa Lincoln Prowers

2003 Drought Insects S1843 Alamosa Archuleta Chaffee Conejos Costilla Crowley Custer
Dolores Fremont Garfield Hinsdale Huerfano La Plata Lake Las
Animas Mesa Mineral Moffat Montezuma Otero Pueblo Rio
Blanco Rio Grande Routt Saguache

2003 Drought S1890 Cheyenne Phillips

2004 Drought Freeze Hail S1947 Baca Chaffee Cheyenne Custer Eagle Fremont Garfield Grand
Jackson Kiowa Kit Carson Lake Lincoln Phillips Pitkin Prowers
Pueblo Routt Summit Yuma

2004 Drought S2009 Moffat

2005 Drought S2031 Huerfano Las Animas Rio Blanco

2005 Drought Freezing S2160 Delta Kit Carson

Temperatures

2005 Drought Wind Heavy S2188 Crowley El Paso Lincoln Otero Park Phillips Pueblo Teller
Rain Hail Washington Yuma
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Year Type Declaration Number and Affected Counties

2005 Drought Crop Diseases S2217 Logan
Insect Infestation

2005 Drought Crop Diseases S2287 Huerfano Kiowa Las Animas Sedgwick
2006 Insect Infestation

2005 Drought Fire High Winds S2327 Adams Alamosa Baca Broomfield Chaffee Cheyenne Conejos
2006 Heat Costilla Custer Denver Dolores Douglas Elbert Fremont

Hinsdale Huerfano Kit Carson Lake Las Animas Mineral
Montezuma Morgan Prowers Pueblo Rio Grande Saguache San
Miguel Weld

2006 Heat high winds insect S2329 Arapahoe Archuleta Bent Boulder Crowley Delta El Paso
pests late freeze drought Gunnison Jefferson Kiowa La Plata Montrose Ouray Park

Phillips Teller Washington

2006 Heat high winds drought S2351 Eagle Garfield Larimer Logan Otero Pitkin Rio Blanco Yuma

2006 Drought S2382 Jackson Lincoln Mesa Moffat

2006 Drought S2480 Sedgwick

2008 Drought S2750 Adams Arapahoe Baca Bent Cheyenne Crowley Douglas El
Paso Elbert Huerfano Kiowa Kit Carson Las Animas Lincoln
Logan Otero Park Prowers Pueblo Teller Washington Weld

2008 Drought S2802 Fremont

2009 Drought S2970 Dolores Mesa Montezuma Montrose San Miguel

Source usuA Loioraao rarm Services Agency

GovernorsDrought Emergency Declarations for Colorado

In addition to USDA Drought Declarations the following list shows a timeline for Governor
Drought Emergency Declarations over the last 60 years These differ from USDA declarations
because they can provide emergency assistance beyond that targeted for agriculture

831951 Governor Dan Thornton declared a drought emergency in La Plata Dolores
Montezuma Rio Grande Archuleta Conejos Alamosa Saguache Costilla and Mineral
counties due to a shortage of feed for livestock
8221952 Governor Dan Thornton declared a drought emergency for Elbert Douglas Kit
Carson El Paso and Cheyenne counties due to a shortage of feed for livestock
2101977 Governor Richard Lamm issued a Conserve Water Month proclamation The
Proclamation stated the snowpack was 30 of normal and that the eastern plains had not
received adequate precipitation for the second straight year The intention of the

proclamation was to encourage water conservation is order to lessen the impact of drought
3311977 Governor Richard Lamm issued a Conserve Water Year proclamation
essentially extending the above proclamation out for the entire year
7201977 Governor Richard Lamm issued a proclamation for the formation of the Drought
Council

2161978 Governor Richard Lamm issued a proclamation to retain the Drought Council
until the end of the drought
811994 In response to extremely and conditions Governor Roy Romer activated several
Impact Task Forces to assess impacts
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7291996 Governor Roy Romer issued an Executive Order D000996 proclaiming a
Drought Disaster Emergency Declaration Fifteen counties were included in a request for
USDA assistance The Directive activated the Water Availability Agriculture Wildfire
Tourism Municipal Water and Review and Reporting Impact Task Forces
2002 Governor Bill Owens activated eight Impact Task Forces during the 2002 drought
Colorado received a statewide Presidential Disaster Declaration for drought and wildfires

Major Droughts

The following is a summary of information on major droughts that have affected Colorado

The 1930s Drought The Dust Bowl drought severely affected much of the United States
during the 1930s Figure 9 illustrates the extent of the Dust Bowl as defined by the Soil
Conservation Service

Figure 9 Extent of the Dust Bowl

Source Public Broadcasting System American Experience Surviving the Dust Bowl
wwwpbsorgwqbhamexdustbowlmapsindexhtml

s From the NCDC website North American Drought A Paleo Perspective
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The drought came in three waves 1934 1936 and 19391940 but some regions of the High
Plains experienced drought conditions for as many as eight consecutive years The soil depleted
of moisture was lifted by the wind into great clouds of dust and sand which were so thick they
concealed the sun for several days at a time They were referred to as black blizzards The
period itself is known as the dust bowl The black blizzards were caused by sustained drought
conditions compounded by years of land management practices that left topsoil susceptible to the
forces of the wind

The agricultural and economic damage devastated residents of the Great Plains The Dust Bowl
drought worsened the already severe economic crises that many Great Plains farmers faced In
the early 1930s many farmers were trying to recover from economic losses suffered during the
Great Depression To compensate for these losses they began to increase their crop yields High
production drove prices down forcing farmers to keep increasing their production to pay for
both their equipment and their land When the drought hit farmers could no longer produce
enough crops to pay off loans or even pay for essential needs Even with federal emergency aid
many Great Plains farmers could not withstand the economic impacts of the drought Many
farmers were forced off of their land One in ten farms changed possession at the peak of the
drought The agricultural and economic damage devastated residents of the Great Plains

Many factors contributed to the severe impact of this drought and in its aftermath a better
understanding of the interactions between the natural elements eg climate plants and soil
and humanrelated elements eg agricultural practices economics and social conditions of the
Great Plains developed As a result farmers adopted new cultivation methods to help control soil
erosion in dry land ecosystems consequently subsequent droughts in the region have not had the
same impact

The 1950s Drought Fueled by postwar economic stability and technological advancement
the 1950s represented a time of growth and prosperity for some Americans But while much of
the country celebrated a resurgence of wellbeing many residents of the Great Plains and
southwestern United States were suffering During the 1950s the Great Plains and the
southwestern US withstood a fiveyear drought and in three of these years drought conditions
stretched coast to coast The 1950s drought was characterized by both decreased rainfall and
excessively high temperatures The first effects of the drought were felt in the southwestern US
in 1950 and by 1953 conditions had spread to Oklahoma Kansas and Nebraska By 1954 the
drought encompassed a tenstate area reaching from the midwest to the Great Plains and
southward into New Mexico The area from the Texas panhandle to central and eastern
Colorado western Kansas and central Nebraska experienced severe drought conditions The
drought maintained a stronghold in the Great Plains reaching a peak in 1956 The drought
subsided in most areas with the spring rains of 1957 A disaster of this magnitude can create
severe social and economic repercussions as was the case in the southern Great Plains region

4 From the NCDC website North American Drought A Paleo Perspective
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The drought devastated the regions agriculture with crop yields in some areas decreased as
much as 50 Excessive temperatures and minimal rainfall scorched grasslands typically used
for grazing With grass scarce hay prices rose forcing some ranchers to feed their cattle a
mixture of prickly pear cactus and molasses By the time the drought subsided in 1957 many
counties across the region were declared federal drought disaster areas

The 1977 Drought During 1976 and 1977 the state experienced record low streamflows at
two thirds of the major stream gages records that held until the 2002 drought In addition the
Colorado ski industry estimated revenue losses at 786 million agriculture producers had to
incur higher crop production costs due to short water supplies and numerous municipalities were
forced to impose water use restrictions on their customers The states agriculture producers and
municipalities received over 110 million in federal drought aid as a result of the 1976 1977
drought

19801981 Drought Although short lived beginning in the fall of 1980 and lasting until the
summer of 1981 this drought generated costly impacts to the ski industry and initiated a huge
investment in snow making equipment it motivated the writing of the Colorado Drought
Response Plan and the formation of the Water Availability Task Force described in Section
211

1994 Drought On August 1 in response to extremely and conditions the Governor activated
by memorandum several Task Forces to assess impacts Agriculture blowing soils Wildlife
Wildfire CommerceTourism and Review and Reporting Significant impacts reported included
an increase in wildfires statewide loss to the winter wheat crops difficulties with livestock
feeding and impacts to the Statesfisheries

1996 Drought July 29 the Governor issued an Executive Order D000996 proclaiming a
Drought Disaster Emergency Declaration Fifteen counties were included in a request for USDA
assistance The directive activated the Water Availability Agriculture Wildfire Tourism
Municipal Water and Review and Reporting Task Forces to monitor the situation and evaluate
impacts to potable water supplies in the southwest and northwest portions of the State The State
Drought Review and Reporting Task Force provided a Drought Status Report to the Governors
Office The situation called for continued monitoring by the WATF until fall and winter
precipitation alleviated further concerns

2002 Drought On a statewide basis 2002 was the most intense single year of drought in
Coloradoshistory This was an extremely dry year embedded in a longer dry period 2000
2006 similar to 1934 being an extremely dry year within a period of longer drought 1931
1939 Holders of senior water rights dated 1865 and 1881 placed calls on the South Platte
Riverthe most senior calls placed on the river in over a generation In the southern part of the

S

From the NCDC website North American Drought A Paleo Perspective
6

Adapted from The Drought of 2002 in Colorado Doesken and Pielke 2003
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State the Rio Grande nearly ceased to flow The magnitude of this drought cannot be
overstated These conditions were rated exceptional by the US Drought Monitor and were the
most severe drought experienced in the region since the Dust Bowl Indeed based on studies of
tree rings and archaeological evidence from aboriginal cultures the 2002 drought was arguably
the most severe in the recorded history of the state

The drought of 2002 had its roots in the autumn of 1999 After a very wet spring and a soggy
August precipitation patterns reversed and the fall of 1999 was very dry across most of
Colorado The winter of 19992000 followed with below average snow fall and above average
temperatures dryness continued into spring and early summer over northeast Colorado and the
South Platte watershed and drought conditions quickly emerged A persistently hot summer with
evapotranspiration rates higher than average deteriorated conditions The 2001 water year
although less extreme continued to trend on the dry side

October 2001 weather patterns appeared more favorable as a variety of storm systems crossed
the region However the storms resulted in little moisture and when the month was over

precipitation totaled again less than 50 of average over the majority of the state November
and December brought some snow accumulation but snow water content remained below
average and Januarys above average snowfall came down in the Front Range urban corridor
and the southeastern plains contributing very little to overall water supplies February and
March despite cooler temperatures and numerous storm systems did not see the copious wet
snows that Colorado spring snowstorms typically produce By the end of March 2002 the
statewide snow water equivalent was a mere 52 of average and portions of Colorados
mountains were even further below average see Figure 10

Hall J 2002 Sources of water for irrigation along the South Platte during a drought Streamlines Quarterly
Newsletter of the Office of the State Engineer 16 Pp 23
s

Tronstad R Feuz D 2002 Impacts of the 2002 drought on western ranches and public land policies Western
Economics Forum 1 Pp 1924
9

Pielke Sr R A Doesken N Bliss O 2003 Climate of Colorado Climatology Report 60 Department of
Atmospheric Science Colorado State University Fort Collins CO
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Figure 10 April 1 2002 snowpack for the State of Colorado
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The spring storms that sometimes dump heavy and widespread precipitation were nonexistent in
April and temperatures soared to record highs In the mountains snow melted or evaporated at
an alarming rate Relative humidity on several afternoons fell to below 10 Fire danger which
typically stays low to moderate through early June was already high by mid April and the first
severe forest fire of the season ignited near Bailey on April 23 Snaking Fire

May was even drier see Figure 11 At a time of year when Coloradosrivers and streams are
normally churning with snowmelt runoff there were only mere glimpses of snowmelt flows
Irrigation water demand was high and it was soon obvious that supplies would not last through
the growing season Municipalities began to face the possibility that available water supplies
might not be sufficient to meet typical summertime demand Many areas implemented strict
water conservation restrictions Other forest fires erupted and each new blaze seemed to spread
faster than the one before
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Figure 11 May 2002 Precipitation as a Percent of 19601991 Average
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Source The Drought of 2002 in Colorado Nolan Doesken and Roger Pielke Sr

June arrived accompanied by relentless summer heat temperatures routinely climbed above 90
degrees Fahrenheit at lower elevations east and west of the mountains Vegetation that normally
grows lush and tall with spring moisture barely greened up Relative humidity often dropped to
less than 10 and bans on outside burning were enforced statewide Little or no precipitation
fell for the entire month over western Colorado see Figure 12 Winter wheat crop conditions
continued rapid deterioration and ranchers quickly sold or relocated their herds in response to
the poor range conditions and high cost of feed The most severe fires of the season erupted in
June including the Hayman fire southwest of Denver which quickly grew to be the largest
documented forest fire in Colorado 217 mi on record
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Figure 12 June 2002 Precipitation as a Percent of the 1961 1990 Average
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Source The Drought of 2002 in Colorado Nolan Doesken and Roger Pielke Sr
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July brought a few changes Below average precipitation persisted statewide and temperatures
were above average for the fourth consecutive month By late July the entire state of Colorado
was in a serious drought See Figure 13

Figure 13 2002 Drought Drought Monitor from July 23 2002
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The first several days of August brought some hope for a respite but the monsoon moisture surge
was brief By mid August 100F temperatures led media reports to liken conditions to the
great Dust Bowl of the 1930s As the month neared its end a subtle change in weather patterns
brought a round of springlike thunderstorms loaded with hail and high winds to portions of
eastern Colorado Humid and stormy weather continued into September and for the first time
since August 2001 the majority of Colorado received above average rainfall

Fortunately for Colorado drought conditions continued to slowly recede during the end of 2002
and into 2003 The March 18 2003 blizzard that hammered the Colorado Front Range with as
much as 87 inches of snow significantly relieved many of the lingering effects of the drought
Some areas of the state however continued to experience moderate to severe drought
conditions but these droughts did not affect the state as a whole The 2007 Drought Update
reported that during calendar year 2006 at least some portions of the state also experienced
severe drought conditions D2 drought intensity between March and December while additional
parts of the state experienced extreme drought conditions D3 drought intensity between May
and September

In the 2007 DWSA many 64 of respondents felt the drought had passed and that the state
had fully recovered from the 2002 drought Since 2003 both drought conditions the state water
situation has improved but it has taken nearly eight years to recover from the 2002 drought
Discussion in the April 2010 WATF meeting suggested that the states water situation was the
best it had been since the late 1990s with near average snowpack and reservoir storage in most
basins in the state

Historical Perspective of the 2002 Drought

The drought of 2002 is considered the worst drought on record Statewide snowpack was at or
near all time lows 2002 water year precipitation was extremely low when compared to 1961
1990 normal precipitation levels There have been individual years in Colorado that have been
drier at individual points or portions of the State 1894 1934 1939 1954 and 1966 are some

examples However what made 2002 so unusual was that all of the State was dry at the same
time By all accounts soil moisture was nearly depleted in the upper one meter of the soil
profile over broad areas of Colorado by late August 2002 2002 was clearly the driest year in
over 100 years of record based on streamflow Reservoirs dropped to extremely low levels The
excess of the late 1990s helped Colorado survive the drought of 2002 but very little useable
water remained even with strict enforced water restrictions For a more detailed historical

impact of the 2002 drought see The Drought of 2002 in Colorado authored by Nolan Doesken
and Roger Pielke Sr and referenced many times in this Plan

2002 Drought and the Impact Task Forces

All eight impact task forces were activated by the Governor during the 2002 drought One

outcome was the 2003 Drought Impact and Mitigation Report It identified impacts from the
drought as well as actions or mitigation measures that already had been or would be taken to
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address the impacts of an ongoing drought The report also indentified state and federal agencies
and entities that are associated with actions and mitigation measures as well as implementation
status and related costs of those actions and mitigation measures Each of the ITFs provided a
summary table listing these actions and activities also summarized in Appendix B

325 Probability of Future Droughts

Historical analysis of precipitation shows that drought is a frequent occurrence in Colorado
Short duration drought as defined by the threemonth Standardized Precipitation Index SPI
occur somewhere in Colorado in nearly nine out of every ten years However severe
widespread multiyear droughts are much less common

According to the 2004 Drought Water Supply Assessment DWSA there have been six recorded
drought incidents totaling 36 dry years which impacted the State of Colorado since 1893 or a
span of 111 years 20041893 111 years This formula evaluates that the probability of a
drought occurring in any given year is 324 This is further supported by the statement that
short duration drought as defined by the 3 month SPI occur somewhere in Colorado in nearly
nine out of every ten years

12

The NOAA projects short term future probability by releasing US Seasonal Drought Outlook
maps that project anticipated drought conditions three months out The current June through
September 2010 Outlook is shown as Figure 7 According to NOAA no drought is expected in
the short term in Colorado

Figure 14 from the NDMC illustrates that most of Colorado has experienced severe or extreme
drought between 15 and 199 percent of the time over a 100year period

Climate change could increase the frequency of drought in Colorado in the future The next
section Section 326 discusses climate change as it relates to the probability of future droughts
and its general implications for the State

10

McKee Thomas B Doesken Nolan J and Kleist John 1999 Historical Dry and Wet Periods in Colorado
Climatology Report 991 Part A Technical Report Part B Appendices Department of Atmospheric Sciences CSU
11

McKee Thomas B Doesken Nolan J and Kleist John 2000 A History of Drought in Colorado Lessons
Learned and What Lies Ahead Department of Atmospheric Sciences CSU
12 Ibid
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Figure 14 United States Percent of Time in Drought 18951995
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326 Other Drought Implications in Colorado

Climate Change

The hydrology and water resources and hence the economy of Colorado is extremely sensitive
to climate Multifaceted stress on water supply such as irrigation and municipal demands
mandated biological flows and the increasing need for hydropower coupled with climate
variability and change are increasing the importance of supply forecasting to both water
managers and business markets Climate change is projected to increase the frequency of drought
events in Colorado and as a result of increasing temperatures water yields will in general
decrease Warmer temperatures will likely result in precipitation occurring as rain rather than
snow an earlier spring melt more intense precipitation events and increased evapotranspiration
CWCB 2008 CWCB 2010 Knowles et al 2006 Mote 2006 Saunders 2005 Udall 2007

Consequently runoff will start earlier and end earlier Reservoirs will fill earlier and what

cannot be stored in the spring and early summer will be spilled when agricultural demands are
not as great as they are later in the summer Decreased runoff in the summer will result in

additional reservoir drawdown and many studies agree that higher temperatures and lower
precipitation during summer months will further increase agricultural demands thus causing
even more stress on reservoir storage CWCB 2008 CWCB 2010 The International Panel on
Climate Change IPCC 2007 has indicated that predicted changes in mean flow or flow
variability could cause physical infrastructure to be inadequate for intended purposes or increase
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the risk of failure of the water resource system under extremes of drought While such risks may
be somewhat buffered in large water systems by robustness and resilience in the design of the
system smaller systems may be extremely vulnerable under climate scenarios beyond those
considered in their design

Since the last update of the Colorado Drought Mitigation and Response Plan the State has been
paying increased attention to climate change projections from the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change IPCC and has developed a Climate Action Plan which includes the need to
investigate vulnerabilities of the States water supplies to climate change and to plan for severe
drought as well as other risks resulting from climate change In 2008 the State held a
conference to assist water providers planners managers and government officials assess
drought risk impacts and preparedness in Colorado and the improvements that will be needed
for management under different conditions such as climate change

Annex C contains a more detailed high level analysis of possible implications of climate change
for drought in Colorado The Colorado River Water Availability Study sponsored by the
CWCB investigated water availability on the Colorado River under a range of climate change
scenarios For this project the results from the Water Availability Study were used to analyze
drought duration and the likelihood of experiencing droughts in the future that are longer than
the longest drought observed throughout the 56 year period of record Refer to Annex C for the
findings of this analysis

Water Rights

Under the Colorado system of prior appropriation also known as first in time first in right
claims with earlier priority dates have senior rights while claims with more recent priority dates
have junior rights During droughts senior rights take precedence over junior rights Use will be
reduced or cut off for junior rights protecting senior rights Coloradoswater supply fluctuates
continually During times of drought when water is scarce the prior appropriation doctrine has
profound implications for water management The topic of drought and Colorado Water Rights
is discussed in more detail in Annex B Drought Vulnerability Technical Information Included is
a discussion on the system of prior appropriation a summary of river administration during the
2002 drought and recommendations for future studies

33 Assessing Vulnerability by Jurisdiction

The state risk assessment is to include an overview and analysis of the Statesvulnerability based
on estimates provided in both the local and state risk assessments The plan must also identify
those jurisdictions that are most threatened and most vulnerable to loss and damage due to
drought The following section follows the FEMA requirements and explains the process used to
analyze information from the local risk assessments as well as a requirement that the Plan
reflects changes in development in hazard prone areas
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According to FEMAsrisk assessment guidance FEMA 3862 vulnerability is defined as being
open to damage or attack and risk is defined as the possibility of loss or injury For this
assessment the vulnerability of a county is approximated by looking at previous impacts due to
drought and identifying existing conditions or metrics that would cause a county to be more
or less impacted during future droughts These metrics are determined on a sectorbysector
basis In an attempt to expand upon previous vulnerability assessments for the State of
Colorado the scope has been widened to include six privateeconomic sectors in addition to state
assets The sectors are as follows Agriculture Energy Environment Municipal and Industrial
MI Recreation and Socioeconomic State assets that are considered atrisk from drought are
as follows stateowned or operated buildings critical infrastructure state lands instream flows
and fish hatcheries Only those facilities that are stateowned or operated are specifically
addressed in the state assets section of the Plan but the impacts and vulnerabilities identified for
these facilities would apply to similar privatelyowned facilities and lands as well

In addition to the FEMA requirements the EMAP risk assessment standards require a
consequencebased analysis The following table outlines the detrimental impacts that drought
can have on various subject areas as designated by EMAP

Table 7 EMAP ConsequenceImpact Analysis Drought

EMAP Risk Assessment Subject Area Detrimental Impacts

Health and Safety of Persons in the Water supply disruptions may adversely affect people Reduced water
Area at Time of Incident quantity and quality could impact delivery of potable water particularly

in rural areas Reduced air quality associated with blowing dust could

have detrimental impacts Mental health issues may be associated
with loss of farm income in agricultural areas See Socioeconomic

Sector analysis for detailed impact discussion

Health and Safety of Personnel Nature of hazard expected to have minor impacts to properly equipped

Responding to the Incident and trained personnel though dust storms may require special
equipment

Continuity of Operations Slow onset and nature of drought makes it unlikely to have an impact
on continuity of operations

Property Facilities and Infrastructure Buildings Nature of hazard expected to have minimal impact

Landscaping can be damaged or lost in event of severe municipal

water restrictions or water rights out of priority Increased risk of
wildfire can threaten catastrophic loss of buildings
Critical infrastructure eg dams transmountain ditches and irrigation

ditches Infrastructure can be damaged by excessively dry expansive
soil as it contracts Dams and ditches can experience structural

damage due to decreased pore water pressure damage caused by
high sediment loads when pulling water from the bottom of reservoirs

and damage caused by debris flows and flooding following wildfires
State lands Environmental quality of land can be impacted by
overgrazing during drought conditions
See State Assets Sector analysis for detailed impact discussion
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EMAP Risk Assessment Subject Area Detrimental Impacts

Delivery of Services Nature of hazard not expected to impact delivery of government

services except for moderate impact on water utilities In extreme

cases municipal water delivery may be interrupted Ability to deliver
recreational services may be impacted at the local level Food supply
and delivery could be disrupted with an associated increase in food

prices

The Environment May cause disruptions in wildlife habitat resulting in an increasing

interface with people and reducing numbers of animals Land quality
can be negatively impacted by overgrazing during drought Water

quality can become degraded to the point of causing localized fish kills
See Environment Sector analysis for detailed impact discussion Low

streamflows will have negative impacts on riparian habitats and aquatic
species

Economic and Financial Condition Local economy and finances dependent on abundant water supply or
precipitation ie snow at ski areas adversely affected for duration of

drought
Agricultural economies adversely affected if drought results in

widespread loss of crop or yield reductions
Increased expenses for public education possible among MI
providers
See sector analyses for Recreation and Tourism Agriculture State

Assets Energy MI and Socioeconomic

Regulatory and Contractual Obligations Water trading between municipalities expected to occur on a voluntary
rather than obligatory basis Drought reservations or instream flows
may be invoked to allow a reduction in bypass requirements and an
interruption to agricultural leases see MI Sector analysis
Interstate compact obligations could become stressed if long term or
severe decrease in availability occurs
Recreational in channel diversions and instream flow rights are subject

to water rights priority system and may become outofpriority in a
drought see Recreation and Tourism and State Assets analyses

Reputation of or Confidence in the Ability to respond and recover may be questioned and challenged if
Entity planning response and recovery not timely and effective State must

balance over and under response to the drought hazard

In the sections that follow the process used to analyze information from previous work is
explained the methodology for assessing vulnerability by county is discussed and the results of
the vulnerability assessment which is presented in Annex B are presented

331 Vulnerability Based on Local and State Risk Assessment

State and local hazard mitigation plans were reviewed to assess vulnerability on a jurisdictional
level In addition an extensive literature review was conducted to collect previously reported
impacts to drought and adaptive capacities that have been developed by sectors and the State
Interviews were conducted with individuals knowledgeable about a particular sector or state
asset The information was analyzed and incorporated into a spreadsheet to evaluate vulnerability
in a quantitative as well as qualitative way
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The six sectors listed in Figure 15 were divided into sub sectors to facilitate analysis generally
in cases when a sector is sufficiently diverse to warrant separate consideration Figure 15
illustrates the six impact sectors and shows the sub sectors where applicable

Figure 15 Sectors and Sub sectors for Drought Vulnerability Assessment
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As shown in Figure 15 Agriculture Energy and Recreation were divided into subsectors while
Environment MI and Socioeconomic were not

From the literature review previous drought impact reports including local and state hazard
mitigation plans and interviews with agency directors program employees industry
representatives and academicians who are continually involved in drought related issues 13 the
impacts of drought to the sub sectors and departments were identified and listed for analysis

Including individuals from the Colorado Department of Agriculture CDA Colorado State University CSU
US Department of Agriculture USDA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration NOAA water
division engineers National Resources Conservation Service MRCS GreenCO water commissioners The Nature
Conservancy TNC NatureServe Audubon Society Department of Local Affairs DOLA GovernorsEnergy
Office GEO National Renewable Energy Laboratory NREL TriState Energy Xcel Energy Colorado
Geological Survey CGS Division of Reclamation and Mining Safety DRMS Western Resource Advocates
WRA Golf Course Superintendents Association of America GCSAA US Geological Survey USGS
Colorado River Outfitters Association CROA National Ski Areas Association NSAA Office of Economic

Development and International Trade OEDIT State Parks State Office of Risk Management State Land Board
fish hatchery managers Division of Wildlife DOW Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment
CDPHE and others
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Similarly adaptive capacities were identified as they can mitigate the impacts to the sub sectors
The existence of adaptive capacities helps offset the impacts and reduce overall vulnerability

Using the list of impacts and adaptive capacities data relating to the impacts that could be used
to quantify the vulnerability of each sector were identified An example of a vulnerability metric
for state assets specifically state lands revenue is the historic lease discount offered during the
2002 drought For agriculture an identified impact was crop loss due to drought crop indemnity
data is available by county specifically for drought so these data were used as a metric for
agriculture The data were aggregated at a county level to satisfy the jurisdictional requirements
of the FEMA regulation

To determine the overall impact a sector or sub sector has within a county data were collected to
assess the spatial density of the sub sector in question This enabled a presentation of sub sector
relative densities throughout the state For example Colorado state parks were mapped and
correlated to one or more counties where they are located In this way only counties that contain
state parks can be vulnerable to drought impacting state parks or for agriculture only counties
that have grazing cattle can be vulnerable to grazing losses during a drought

For each sector andor sub sector spatial inventory data were used to determine its
proportionality within the county For example a county with a high number of highvalue state
buildings and stateowned dams but a low acreage of land managed by the State Land Board
would have its vulnerability rated proportionally higher for stateowned buildings and dams
Refer to Annex B Drought Vulnerability Assessment Technical Information for further
discussion of the vulnerability assessment methodology

332 Jurisdictions Most Threatened and Most Vulnerable to Damage or Loss

For a complete discussion of the State Assets Sector and other sector drought vulnerability in
Colorado please refer to Annex B The following section discusses the results of that
assessment for State Assets and includes a summary of other sector findings

The Drought Impact Reporter from the NDMC is a useful reference for a statewide overview of
historic impacts to drought The NDMC developed the Drought Impact Reporter to provide a
national database of drought impacts Information comes from a number of sources including
newspapers online reports scientific publications other media government agencies and
members of the public who submit drought related impacts online for their region The following
table shows the total number of drought impacts from all sources eg government NOAA
public media other by county from February 2007 the date research was concluded for the
last drought plan to the present
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Table 8 National Drought Reporter Incident Summary

County Agriculture Fire WaterEnergy Environment Social Other Total

Adams 2 2 1 3 0 4 12

Alamosa 1 1 0 2 0 2 6

Arapahoe 2 2 1 3 0 4 12

Archuleta 1 1 0 1 0 0 3

Baca 3 2 0 1 0 6 12

Bent 4 1 0 1 0 6 12

Boulder 1 2 1 1 1 4 10

Chaffee 1 1 0 1 0 2 5

Cheyenne 2 1 0 1 0 3 7

Clear Creek 1 1 0 1 0 2 5

Conejos 1 1 0 1 0 0 3

Costilla 1 1 0 1 0 2 5

Crowley 2 2 0 1 0 5 10

Custer 1 1 0 1 0 2 5

Delta 1 1 0 1 0 0 3

Denver 1 1 1 2 0 4 9

Dolores 3 1 0 1 0 2 7

Douglas 1 1 0 1 0 4 7

Eagle 1 1 0 1 0 0 3

Elbert 2 2 1 1 0 3 9

El Paso 1 1 0 1 0 3 6

Fremont 1 2 0 1 0 3 7

Garfield 1 1 0 1 1 0 4

Gilpin 1 1 0 1 0 0 3

Grand 1 1 0 1 0 0 3

Gunnison 1 1 0 1 1 0 4

Hinsdale 1 1 0 1 0 0 3

Huerfano 1 1 0 1 0 4 7

Jackson 1 1 0 1 0 0 3

Jefferson 1 1 0 2 0 3 7

Kiowa 3 1 0 1 0 6 11

Kit Carson 1 1 0 1 0 3 6

Lake 1 1 0 1 0 2 5

La Plata 1 2 0 1 0 0 4

Larimer 2 2 1 1 0 4 10

Las Animas 1 1 0 1 0 4 7

Lincoln 1 1 0 1 0 3 6

Logan 1 1 1 1 0 4 8

Mesa 3 1 0 1 0 2 7
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County Agriculture Fire WaterEnergy Environment Social Other Total

Mineral 1 1 0 1 0 0 3

Moffat 1 1 0 1 0 0 3

Montezuma 3 1 0 1 0 2 7

Montrose 3 1 0 1 0 2 7

Morgan 1 2 1 1 0 4 9

Otero 3 2 0 1 0 4 10

Ouray 1 1 0 1 0 0 3

Park 1 1 0 1 0 3 6

Phillips 1 1 0 1 0 3 6

Pitkin 1 1 0 3 2 0 7

Prowers 3 2 1 1 0 7 14

Pueblo 3 1 0 1 1 6 12

Rio Blanco 1 1 0 1 0 0 3

Rio Grande 1 1 0 2 0 0 4

Routt 1 1 0 2 0 0 4

Saguache 1 1 0 1 0 2 5

San Juan 1 1 0 1 0 0 3

San Miguel 3 1 0 1 0 2 7

Sedgwick 1 1 1 1 0 3 7

Summit 1 1 0 1 0 2 5

Teller 1 1 0 1 0 3 6

Washington 1 1 1 1 0 4 8

Weld 2 1 1 1 0 4 9

Yuma 1 1 0 1 0 3 6

Source National Drought Mitigation Center February 11 2007 March 15 2010 search parameters

The above table shows impacts that have been recorded by county but also individual impacts
that have been reported at the state level and summarily counted for each county For this
reason the Drought Impact Reporter is not the best tool for discerning which counties have the
greatest vulnerability to different types of impacts because statelevel data is mixed in with and
dominates the true countylevel data Although the recent 20072010 data reflects a degree
of county specific impacts they are still susceptible to the mixing of data as seen in the
Agriculture Fire and Environment rows where there is at least one statelevel impact
entry that has been entered in each county along with several individual county level entries

The concept of the Drought Impact Reporter provides a technical foundation to facilitate web
based collection of impact data during a drought across sectors at a detailed temporal and spatial
level Such information could be used to develop an ongoing record of drought impacts to sector
assets that relate the specific impacts to different intensity and duration droughts at a location
Over time a detailed impact profile could be developed for vulnerable sectors so that the impact
of future drought vulnerability could be better defined based on historic impacts
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In the recent DWSA CWCB 2004 the impacts of the 20002003 drought were discussed in
detail The impacts were described for each of eight different impact areas or sectors
agriculture economic impacts energy health municipal water tourism wildfire and wildlife
Jurisdictions that are closely tied to any of these specialized sectors would be especially
vulnerable to drought impacts due to their heavy reliance on adequate water supplies

By researching previous impacts to various sectors and by talking to people in the
industriesagencies of concern a methodology to rank vulnerability in a quantitative way was
developed This ranking process is described in Section 351 and in Annex B In terms of

jurisdictions most threatened and most vulnerable to damage associated with drought the
following conclusions were reached

Vulnerability to stateowned buildings and critical infrastructure as shown in Figure 18
consisting of dams for this assessment was found to be highest in these counties Grand
Huerfano Jackson Park Teller Eagle Garfield Larimer Mesa Rio Blanco and Routt
This is because these counties contain stateowned buildings andor dams as determined
from data provided by the Colorado Risk Management Office and the National Inventory of
Dams the counties have proportionally more dams than buildings since dams are more
likely to be impacted by drought than buildings this would make a county relatively more
vulnerable and there is a moderate to high wildfire threat as determined by the Colorado
State Forest Service Wildfire Susceptibility Index

Vulnerability to State Land Board lands and revenues in Figure 19 was found to be high in
quite a few counties In general counties on the eastern plains were found to have the
highest vulnerability to drought as it impacts state lands because these counties received the
highest agricultural lease discounts in the 2002 drought In 2002 the State Land Board

issued across theboard agriculture lease discounts something they do not intend to do in
future droughts as it did not have the desired effect of encouraging ranchers and farmers to
adjust their grazingfanning practices to reflect the lower carrying capacity of the drought
stressed land Because of this in future droughts State Land Board lease revenue will vary
based on how many discounts are offered to individuals in each county personal
communication with State Land Board 2010

Vulnerability to state operated recreational activity DOW and State Parks in Figure 20 was
found to be highest in Arapahoe Chaffee Delta Gunnison Moffat Ouray and Weld
Counties This is because these counties contain state parks with relatively high annual
visitation numbers the state parks they contain are waterbased which tend to attract more
visitors and are more vulnerable to drought and are in an area of moderate to high wildfire
risk on the Wildfire Susceptibility Index
Vulnerability to aquatic habitat and species as shown in Figure 21 consisting of instream
flows and stateowned or operated fish hatcheries was found to be highest in these counties
Alamosa Arapahoe Gilpin Teller Jefferson Moffat Ouray San Miguel Mesa Pueblo
Montrose and Delta This is because these counties contain stateowned or operated
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hatcheries andor instream flows as determined from data obtained from the DOW and the
CWCB and they have relatively junior instream flow rights

Jurisdictional vulnerability to drought for the six private ie not state owned sectors is
discussed in detail in Annex B General results by sector are as follows

Vulnerability to agriculture activities was higher in counties with significant proportions of
dryland crops compared to total farmed acreage and in counties with high numbers of
grazing cattle and livestock feed program allocations Vulnerability to the green industry
eg sod farms nurseries floriculture etc was not evaluated due to lack of data

Counties ranked high for drought vulnerability in the Agricultural Sector include Adams
Arapahoe Baca Cheyenne Douglas Elbert Phillips Lincoln Crowley Kiowa Dolores
and Las Animas

Vulnerability to the Energy Sector was higher in counties with high mining water use as
estimated in a 2005 study from the USGS and of that water use counties using a higher
percentage of surface water as opposed to groundwater are considered more vulnerable to
drought Counties with renewable energy development options wind andor solar power
were considered to have an adaptive capacity and drought vulnerability is subsequently
reduced

The highest ranking counties for drought vulnerability in the overall Energy Sector are
Rio Blanco Grand Montrose and Park

Vulnerability to the Environmental Sector was higher in counties with relatively low
protected area status as determined by stewardship rankings in the 2000 Southwest Regional
Gap Analysis Program a relatively high number of Environmental Protection Agency
EPA 303d Listed Impaired Waters forests currently infected by bark beetle as
determined by the USFS aerial surveys moderate to high ranking in the wildfire
susceptibility index relatively junior instream flow rights and a relatively high number of
highorder streams as determined by the USGS National Hydrography Dataset flowline
attributes

Counties ranked high for drought vulnerability in the Environmental Sector are Larimer
Garfield andMesa

Vulnerability to the MI Sector is generalized to water divisions rather than specific
counties or water providers In general providers will be better insulated from drought
impacts if they have senior water rights if they actively plan and are prepared for drought
and if they have a diverse portfolio Specific county rankings were not available for this
Sector

Vulnerability to drought specific to the Recreation Sector was higher in counties with little
recreational diversity or a high concentration of water dependent activities For example a
county with a strong economic dependence on the skiing industry is more vulnerable to
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drought impacts than a county with recreational attractions ranging from hiking and camping
to rafting and boating

The highest ranking counties for drought vulnerability in the Recreation Sector are
Moffat Mesa Garfield La Plata Eagle Grand Routt Jackson Larimer Fremont and
El Paso

Vulnerability to drought specific to the Socioeconomic Sector was higher in counties with
little economic diversity and high rates of population growth Economic diversity is
important because if one aspect of the economy for example recreation is suffering due to
drought conditions other aspects that are not as hard hit may be able to keep the overall
economy functioning

Counties ranked high for drought vulnerability in the Socioeconomic Sector are San
Miguel Hinsdale Mineral Archuleta Saguache Rio Grande Costilla Grand Eagle
Summit Pitkin Teller Morgan Elbert Sedgwick Phillips and Kit Carson

In some cases the counties determined by the vulnerability assessment to have high vulnerability
to drought are not as intuitive as others The limitations and recommendations sections of the
Drought Vulnerability Assessment Technical Information report located in Annex B include
discussion of these instances

333 Process Used to Analyze Information from Local Mitigation Plans

As of January 2010 44 countylevel mitigation plans including one city level the City of
Boulder in Colorado had been approved by FEMA These plans were reviewed and provided
insight as to how individual jurisdictions view their vulnerability to drought Many of these local
mitigation plans included planning priorities for the different hazards including drought Where
available the planning priority level for drought was extracted from these plans and is presented
in the following table

Table 9 Communities Identifying Drought as Planning Priority in their MultiHazard
Mitigation Plans

Community Planning Priority Level

Boulder County High

City of Boulder High

Colorado Springs Identified as hazard but not a high planning
priority

Costilla County High

Delta County High

Dolores County
Note expired7292009 new plan in progress

High

DRCOG Adams Arapahoe Broomfield Clear Creek Denver
Douglas Gilpin Jefferson Note expired 122009 new plan

in progress

Impacts identified as Extensive
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Community Planning Priority Level

Elbert County Moderate

El Paso County Identified as hazard but not a high planning
priority

Gunnison Highly Likely and impacts noted as potentially
catastrophic

Grand County Secondary

Hinsdale County High

Mesa County High

Montrose County High

Northern Colorado

Larimer County Ft Collins Loveland and Greeley
Likely and impacts noted as catastrophic

Northeast Colorado Cheyenne Kit Carson Lincoln Logan
Morgan Phillips Sedgwick Washington Weld and Yuma

High

Ouray County Medium

Park County Medium

Pitkin and Eagle Counties Identified as hazard but not a high planning
priority

Prowers County
Note expired1212009 new plan in progress

High

Rio Blanco County
Note expired5172009

Identified in Risk Assessment and Mitigation
Strategies

San Miguel County High

Summit County Medium

Teller County High

Upper Arkansas COG Chaffee Custer Fremont and Lake
Note expired 1172009 new plan in progress

High

source uoioraao uivision or Lmergency ivianagement

The results in Table 9 indicate that most counties consider drought a high priority hazard for
planning purposes Not all the plans included a priority ranking and among those that did the
ranking systems were not uniform A recommendation for future local planning efforts is to
standardize the priority ranking system and drought vulnerability methodology so countylevel
plans can be easily compared The statewide methodology presented in this Plan can be adapted
and improved upon at the local level for improvement of local hazard mitigation plans

334 Changes in Development Patterns

As part of the Plan revision process changes in growth and development were examined in the
context of drought vulnerability Changes in growth and development naturally affect loss
estimates and vulnerability and when the population in a hazard area increases so too does the
vulnerability of the people and property unless mitigation measures are taken When the

population of a hazard area decreases the burden of managing agencies and assuming loss to
communal property may exceed the resources of the declining population
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Growth and development were primarily noted in the Socioeconomic and MI Sector analyses
although population growth and decline will cause impacts from drought to manifest with more
or less severity across the board Population growth was factored into socioeconomic
vulnerability by designating the fastest growing counties as most vulnerable to drought impacts
Drought can severely challenge a public water supplier through depletion of the raw water
supply and greatly increased customer water demand and any impacts to municipal providers
can be exacerbated by increased water demands brought about by a growing population If a
county is growing rapidly the municipality may have difficulties securing new sources of water
while maintaining a comfortable margin of storage in case of drought In a general counties
experiencing higher growth are also likely to experience increased competition over existing
water supplies

Table 10 shows county population and growth rates and Figure 16 shows current population by
county illustrated with gray circles and shading to represent projected growth rates of 09
1049 5099 and 100 or greater respectively as a percentage increase from 2009 2035
Counties with already large populations and high projected growth include Weld El Paso and
Garfield Counties These counties are expected to have correspondingly higher vulnerability to
drought as it impacts the MI and Socioeconomic Sectors see the MI and Socioeconomic
Sector analyses in Annex B for more discussion
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34 Assessing Vulnerability of State Facilities

Vulnerability to state facilities and other assets from drought varies depending on the asset For
stateowned or operated facilities egbuildings dams ditches etc the primary vulnerability is
to catastrophic loss due to wildfires that can be made more severe by drought conditions These
facilities can be damaged due to prolonged droughts For example a building can be in an area
with mandatory municipal watering restrictions and as a consequence landscaping can be
damaged or lost incurring costs to the State Dams and ditches which are built to hold water
can become weakened if left dry for extended periods of time The atrisk critical assets

impacts and approximate value of assets were shown in Table 11 taken from the 2007 Update to
the Colorado Drought Mitigation and Response Plan

Table 11 Critical Assets at Risk to Drought

State Assets at Risk Buildings
Approximate Value of

Landscaping Vehicles Impacts
Assets

Equipment etc

Agricultural Stock Businesses Animal Program losses economic loss tourism Unknown

hatcheries stock ponds agriculture and stock
activities etc

Division of Wildlife Revenue from licenses water activities tourism Unknown

Colorado State Parks Revenue from park visitation revenue from water Unknown

activities biological loss State Forest and park
land trees dead trees beetle activity wildfires
impacts to tourism

State Buildings Wells can dry up would need to redrill Unknown

Instream Flows Economic loss biological loss Unknown

These atrisk state assets were reviewed and incorporated into the state assets assessment the
results of which are summarized in Section332

The following sections describe the types of facilities included in this assessment and present an
overview of estimated monetary losses where available

341 Types of State OwnedOperated Facilities

For the vulnerability assessment of state assets the sector was divided into the following sub
sectors buildings critical infrastructure state lands instream flows and state fish hatcheries
Drought vulnerable critical infrastructure includes dams transmountain ditches and irrigation
ditches Instream flow rights are non consumptive inchannel or inlake water rights that
can only be held by the Colorado Water Conservation Board These rights designate minimum
flows between specific points on a stream or water levels in natural lakes
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The primary agencies responsible for drought vulnerable state assets are the State Land Board
State Parks CWCB and the DOW Table 12 lists some key impacts to sub sectors that were
identified during the literature review and interview portion of the vulnerability assessment in
addition to those listed in Table 11

Table 12 State Assets Key Impacts

State Assets Sub sector Key Impacts

Stateowned or operated buildings Increased exposure to wildfires increased wear and tear on building
exterior and HVAC systems due to degraded air quality and water
shortages due to outofpriority rights or restrictions imposed by

municipality

Critical infrastructure Decreased water levels in dams can cause structural damage dry ditches
can be damaged by animal holes and increased vegetative growth and high

sediment loading resulting from low reservoir levels or wildfire debris can
damage structures

State Land Board Decreased forage and crop yields on leased lands negative impacts to
lands if lessees do not appropriately adjust grazing allowances and
decreased mining activity if water is not available for production

State Parks Low reservoir and stream levels can deter visitors and prevent waterbased
recreation park closures and campfire restrictions can result from severe
wildfires negative media portrayal is possible and visitation decline results

in lower operating budget

Aquatic habitat Impacts to fish populations and increased management requirements

Instream flow rights Junior rights associated with instream flows mean that adequate water flow

may not be maintained resulting in environmental damages

35 Estimating Potential Losses by Jurisdiction

Many state assets are conservation areas or protected wildlife that cannot be adequately
evaluated based on the revenue they generate Colorado is renowned for its wilderness areas and
outdoor recreation activities and the value of these areas goes far beyond any revenue stream
Still economic consideration is important because the revenues generated by state assets help to
maintain protected areas The following sections offer discussion on building values land
values and revenue streams for the state agencies listed above

351 Overview and Analysis of Potential Losses

A list of stateowned buildings was provided by the Colorado Risk Management Office This list
is fairly comprehensive but may not be a complete inventory of state buildings ie university
campuses are not reflected in the list and there are individual counties that maintain their own
lists of local assets which may be more comprehensive than the statewide dataset Critical

infrastructure data limited to dams for the quantitative analysis were obtained from the HAZUS
spatial database which in turn used information from the National Dams Inventory in 1999
Table 13 summarizes building values and dam storage volumes by county along with the
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vulnerability ranking 1 through 4 where 1 is the lowest vulnerability and 4 is the highest
vulnerability for the overall structures category The vulnerability ranking is a weighted
average of spatial inventory and vulnerability metrics the spatial inventory establishes the
relative presence of the drought vulnerable item or sub sector in the case of structures the items
are buildings and dams and the vulnerability metrics establish relative impacts to drought for
structures the metrics are relative weight of dams to buildings and rating on the wildfire
susceptibility index The result of combining these into a weighted average based on spatial
density is the overall vulnerability ranking See Annex B for a thorough explanation of the
vulnerability ranking methodology

In Table 13 counties that are ranked 26 or above are highlighted to draw attention to the
building values and the dam storage volume Most of these counties have a considerable amount
of storage in stateowned or operated dams and their buildings may be within a moderate or high
wildfire threat area The next step to improving this loss estimate would be to expand the
database to include not just dams but other stateowned water conveyances like ditches and
channels Instead of storage volume the cost to repair or replace these assets would be another
source of information that could be used to estimate potential costs due to drought impacts

Table 13 Building Values and Dam Storage by County

County
Stateowned or Operated Building
Value

State Owned Dam

Storage Volume AF

Structure buildings
and dams vulnerability
ranking

Adams 222042923 0 17

Alamosa 340342320 0 23

Arapahoe 248454122 0 20

Archuleta 10491399 0 23

Baca 1720023 37777

Bent 158109450 0 17

Boulder 13001922 0 23

Broomfield 1634565 0 20

Chaffee 100038571 0 23

Cheyenne 683793 0 17

Clear Creek 138826732 0 20

Conejos 60349568 0 23

Costilla 1884033 0 20

Crowley 83295424 0 17

Custer 938983 0 23

Delta 35709433 1333 20

Denver 3292659383 0 20

Dolores 851235 0 23

Douglas 33980937 0 26

Eagle Is 19257223 542 33
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County
Stateowned or Operated Building
Value

State Owned Dam

Storage Volume AF

Structure buildings
and dams vulnerability
ranking

El Paso 253387097 156 26

Elbert 1750861 0 20

Fremont 462034408 0 26

Garfield 928824321 4826 33

Gilpin 2096949 0 20

Grand 8631115 66205 30

Gunnison 302941 2137 20

Hinsdale 583278 0 20

Huerfano 40955349 2760 30

Jackson 8736678 7092 30

Jefferson 1208703348 0 23

Kiowa 1137781 0 17

Kit Carson 2304083 1360 24

La Plata 421 532199 0 26

Lake 2147155 0 20

Larimer 95484644 2140 33

Las Animas 164411248 0 23

Lincoln 104348754 345 17

Logan 234500946 950 17

Mesa 532092180 3531 33

Mineral 1872978 0 20

Moffat 14 569118 115 26

Montezuma 17780505 0 26

Montrose 18157890 0 26

Morgan 52348 0 17

Otero 69038512 0 17

Ouray 34480635 0 20

Park 11311656 1963 30

Phillips 152605 106 24

Pitkin 299861 0 20

Prowers 61380171 0 17

Pueblo 813 0 23

Rio Blanco 56263490 8760 33

Rio Grande 127193200 0 23

Routt 16404905 28721 33

Saguache 3113304 0 23

San Juan 602206 131 20

San Miguel 1843024 0 23

Sedgwick 1863832 63 17

Summit 156631678 0 23
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County
Stateowned or Operated Building
Value

State Owned Dam

Storage Volume AF

Structure buildings
and dams vulnerability
ranking

Teller 9476344 2066 30

Washington 1313985 0 17

Weld 43298897 192 24

Yuma 13791487 143 17

Source Risk Management Office 2010

The State Assets Sector analysis includes a thorough discussion of the ranking process but in
general the factors of vulnerability for structures were relative importance of storage and
wildfire susceptibility index Structure rankings ranged from 17 to 33 a relatively small
range A higher ranking resulted from a high relative importance of water storage and location
within the wildfire urban interface

The State Land Board is the other sub sector within state assets where a dollarvalue for the

revenue stream was available The State Land Board generates revenue by leasing land for
agricultural and industrial activities They also lease mineral rights and a significant portion of
their income is produced by mineral royalties Table 14 shows the leasing revenue by source for
fiscal year 2007 2008 Although agricultural leases account for most of the land leases they do
not generate as much revenue as the mineral oil gas and coal royalties

Table 14 State Land Board Revenue FY 0708

Gross Revenue Dollars from Leasing Activity Gross Revenue Dollars from Royalties

Grazing 6000000 Gas Royalty 21000000

Agricultural 2000000 Oil Royalty 11000000

Commercial 3000000 Coal Royalty 14000000

Mineral Rent 2000000 Other Royalties 1000000

Other Lease Revenue and Interest 4000000 Bonus 6000000

Total 16000000 Total 53000000

Source boara oT Lana Commissioners 2uu9

Drought impacts to this revenue stream are mainly incurred through agricultural leases Based
on conversations with State Land Board representatives the mineral asset revenue is relatively
drought tolerant while it is likely that mineral producers would incur extra operating costs in a
drought it has not been the experience of the State Land Board that producing companies
actually stop operations or postpone expansions However most mining activities do require
water and it is possible that in a severe drought mining operations would be unable to purchase
the water they need for production For a greater discussion refer to the Energy Sector analysis
for more information on mining Given the importance of mining revenue to the State Land
Board this possibility should be taken seriously in any future planning efforts
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The most vulnerable State Land Board revenue stream is the agricultural lease revenue Under
drought conditions rangeland carrying capacity can be significantly reduced leading to
overgrazing concerns and financial hardship for the agricultural lessees Similarly crop yields
on agricultural leases may be reduced andor crop failure may occur Agricultural leases through
the State Land Board are issued on a 10 year basis which makes it difficult for farmers and
ranchers to change the amount of leased area in response to drought However the State Land
Board has a vested interest in the responsible stewardship of the land and in the past they have
been willing to offer lease discounts during drought in exchange for a reduction in grazing or
other detrimental activity In the 2002 drought the State Land Board issued blanket lease
discounts between 10 and 40 in an attempt to reduce grazing activity The total cost of

these discounts was estimated by State Land Board staff to be 19 million These discounts did
not have the intended mitigating impact because many lessees continued to manage the land as
usual In the future the State Land Board will only offer lease discounts during a drought when
applied for on a casebycase basis personal communication with State Land Board 2010

To improve future estimation of losses to agricultural leases it would be useful to have an actual
dollar value of the discount rather than using a percent discount to assess vulnerability In that
way a portion of the losses to the State Land Board due to drought would be available by
county

Other potential losses to state departments include reductions in visitation to state parks and
fewer hunting and fishing license sales Both visitation and license sales are important revenue
streams for the State Parks and DOW respectively Data are available showing a decrease in
visitation to Colorado state parks during the 2002 drought but no revenue loss figures are
available Similarly losses are expected to occur to the DOW during drought but no exact
figures were obtainable for this assessment To give a sense of the relative importance of
licensing revenue to the DOW in fiscal year 20022003 licensing accounted for 606 million
out of the 87 million revenue stream and in fiscal year 2003 2004 it accounted for 674
million out of the 1003 million revenue stream

One way to estimate potential losses due to drought is to look at previouslyreported losses and
existing economic exposure of state assets The table below taken from the 2007 Drought
Update Report summarizes losses from the 2002 drought and tabulates economic exposure of
atrisk state assets
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Table 15 Potential Drought Losses Based on Historic Economic Impacts

Potential Economic

Impacts to State Facilities

Where Potential Losses and

Effects Could be Exhibited

State Economic Exposure andor Past
Drought Impacts

Costs and losses to State lands leased for crops to crop The State Land Board generates over 37
agricultural and livestock producers for farming and livestock million annually in revenues from leases and
producers producers for grazing royalties including land leased for

Grazing recreation and forestry ranchinggrazing farming mineral oil and

795000 native cutthroat trout and 123

uses of Colorado State Forests gas and recreation For example in 2007

pounds of fish were stocked in 2005

the State will receive between 764 and

In 2001 economic output resulting from

1022 per animal unit month AUM grazed

93 million recreation days

on state lands

In 2002 anglers spent about 459 million on

Currently there are 3 million surface acres of

Secondary impacts estimated at 820 million

state trust lands 400000 acres leased by

This activity supports approximately 10950

DOW for hunting fishing and other wildlife

In 2002 fishing license sales declined by

recreation

Loss from fishery production Stateowned fish propagation and DOW operates 16 fish propagation facilities
restoration facilities including the Roaring Judy Hatchery for the

Fishing license sales propagation of endangered Colorado River
Fish in streams throughout state all fish

wildlife is owned by the State In 2005 the fish production hatcheries and
rearing units reared and stocked 543 million
warm water fish 34 million catchable trout

795000 native cutthroat trout and 123

million fry and fingerling trout 18 million
pounds of fish were stocked in 2005
In 2001 economic output resulting from
anglers estimated at about 646 million from
93 million recreation days

In 2002 anglers spent about 459 million on
tripequipment expenses in Colorado
Secondary impacts estimated at 820 million
This activity supports approximately 10950
full time jobs in Colorado
In 2002 fishing license sales declined by
about 15 from 2001 and there was a

134 decline in fishing recreation days from
2001 to 2002

Losses to wildlife Hunting license sales In 2002 hunters spent about 338 million on
Wildlife throughout the State tripequipment expenses in Colorado

Secondary impacts estimated at 603 million
Total annual impact about 941 million from
21 million recreation days This activity
supports about8250 full time jobs in
Colorado

In 2001 tripequipment expenditures

primarily for wildlife watching activity over 1
mile from home estimated at 562 million

Secondary impacts estimated at 378 million
Total annual impact about 940 million This
activity supports an estimated 13000 jobs
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Potential Economic Where Potential Losses and State Economic Exposure andor Past

Impacts to State Facilities Effects Could be Exhibited Drought Impacts

Costs and losses to state Revenues Coloradosstate parks attracted over 11
parks Damage to parks themselves million visitors in FY 20052006

Visitors to Colorado state parks contribute

over 200 million annually to local
economies

In 2002 state parks experienced a 3
decline in visitation

Losses due to hydrological
effects

Stateowned instream flows CWCB has appropriated instream flow water

rights on nearly 1500 stream segments
covering 8500 miles of stream and 476
natural lakes

Instream flow impacts during 2002 drought

mitigated somewhat by downstream senior
water rights calls

Source 2007 Drought Update Report modified in 2010

Instream flow rights are considered assets as they have a real value on the water rights market
This market is highly variable and not welldocumented therefore tabulating the current value of
CWCB water rights would be impractical from a logistical as well as valueadded perspective
In future droughts it might be beneficial to track the value of instream flow rights to assess
whether they gain or lose and to collect data on additional expenditures by the CWCB to
maintain a minimum flow to protect aquatic habitat during droughts

In 2002 DOW learned that instream flows were not as adversely affected as precipitation
conditions would have initially indicated since low water supplies during the extreme drought
resulted in a shift in typical water right administration and water use patterns In 2002 there
were significantly fewer and less depletions from junior water rights and the calling senior water
rights were farther downstream thus having the effect of pulling water downstream through the
watershed the junior intervening instream flow water right became the unintended beneficiary of
this pattern of water right administration As a result a number of higher order streams ie
first second and third order streams experienced water levels greater than or equal to what is
typically experienced under normal water supply conditions Further the 2002 experience
highlighted the need for the DOW and CWCB to increase their cooperative efforts regarding
management of DOWswater right portfolio in particular the use of our reservoirs and storage
water rights to examine the feasibility of releasing water to protect instream flows releasing
water to water uses downstream both DOW uses and other downstream uses with the
intervening instream flow reach becoming the incidental beneficiary of such practices

Table 16 shows agricultural indemnities loss amounts from 19982009 due to drought The

data were obtained from the USDA Risk Management Agency and filtered for losses incurred
specifically by drought It is interesting to note that 2002 was not the worst year for crop
indemnities in some counties for example Adams County had over three times the indemnity
amounts in 2003 as it did in 2002 Crop indemnities are just one dataset that can be used to
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estimate potential losses for drought While not specific to state assets agricultural losses have
the potential to significantly impact a local economy which in turn can reduce the tax base and
cause decreased government revenue

Based on the information in this table the total crop indemnity amount for all counties between
1998 and 2009 was 426 million This equates to an average annual drought related crop loss of
353 million
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Table
16

USDA
Risk
Management
Agency
Crop
Indemnities
Amount
of
Loss
Specific
to
Drought

County

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

TOTAL

Adams

58973

63708

198108

95816
1275499
4731685
1883307
1339774
3254523

503968
3499624

723133
17628118

Alamosa

2286

2286

Arapahoe

4016

15186

75631

29868

814095
2039321
1038090

742511
1917827

54239
1496292

184892
8411968

Archuleta Baca

76294

96484

873357
1233150
7195361
2384439
1910071
1487405
13506577
1602454
17698854
1956160
50020606

Bent

20521

183671

167360

167838

137421

28153

125773

18441

202878

165242
1217298

Boulder

34

3124

2173

3916

1387

221

4035

786

6275

13071

1786

36808

Broomfield

49081

2208

18372

69661

Chaffee Cheyenne

187556

338151
2643779
3459660
13572942
11619901
11224968
2284535
6766958

945174
7882762

391249
61317635

Clear
Creek

Conejos Costilla Crowley

2091

19618

72419

101954

186965

75901

105905

118973

214221

67932

965979

Custer Delta Denver

3295

10488

28347

14455

46462

87696

27306

189666

42457

450172

Dolores

178

3236

208149

84975

516617

144781

106791

13391

187552

67400

15013

67790
1415873

Douglas Eagle EI

Paso

284

899

1183

Elbert

9883

34590

57088

129894

802476

533263

958240

301966

925701

113246
1364535

107573
5338455
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County

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

TOTAL

Hinsdale Huerfano Jackson Jefferson

2422

391

203

3016

Kiowa

13198

125082
1679222
6527901
15391458
4834476
6710635
2228479
4541957

450211
8735960

837016
52075595

Kit

Carson

105755
4407646
5468269
15346669
13004368
22161011
5995050
11334464
1406961
6076579

69240
85376012

La
Plata

2016

11552

21514

75598

63528

19590

1719

34839

6786

9818

12971

259931

Lake Larimer

343

394

10522

5754

24868

1714

11427

985

56007

Las
Animas

133

1479

51345

6354

1707

32256

6915

3641

103830

Lincoln

22762

12800

388747

462601
4250083
3105873
5313330
2160453
4205055

691723
5261296

537752
26412475

Logan

15131

63355
1091746

492299
5377941

743389
2337430
1372864
4381594

672616
2417382

140295
19106042

Mesa Mineral Moffat

9109

34191

24599

2388

16474

8774

22357

117892

Montezuma

4785

42401

5474

127788

34661

25152

3825

45930

8951

10124

15374

324465

Montrose Morgan

55915

361

189867

2907

550134

976259

811204

533306

925399

405099
1434712

162399
6047562

Otero

2650

2650

Ouray Park Phillips

21431

71642
3248339

826092
7356138
1562649
3604401
3416059
7257880

36084

979974

25360
28406049

Pitkin Prowers

50482

37536

264646
1585737
4936093
1478303
2060395

594925
3254990

182671
5322967

713272
20482017

Pueblo

3081

124949

141089

125409

119810

131607

147819

199391

286625

113814
1393594

Rio
Blanco

1074

2554

3628

Rio
Grande

Routt

216

3768

15820

23702

8349

10781

842

7745

71223
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County

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

TOTAL

Saguache San
Juan

San
Miguel

2856

10321

4976

25642

30770

3398

3433

115

4525

86036

Sedgwick

874

874

Summit Teller Washington

57477

16639

883408

267006
2214476

692136

854833
1163615
3344411

39910

62239

11142
9607292

Weld

46456

33867

497548

115818
1311396
2222419
1217672

825734
1593821

718172
1598584

189493
10370980

Yuma

90564

306659
1621441

554436
4211141
1432124
4258657
2449147
3685976

92118

949968

51824
19704055
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Crop indemnities due to drought as shown in Table 16 were one factor in the vulnerability
assessment for the Agricultural Sector Other factors taken into consideration were head of cattle
dryland crop acreage and livestock indemnities In some cases there were significant uncertainty
in the data and this is denoted as hash marks on the map Figure 17 shows the results of the
agriculture vulnerability assessment See Annex B for a complete discussion of this assessment

Figure 17 Agriculture Overall Vulnerability Ranking
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352 Potential Losses Based on Estimates in Local and State Risk Assessments

There was little specific information available from the local multihazard risk assessments as it
relates to drought vulnerability The following table lists drought impacts reported or anticipated
in local plans along with any economic loss estimates contained within the plans
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Table 17 Impacts and Estimated Losses from Local Hazard Mitigation Plans

Local Risk Assessment Reported or Anticipated Impacts Estimated Losses

Boulder County Impacts of future drought will vary by region None given
Agricultural industry expected to experience

crop losses and livestock feeding expenses and
deaths The County will see an increase in dry
fuels beetle kill associated wildfires and loss
of tourism revenue Water supply issues for

municipal industrial and domestic needs will be
a concern for the entire county vulnerability
increases with consecutive winters of below

average snow pack

Costilla County Agricultural impacts are one of the more Using exposure analysis of the
significant economic effects to communities wildfire red zone the total value of
Decrease in water availability can impact water structures at risk located in the red

quality and increase salinity bacteria turbidity zone in Costilla County is estimated
and temperature Aquatic habitat can be at 964 million
impacted as a result

Delta County The most significant impacts are to water Data from Delta Area Development
intensive activities such as agriculture wildfire Inc indicates a total value of

protection municipal usage commerce and harvested cropland is 1164 million
tourism and recreation Water quality A future drought that causes a 20
deterioration can also occur loss of the total value in the county

would result in potential losses of
233 million

Delta County Hotchkiss The towns domestic water source is surface None given
water from Leroux Creek In drier years the
town can call upon lesser decreed users to
relinquish the water to the town first

Dolores County Town of Drought was profiled but no vulnerability None given

Dove Creek Town of Rico analysis was conducted

Denver Regional Council Drought vulnerability not profiled None given
of Governments

Elbert County The most significant impacts from drought are None given
related to water intensive activities such as

agriculture ie crops and livestock wildfire
protection municipal usage commerce

recreation and wildlife preservation as well as

a reduction of electric power generation and
water quality deterioration Secondary impacts
of drought are wildfires wind erosion and soil
compaction that can make an area more
susceptible to flooding

El Paso County Agricultural Sector is usually the first to be None given

impacted because of heavy dependence on
stored soil water Those who rely on surface
water ie reservoirs and lakes and

groundwater are usually the last to be affected
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Local Risk Assessment Reported or Anticipated Impacts Estimated Losses

Gunnison County Reduction in vegetation cover exposes soil to None given
wind erosion Quality of rivers and lake water

can change and sediment transport regimes of
streams can be altered resulting in deteriorated

water quality

Mesa County Drought can impact agriculture and related None given
businesses which comprise a significant portion

of the economy in Mesa County

Northeast Colorado The entire region is vulnerable to drought With Available crop insurance data

Region the majority land area of the region used for indicates over 644 million has been
agricultural purposes the planning area has paid to the regions agricultural
significant exposure to this hazard landowners in insurance claims

between 1980 and 2007 It is

reasonable to assume that a

significant amount of this is due to
drought related losses

Northern Colorado Region All residents commercial facilities industry and None given

agricultural businesses are impacted by this
hazard Specific buildings are not identified as

being at risk since drought impacts the entire
community

Ouray County The agricultural economy of the northern county None given
will experience hardships including agricultural
losses associated with a reduction in water

supply The southern county will see an
increase in dry fuels beetle kill and associated
wildfires and some loss of tourism revenue

during the ski season Water supply issues for
domestic needs will be a concern for the entire

county during droughts

Park County One of the most significant economic effects is None given
the impact on agriculture Environmental

drought impacts include both human and animal

habitats and hydrologic units Potential for a

variety of secondary impacts such as impacts

to local commerce including tourism and
providers of goods and services to Park

Countysagricultural community

Prowers County Since the economy of Prowers County is so None given
closely tied to agriculture and related

businesses the potential economic impact is
severe
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Local Risk Assessment Reported or Anticipated Impacts Estimated Losses

San Miguel County Water supply is affected both by decreased None given
storage in reservoirs and dry wells resulting

from a lowering of the water table Impacts of
future drought will vary depending on the
region The agricultural economy of the west
end will experience hardships associated with a

reduction in water supply The eastern end will
see an increase in dry fuels beetle kill
associated wildfires and loss of tourism

revenue during the ski season Hydroelectric

power plants within the county may have

reduced power generation during drought

Summit County Ongoing drought has left areas more prone to None given
beetle kill and associated wildfires Other past
impacts of drought include degradation of air

quality due to dust reduction of tourism and
recreation activities and damage to the

ranching economy in the Lower Blue Basin

Teller County Impacts to agriculture including losses and None given
livestock feeding expenses and deaths

Increase in dry fuels beetle kill associated
wildfires and some loss of tourism revenue

Water supply issues for domestic needs will be
a concern for the entire county during droughts

Upper Arkansas Area The vulnerability of community assets to None given

drought is tending to increase through time as
the demand for limited raw water resources

goes up Economic assets such as the rafting
and skiing industries prosper and suffer as
precipitation fluctuates and competition for
water from the Front Range increases

What becomes clear from reviewing the drought sections of existing local hazard mitigation
plans is not many counties have data available on economic losses due to drought A

recommendation is to begin recording economic losses due to drought on a county level This
can help to highlight areas andor economic sectors that are particularly hardhit and can help
counties anticipate the magnitude of losses that could potentially occur in future droughts

353 Impacts on Losses from Changes in Development

Drought losses to state assets and the MI and Socioeconomic Sectors are expected to intensify
with population growth and development unless mitigation strategies are adopted Figure 16
shows projected population growth by county and identifies the fastest growing and potentially
most vulnerable counties Counties with the highest estimated growth rates from 20092035
according to state demographer estimates include Archuleta Garfield La Plata Rio Blanco
Custer Park Elbert and Weld The impacts listed in Table 17 above could become more
severe in communities with a high rate of development and growth
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354 Estimating Potential Losses of State Facilities

It is difficult if not impossible to put a dollar value on potential losses to stateowned and
operated facilities due to drought The nature of this hazard is that it is slowmoving long
lasting and the exact start and end is not always clearly defined Drought itself does not cause
much damage to state facilities rather it is usually secondary hazards that arise because of
drought that have the potential to cause catastrophic losses

Because data were either not available or non existent dollar losses to state assets due to drought
by county were not calculated Instead drought vulnerability of the state assets was quantified
by identifying data that relates to previously reported impacts A full discussion of this approach
is provided in Annex B but results as they relate to this Plan are provided below

The figures that follow show the overall impact scores and spatial density metrics for the five
state assets sub sectors The shading on the maps represents the impact score and the size of the
gray circle indicates the size of the sub sector inventory in a given county

The state owns structures in every county As shown in Figure 18 vulnerability for these
structures tends to be highest in the western half of the state This is where wildfire hazard is the
greatest and where most of the state owned dams are located On the eastern plains Phillips Kit
Carson and Baca Counties have higher vulnerability scores than neighboring counties because
they have proportionally more water storage structures
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Figure 18 State Assets Structures Inventory and Impact Scores
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Vulnerability rankings for the State Land Board are completely dependent on the lease discounts
issued in 2002 Figure 19 shows that the eastern half of the state as a whole tends to be more
vulnerable than the west This is largely due to the significant agricultural presence on the
eastern plains refer to the Agricultural Sector analysis for more information and because the
eastern part of the state received the highest lease discount 40 Furthermore many of the
counties with high impact scores in eastern Colorado also fall in the largest category for surface
ownership by the State Land Board
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Figure 19 State Assets Land Board Inventory and Impact Scores
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Figure 20 shows the vulnerability of recreationbased state revenue Spatial vulnerability of
State Parks revenue is highly dependent on the location of waterbased state parks since these
tend to see the highest visitation numbers and thus generate the most revenue for the department
Counties located in eastern Colorado with high vulnerability ratings all have state parks with
waterbased activities
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Figure 20 State Assets State Parks Inventory and Impact Scores

The final state asset assessed for vulnerability to drought is stateowned aquatic habitat as
defined by instream flows and hatcheries These assets are managed by the CWCB and DOW
respectively Specific locations of instream flow stream reaches and fish hatcheries are depicted
in maps in Annex B in the State Assets Sector analysis Counties with the highest impact scores
have the most junior priority dates for their instream flow rights The spatial density category is
a count of instream flow reaches and hatcheries Ouray and Alamosa Counties are among the
highest ranked counties and are also in the highest spatial density category
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The final state asset assessed for vulnerability to drought is stateowned aquatic habitat as
defined by instream flows and hatcheries These assets are managed by the CWCB and DOW
respectively Specific locations of instream flow stream reaches and fish hatcheries are depicted
in maps in Annex B in the State Assets Sector analysis Counties with the highest impact scores
have the most junior priority dates for their instream flow rights The spatial density category is
a count of instream flow reaches and hatcheries Ouray and Alamosa Counties are among the
highest ranked counties and are also in the highest spatial density category
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Figure 21 State Assets State Owned Aquatic Habitat Inventory and Impact Scores
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Taken as a whole state assets overlap considerably with other sectors considered in this Plan
Work done by the State Parks and DOW helps preserve Colorados natural environment and
promotes public use of outdoor areas Tourism in Colorado is strengthened by protected areas
that are owned and managed by the State Drought impacts to these assets directly translate to
declines in tourism and related industries Furthermore decreased revenues for state agencies
resulting from drought can reduce management budgets which can have a detrimental impact on
lands and wildlife In 2002 state and local governments received 550 million in tax revenue
from the tourism industry alone State of Colorado Water Availability Task Force 2002 so the
importance of the Environment and Recreation Sectors to the State are significant A large
portion of the protected areas in the State are government largely federal managed owned or
operated and degradation of natural areas can have compounded effects on society
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Table 13 showed building values per county and indicated the presence of stateowned dams
critical infrastructure In some counties the worstcase scenario for building and infrastructure
losses would occur in a severe and wide reaching wildfire which could arise as a result of hot
and dry drought conditions Figure 22 shows the wildfire susceptibility index overlaid on county
wildfire risk The wildfire susceptibility index was developed by the Colorado State Forest
Service and ranks susceptibility to losses through the wildfire urban interface The map
illustrates the potential for catastrophic building loss for example Larimer County is in the first
highest quantile for wildfire risk and has significant spatial distribution of moderate or higher
susceptibility ranking Note that the low susceptibility index values which are widespread
throughout the state have been filtered out to only show moderate to high susceptibility for
illustrative purposes In general counties that are more populated and located near forested areas
have a higher wildfire risk While not a direct translation to potential loss due to drought this
does make the point that significant losses are possible in a drought

DOW has experienced direct impacts as a consequence of drought related wildfires in the past
The Hayman fire of June 2002 resulted in increased runoff from the burn areas and a
corresponding increase in sediment load and deposition into the South Platte River via direct
input and inflow from its tributary channels Both Horse Creek and Wigwam Creek tributaries
experienced direct loss of instream habitat Increased sedimentation in the streambed negatively
impacted macro invertebrate fish food production and trout spawning habitat Also the South
Canyon Fire of Storm King Mountain near Glenwood Springs in July 1994 impacted DOWs
Mitchell Creek Hatchery as some hatchery fish perished due to excessive silt loading

In addition to the vulnerability information summarized here recommendations for adaptive
capacities that could mitigate impacts to the various sectors have been developed These

suggested recommendations are captured in Annex B and organized by impact sector This

annex can serve the State as well as local governments citizens businesses and industry as a
useful reference for mitigation strategies to be considered in the future Mitigation action
strategies that the State is currently involved with are discussed in the following section
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4 MITIGATION STRATEGY

41 Hazard Mitigation Goals

This chapter focuses on the States hazard mitigation strategy It is divided into five parts

Hazard Mitigation Goals

State Capability Assessment

Local Capability Assessment
Mitigation Actions

Funding Sources

411 Description of State Mitigation Goals

This section describes the goals of the Drought Mitigation Plan and the process used to revise the
goals and objectives in 2010 The State has revised the framework of its mitigation strategy to
improve its ability to track progress in meeting Plan goals and to improve alignment with local
mitigation strategies eg goals objectives and actions The framework of the States drought
mitigation strategy has two parts goals and actions which are defined as follows

The goals are broad based and described the overall direction that the State will take to
reduce drought impacts

The actions describe the activities or projects used to support the accomplishment of the
goals

The following eight goals of the Colorado Drought Mitigation and Response Plan are listed
below in no particular order

1 Improve Water Availability Monitoring and Drought Impact Assessment
2 Increase Public Awareness and Education

3 Augment Water Supply Through Mechanisms to Transfer Water from Areas of Surplus to
Areas of Shortage During a Drought

4 Coordinate and Provide Technical Assistance for State Local and Watershed Planning
Efforts

5 Reduce Water DemandEncourage Conservation
6 Reduce Drought Impacts to ColoradosEconomy People State Assets and Environment
7 Develop Intergovernmental and Interagency Stakeholder Coordination
8 Evaluate Potential Impacts from Climate Change

412 Reassessment of Goals for Validity or Need for Revision

Goals specific to drought mitigation efforts were initially developed as part of the 2002 Drought
Plan These goals as well as recommended actions to implement them are presented in the table
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below Many of the recommendations came from special interest breakout sessions at the
GovernorsFlood and Drought Conference in December 1999 These six goals are listed below

1 Improve Water Availability Monitoring
2 Increase Public Awareness and Education

3 Augment Water Supply
4 Facilitate Watershed and Local Planning
5 Reduce WaterDemandEncourage Conservation
6 Impact Reduction

In 2007 CWCB staff DWR staff and the ITF chairs discussed the above drought mitigation
goals and recommended eight goals to replace the existing six These are listed below

1 Improve Water Availability Monitoring
2 Increase Public Awareness and Education

3 Support Substitute Water Supply Plans and Leasing Options to Augment Water Supply
4 Facilitate Watershed and Local Planning
5 Reduce Water DemandEncourage Conservation
6 Impact Reduction
7 Develop Intergovernmental and Interagency Stakeholder Coordination
8 Evaluate Potential Impacts from Climate Change

For the 2010 revision to this Plan the DMRPC was asked to revaluate the goals in a planning
workshop The group decided that the number and intent of the goals should remain the same
but that some of the goals could be worded to better reflect their intent The goals that changed
and the justification for them include

Goal 1 Added Drought Impact Assessment

Goal 3 Made less specific to include other options

Goal 4 Expanded to include other ongoing efforts

Goal 6 Expanded to better define the scope of Impact Reduction

In 2010 the State of Colorado in their NHMP also revisited and validated the goals of the State
for hazard mitigation These are listed below

1 Reduce the loss of life and personal injuries from natural hazard events
2 Reduce damage to state critical essential and necessary assets
3 Reduce damage to local government assets
4 Reduce state and local costs of disaster response and recovery
5 Minimize economic losses

6 Reduce damage to personal property
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42 State Drought Mitigation Capability Assessment

421 Introduction

The state mitigation strategy must include a discussion of the States pre and postdisaster
hazard management policies programs and capabilities to mitigate the hazards in the area
including an evaluation of state laws regulations policies and programs related to drought
mitigation as well as to development in drought prone areas and a discussion of state funding
capabilities for hazard mitigation projects

A thorough mitigation capability assessment was conducted as part of the 2010 revision process
This entailed an exhaustive review of the Colorado Revised Statutes rules regulations and
policy that contribute directly or indirectly to reducing drought losses The process included
incorporating Appendix A of the 2002 Drought Plan which listed both state and federal drought
assistance and related programs and incorporating a summary of statutory programs related to
drought from the 2007 Update report During this process the applicable Colorado Revised
Statutes were compiled into a master excel spreadsheet and categorized by impact sector for a
better synopsis of the strengths as well as any gaps or weaknesses of the States current drought
mitigation capabilities across all impact sectors

The spreadsheet identifies the name of the statute the statute number and the date enacted what
state agency it affects a definition of the statute whether the statute was created for pre or post
drought conditions and whether it supports facilitates or needs improvement relative to
reducing drought or water supply availability impacts The spreadsheet has become a convenient
reference document and has served as a tool to guide decisions through the Plan revision process
the results of this effort are captured in Appendix C Drought Mitigation Capability Summary

422 Pre disaster Hazard Management Policies Programs Capabilities

State laws and regulations that provide authority to various agencies for predisaster programs
are included in the existing State Hazard Mitigation Plan Programs and the authorizing statutes
that are specific to predrought disaster situations are identified in Appendix C Drought
Mitigation Capability Summary indicated by an x in the pre or post disaster columns In

several cases the capabilities are both pre and postdisaster An example of this is the States
drought response capabilities which can help mitigate losses through early warning and effective
post disaster response This capability has been further refined in 2010 and captured in Annex A
Drought Response Plan The States Water Availability Task Force a major component of the
response plan and the early warning mechanism has been active for almost 30 years Highlights
of a few of these capabilities are summarized here

CWCB

The Colorado Water Conservation Boards Office of Water Conservation and Drought Planning
promotes water use efficiency while providing public information and technical and financial
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assistance for water conservation planning The OWCDP also promotes drought planning by
encouraging and assisting communities to prepare and implement drought mitigation plans and
by monitoring drought impacts and informing the public media and state officials The Office
exists to perform the following

Maintain a clearinghouse of water conservation and drought information and disseminates
information to the public

Provide technical assistance and evaluate and approve water conservation and drought
mitigation plans

Provide financial assistance for water conservation planning water efficiency drought
mitigation planning and implementation and public education and outreach through one
grant program

Provide leadership through the Water Availability Task Force to monitor forecast mitigate
and prepare for drought
Coordinate with multiple state and local agencies to provide public information

State Land Board

The State Land Board maintains seven District Offices that follow drought and other disaster
problems in their districts The offices have the ability to handle any issues on our leases on a
casebycase basis as the request of our lessees which they have found to be better than any
across the board action taken in anticipation of drought

423 Post disaster Hazard Management Policies Programs Capabilities

Programs and the authorizing statutes that are specific to postdrought disaster situations are
identified in Appendix C Drought Mitigation Capability Summary indicated by an x in the
pre or post disaster columns The States Division of Emergency Management coordinates all
of the post disaster management activities and has led to Colorado becoming one of twentytwo
states certified by the Emergency Management Accreditation Program in 2009 To maintain
accreditation the State needs to meet certain requirements in all mitigation and response
planning efforts

Highlights of these capabilities are summarized here

State Land Board

The District Managers have the authority to make immediate cuts in carrying capacity rental
adjustments and refunds in response to requests by lessees They frequently make adjustments
even without a request if they determine it is appropriate
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DOW

DOW personnel who are responsible for the daytoday operation management and use of
DOWowned andor managed water shall endeavor to see that no waste misuse or inappropriate
use of those water rights is occurring On May 1 2007 the Director of the DOW signed
Administrative Directive A9 which is a Division wide policy to inform DOW personnel and
others of potential drought impacts on DOWs water resources and specific actions needed to
manage these drought impacts During drought periods changes related to management of DOW
water resources may be necessary to ensure compliance with relevant statutes as well as the
Colorados Drought Mitigation and Response Plan Pursuant to Colorado Revised Statutes

Section 3788109 2CRS 2005 DOW could be required to release water from DOWowned
andor managed water resources stored in reservoirs for municipal and domestic purposes during
drought There may also be times and situations where DOW may be requested to bypass some
of its senior irrigation rights to make water available for municipal and domestic uses Any

agreement to release or bypass DOWowned or managed water for domestic or municipal
purposes shall be submitted to and approved by the Colorado Wildlife Commission In

situations where time is of the essence the Director of the Colorado Division of Wildlife has

the authority to act on behalf of the Colorado Wildlife Commission

Also since the DOW receives federal fish and wildlife funds the eligibility rules regarding
receipt of these federal funds place certain obligations on the management of DOWsproperties
including water rights purchased with federal funds or wildlife cash Prior to any release of

DOW water from reservoirs or bypass of any direct flow water for domestic purposes the State
Attorney Generals Office shall be contacted regarding federal aid obligations Further the

DOW has developed a detailed list of criteria to be followed for addressing requests for use of
DOWowned andor managed water resources under drought circumstances

Impacts to wildlife wildlife habitat and to DOWswater resources can be addressed as drought
conditions arise Impacts could include release of water from DOWowned andor managed
reservoirs for domestic and municipal purposes or for protection of aquatic and wildlife habitats
Priorities for use of DOWowned andor controlled water or water rights during drought
conditions will be to protect and conserve to the extent possible and on a statewide basis have
been identified

In 2007 the Colorado Water Quality Control Commission adopted revised water quality
standards for temperature for protection of aquatic life The standards include an acute standard
a two hour daily maximum for protection from lethal effects of elevated temperature and a
chronic standard ie a maximum weekly average temperature for protection against sublethal
effects on behavior metabolism growth and reproduction The standards also include seasonal
adjustment for protection of spawning and they include a narrative requiring that temperature
maintain a normal pattern of daily and seasonal fluctuations and spatial diversity with no abrupt
changes These standards were implemented in the Upper and Lower Colorado basins in 2008
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and in the South Platte Basin in 2009 The standards will be implemented in the San Juan
Dolores and Gunnison Basins in 2012 and in the Rio Grande and Arkansas Basins in 2013

Colorados revised water quality standards for temperature did not exist during the 2002
drought Further a lowflow exclusion allows for temperature exceedances when the daily
streamflow falls below an acute critical low flow or when the monthly average streamflow falls
below a chronic critical low flow This exclusion makes it unlikely that exceedances of the
temperature standards during extreme drought would result in an impairment listing on the DOW
303d List Regardless the basis of Colorados temperature standards in speciesspecific
physiological tolerances to elevated temperature suggests that the standards will provide a useful
benchmark against which to evaluate whether elevated temperatures resulting from drought
conditions are likely to contribute to deleterious effects on fish communities As real time data
capture becomes more economically viable as an option for temperature monitoring it may
become possible to explore real time water management alternatives to avoid lethal or chronic
effects of elevated temperature during drought conditions The implementation of the
temperature standards has also prompted an increase in temperature monitoring which will
likely facilitate better evaluation of the influence of droughtassociated flows and elevated
temperature on fisheries during future drought conditions

Although not identified during the 2002 drought DOW now has an invasive species coordinator
DOW anticipates that during future droughts increased efforts will be needed to monitor for the
presence and spread of aquatic nuisance weed species such as Eurasian aquatic milfoil

424 State Policies Related to Development in Drought Prone Areas

Several objectives and actions related to minimizing development in disasterprone areas are
included in the current Colorado Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan For example for the NIVvIP
Goal Reduce the loss of life and personal injuries from natural hazard events one of the

objectives listed is to assist communities interested in adopting or revising building codes
design standards and land development regulations in order to encourage development in less
hazardous areas However all areas of the state are drought prone Therefore state policies
related to development in droughtprone areas do not appear to be practical Few Colorado

statutes explicitly integrate land planning with water planning although several tools are in place
to encourage this and permit it to happen voluntarily Legislation passed in 08 09 requires
developers to ensure sustainable water supplies with new development Further although state
statutes support and permit intergovernmental cooperative agreements on water planning and
service issues coordination and sharing of information between local governments and water
suppliers are largely voluntary As water becomes scarcer in Colorado the necessity of this
collaboration becomes more apparent given the regional nature of water resources and the impact
of local land development and uses on the resource

The 2010 document Colorado Review Water Management and Land Use Planning Integration
prepared by the Center for Systems Integration on behalf of the CWCB is a compendium of
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integrated land use planning and water supply planning The document also reviews the legal
context that allows for land use planning including municipal and county powers

intergovernmental cooperation and special districts It also covers state agencies and
legislatively created organizations that provide assistance and resources related to land and water
planning issues to local and county governments The document summarizes the key statutes
related to land use planning and cross jurisdictional authorities as well as statutes addressing
water conservation quality supply management and water law that are relevant to integrating
land use and water planning

425 State Funding Capabilities for Drought Hazard Mitigation Projects

The types of state funded projects available for drought mitigation are included in Appendix C
Drought Mitigation Capability Summary and in Section 45 Various sources exist including
disaster emergency funds water conservation funding wildlife cash funds wastewater treatment
plant and drinking water treatment plant construction funds In addition funding options are
discussed in the current Colorado Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan This Plan includes

information on state matching funds for federal programs such as FEMAs the State Disaster
Emergency Fund grant programs of the CWCB DWR DEM Soil Conservation Service and
State Forest Service and education and outreach program funds The Hazard Mitigation Plan
also discusses the types of mitigation grant programs managed by the Mitigation Staff of the
Colorado Division of Emergency Management that are available

In the 2010 revision process the DOLA representative on the DMRPC noted that funding
resources have been reduced in certain of the programs that are used to support local
infrastructure projects primarily as a result of the current 2010 state budget shortfall The

State Land Board noted that they have some funding available through either our Land and
Water Management Fund or our Enhancement funds to assist in drought mitigation projects The
Land Board Primarily engages in water development projects to ensure livestock can reach water
even when ponds and springs are dry as a result of drought

426 Changes in Hazard Management Capabilities of the State

Colorado became one of twenty two states certified by the Emergency Management
Accreditation Program in 2009 To maintain accreditation the State needs to meet certain
requirements in all mitigation and response planning efforts The response elements of the
Colorado Drought Mitigation and Response Plan underwent significant changes to modernize the
Plan in 2010 This included aligning the Plan with modern emergency management standards
revisiting the number and composition of the ITFs updating the drought indicators and
associated responses and streamlining the communication framework of the Plan The response
element became a stand alone annex Annex A to this mitigation Plan so that the response
procedures are condensed for use during drought emergencies
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In 2008 a full time drought and climate change technical specialist position was created at the
CWCB A significant portion of this position is to facilitate and enhance state and local drought
planning efforts

In addition the States monitoring of drought has improved through the modernization of the
Surface Water Supply Index for Colorado available in spring 2010 for the Western Slope and
the validation of the Colorado Modified Palmer Index as a useful drought indicator see Annex
D While progress has been made funding needs remain for more climate monitoring stations
and for sustaining monitoring programs

The State also developed a web based drought Tool Box in 2010 designed to help Colorado
citizens water providers and local governments find information on drought status drought
planning and other drought resources including this Plan This included the development of a
Local Drought Management Plan Guidance Document These capabilities are discussed in
further detail in Section 5

Additionally progress towards drought mitigation project implementation is captured in Sections
441 and442

In the 2007 Drought Plan Update Report it was noted that increased awareness and attention to
climate change and the associated potential impacts to state water supplies warrants further
analysis and proactive adaptive planning strategies The 2007 document also mentioned that the
state will identify prospects for coordinating and including local governments in their climate
change planning efforts This State has been making strides toward this with various initiatives
including the Colorado River Water Availability Study the Joint Front Range Climate Change
Vulnerability Study and the integration of climate change aspects and drought monitoring
improvements into the revision of this 2010 Plan Partnering with outside support institutions
such as the State Climatologist NOAA and the NDMC has helped to make these efforts
successful

43 Local Capability Assessment

Local governments in Colorado have long had policies programs and capabilities in place
related to drought mitigation and a summary of those is presented in this section

431 Local Mitigation Policies Programs and Capabilities

Information in this section was gathered by reviewing all existing Local Hazard Mitigation plans
summaries from the 2004 and 2007 DWSAs and input collected from local water providers in
2010 A comprehensive review of existing local capabilities followed the collection of these
plans Relevant information was gathered in order to assess the capability of local governments
to handle short and longterm drought and captured in Table 18 The policies programs and
capabilities highlighted below are not an exhaustive list as some of the local hazard mitigation
plans only date back to 2004 Currently not every county only 42 in Colorado has adopted a
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hazard mitigation plan see Figure 23 Local capabilities to handle drought may have changed
since the writing of a portion of these plans

Counties and cities in Colorado use a variety of tools to manage drought Some of these tools can
be found in both Table 18 and Table 19 The water conservation plans can be referenced on the
CWCB website and are not equivalent to a drought management plan but are listed here as they
are a component of drought mitigation

Table 18 Local Mitigation Policies Programs and Capabilities

Plan Policy Program or Capability

NE Colorado HMP Logan County Farmers Pawnee Canal Company has 14 augmentation ponds
and new wellheads to lessen drought impacts

Mesa County HMP City of Grand Junction Ute Water Clifton Water and Palisade
combined drought response plan

East Larimer County Water Conservation Plan

City of Alamosa Water Conservation Plan

City of Aurora Drought Response Plan Water Conservation Plan

City of Boulder Drought Response Plan Water Conservation Plan

City of Brighton Water Conservation Plan

City of Colorado Springs Water Conservation Plan

City of Evans Water Conservation Plan

City of Fort Morgan Water Conservation Plan

City of Fort Collins Water Conservation Plan

City of Fort Lupton Water Conservation Plan

City of Fountain Water Conservation Plan

City of Glenwood Water Conservation Plan

City of Greeley Water Conservation Plan

City of Lafayette Water Conservation Plan

City of Longmont Water Conservation Plan

City of Northglenn Water Conservation Plan

City of Rifle Water Conservation Plan

City of Salida Water Conservation Plan

City of Sterling Water Conservation Plan

City of Thornton Water Conservation Plan

Town of Castle Rock Water Conservation Plan

Town of Erie Water Conservation Plan

Town of Firestone Water Conservation Plan

Town of Windsor Water Conservation Plan

Arapahoe County Water and Wastewater
Authority

Water Conservation Plan

Castle Pines North Metropolitan District Water Conservation Plan
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Plan Policy Program or Capability

Centennial Water and Sanitation District Water Conservation Plan

Cherokee Metropolitan District Water Conservation Plan

Denver Water Drought Response Plan Water Conservation Plan

Ft Collins Loveland Water District Water Conservation Plan

Left Hand Water District Water Conservation Plan

North Table Mountain Water Sanitation

District

Water Conservation Plan

North Weld County Water District Water Conservation Plan

Pagosa Area Water and Sanitation District Water Conservation Plan

Tri County Water Conservancy District Water Conservation Plan

Widefield Water Sanitation District Water Conservation Plan

Willows Water District Water Conservation Plan

Source CWCB websfte

Mitigation actions contained in local hazard mitigation plans are contained in Table 21 in Section
446

Based on Table 18 there are few communities with drought response or management plans The
2007 DWSA findings concluded that additional drought preparedness planning is needed at the
local level Findings included

Only 27 of Colorado municipal water providers had a drought response plan in place and
only 37 had assigned someone to be in charge of drought planning However most of the
large providers had a plan and based on reported population served it was estimated that
approximately 71 of the population was served by a provider that had a drought plan
These plans are not necessarily approved by the State and vary greatly in terms of how
comprehensive they are
There is discrepancy in drought planning between large urban providers and smaller rural
agencies While most urban providers had a drought plan in place the majority of Colorado
water providers consisting predominantly of smaller rural utilities had not developed a
drought response plan

A further potential problem is that a majority of water agencies 63 did not have a staff

person in charge of drought planning Staffing levels at many small agencies may not afford
such an assignment to be made until drought conditions are encountered

The lack of drought response planning was an issue in all seven Colorado Water Divisions

In the 2004 Colorado Drought and Water Supply Assessment 49 of respondents reported
having a drought management plan in place compared with only 27 in the 2007 DWSA update
The reduction in the number of agencies with a drought response plan in place is a surprising and
troubling finding given the recurring likelihood of drought in Colorado A possible explanation
for the 20 decrease in the number of agencies reporting having a drought management plan
may be that when the survey occurred in 2003 many agencies surveyed were still actively
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responding to drought conditions and may have responded yes to the question because drought
measures were in place This does not necessarily translate into having an on the shelf drought
response plan in place per the 2007 survey

432 Effectiveness of Local Mitigation Policies Programs and Capabilities

Chapter 7 Tools for Managing Drought at a Local Level of the 2004 DWSA presented the
tools available to local communities to prepare for and manage the effects of drought The

chapter includes information on which tools are applicable to longterm mitigation or shortterm
drought response and which can be effectively used to achieve different demandsupply
outcomes Table 19 summarizes this information for local scale drought management tools As
can be seen in the table different tools are effective for different planning horizons and influence
management goals A variety of tools have been identified to facilitate development of effective
local planning

Additionally as part of a 2004 DWSA survey respondents identified what they thought were the
best tools for managing drought For municipalities lawn and garden water restrictions were
favored by 41 followed by public educationinvolvement programs 34 fines for

excessive water usage 30 and water conservation programs 13 Among agricultural
users the most effective controls were water conservation programs 27 cooperative
agreements 13 and public education programs 7
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Table 19 Local Scale Drought Management Tools

reanngri cuncurr rviana emrri 4m

Toot ShortfennTerm Reduce Increase
Response Mitigation Icnran Supply

Public Policy and Assessment

Prepare and regularly update comprehensive water management plan with
drought component
Establish drought response principles objectives and priorities
Establish authority for declaring a drought emergency
Develop triggers for drought related actions establishing thresholds for mild r
medium severe droughts

ci

Other

Prepare ordinances on drought measures
Evaluate impacts of drought on different groups economic segments and
enviro receptors
Emergency Response
Declare a drought emergency
Establish water hauling programs
Extend boat ramps and docks
Restrictprohibit new taps
Identify state and federal assistance
Public Education and Relations

Prepare position papers for the public media and elected officials describing
public drought policies
Establish a public advisory committee
Organize drought information meetings and workshops for public and media
Create informational materials and establish a drought information center

Water Rights Management
Rwater rights for modificationsflexibility during drou
lacy year leasing of water rights
Water banks established for the sale transfer and exchange of water
Interruptible water supply agreements
Water Supply Augmentation
Rehabilitate reservoirs to operate at design capacity
Inventory and review reservoir operation plans
Aquifer storage and recovery conjunctive use

Bather modification cloud seedin

New water storage facilities
Monitoring and Evaluation
Monitor water supply components eg snow pack stream flow etc
Monitor water quality
Track public perception and effectiveness of drought measures
Improve accuracy of runoff and water supply forecasts
Water Conservation

Develop implement and monitor ongoing water conservation program
Implement upgrade water meterin

Implement upgrade water loss control systerrL
Water efficient fixtures and applianc

Low water use landscapes and efficient irri atio
Improve commercial and industrial efficiencie

Educational pro am
Rate structures to influence water us

Water reus

Soil mans ement such as soil moisture monitorin 4
Improve tillage practice

Use drought or salinity tolerant crop

RrI r9 irQiIrLIaI
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In addition to the drought tools in the previous table the 2010 Municipal Drought Plan Guidance
Document provides another comprehensive list of drought tools that Municipal Industrial

MI water providers can use to select and implement to mitigate and respond to drought The
overall effectiveness of these tools will depend on the unique set of drought related water supply
challenges and set of circumstances faced by individual water users For instance the

rehabilitation of reservoirs to operate at design capacity may be an effective drought tool for a
water user that lost significant storage prior to the rehabilitation while other users may only
benefit moderately from reservoir rehabilitation The nature of drought can also significantly
impact the overall effectiveness of a particular management tool

Water supply reliability planning can play a key role in the preparedness of MI water
providers For instance MI providers with a junior portfolio of water rights that have not
effectively incorporated drought planning into their longterm supply efforts will be more
vulnerable to drought than those who have more senior water right andor effective drought
plans

Since the 2002 drought some water users have improved their drought planning and water
supply reliability planning efforts For instance during the 2002 drought Aurora Water learned
that they were not sufficiently prepared for a drought of this magnitude as they experienced a
storage reduction to 25 of total capacity In response Aurora Water has developed a variety of
tools to enhance water supply forecasting and planning guidance during drought periods This
includes a Drought Contingency Plan a water supply forecasting model based on reservoir levels
and an annual water management plan that sets the water restrictions and level of enforcement
for the upcoming year The 2002 drought also initiated the development of the Prairie Waters
Project which will increase Auroraswater supply by more than 20 by reusing return flows that
remain reliable during a drought

44 Mitigation Actions

The state mitigation strategy must identify evaluate and prioritize cost effective

environmentally sound and technically feasible mitigation actions and activities the State is
considering and an explanation of how each activity contributes to the overall mitigation
strategy Local input should also be included when available Additionally with each update
cycle the Plan must be reviewed and revised to reflect changes in development progress in
statewide mitigation efforts and changes in priorities The updated revised Plan must identify
the completed deleted or deferred actions or activities from the previously approved Plan It
must also include any new actions identified since the previous Plan The mitigation actions take
into consideration the vulnerability and capability assessment and are intended to address areas
of high vulnerability or where capabilities should be strengthened

The recommended actions for this Plan were derived from several sources in the planning
process over the past 10 years Mitigation was first incorporated into the Colorado Drought
Response Plan with the 20002001 update process when the initial recommendations and actions
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were developed These actions were reviewed and expanded during the 2007 update cycle and
incorporated some recommendations from the 2003 DWSA report During the 2010 revision
the actions were reviewed for progress made continued validity and updates or changes New
actions were also developed through a process described in detail in Section 443 There are 71
action items total 36 of these actions were identified in 2010

441 Identification of Actions under State Consideration

Table 20 identifies the actions currently under consideration by the DMRPC for the State of
Colorado The following recommendations represent the collaborative efforts of the DMRPC
Consistent with the FEMA and EMAP requirements those actions that have been completed or
are ongoing are identified Many of the completed actions such as drought conferences and
workshops are kept in this table to show progress made but also because they continue to be
implemented or are ongoing The projects are listed under the primary goal they are designed to
help achieve as an indication of how each action contributes to the overall mitigation strategy
Some actions help meet more than one goal as indicated in the Primary and Related Goal
column A summary discussion of progress made toward implementing the action is included in
the table under the Status Implementation and Funding Comments column and discussed in
the Section 442 Deleted and deferred actions are discussed in the section that follows the table

Many of the recommendations can be implemented in the short term which is defined as the next
three year update cycle others must be viewed as longterm measures and some will be
implemented during drought cycles The actions are prioritized by High Medium and Low see
Section 444 for a discussion of the prioritization process In general the timeline of
implementation is reflected in the prioritization High target implementation within three years
Medium within three to six years Low within ten years or as needed
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Table
20

State
Drought
Mitigation
Actions
Summary

T

Status
2010

oPrimaryand
Lead

Action

Completed
Ongoing

a

Related

Agency

Dev

Recommended
Action

Goal

Entity

Date

Status
Implementation
and
Funding
Comments

Goal
1

Improve
Water
Availability
Monitoring
and
Drought
Impact
Assessment

H

Integrate
state
flood
and
drought
monitoring

1

CWCB

2010

Improve
efficiency
through
better
integration

H

Collect
climatologic
data
at

mid

lower

1

WATF

2010

elevations
to
fill
existing

gaps
in

the
data

NRCS
CCC

collection
network

Coco RAHS CAIC

H

Additional
Drought
DSS
support
and

1

CWCB

2002

X

Basin
Needs
DSS
will
be
developed
in

2010

development

SEO

M

Funding
stream

gage
improvements

1

USGS

2002

2001

X

Instream
flow

program
coordinates
with
USGS
Funding
set

CWCB

aside
for

program
within
CWCB

M

Colorado
Drought
Status
strategy

12

WATF

2002

2002

X

Monthly
drought
status
update
developed
for
State

leadership Some
elements
of
this

are
being
revised
with
2010
Plan

revision
and
will
continue
into
the
future

M

Improved
Impact
Assessment

1

CWCB
and

2010

Impact
analysis
has
always
been
a

weak
link
Need

ITFs

multiple
impact
reporting
and
data
mechanisms
an

impact

czar
Adapt
the
tools
developed
for
the
2010
drought

vulnerability
assessment

L

Improve
soil
moisture
and
monitoring
at

1

NRCS

2010

Incorporate
this
data
into
improved
streamflow
forecast

SNOTEL
sites

L

Vulnerability
weighted
drought
indexes

1

CWCB

2010

Tie
vulnerability
issues
eg
sectors
places
and
times
of

CCC
NRCS

year
with
drought
monitoring
indexes
to

better
gauge

and

weigh
the
significance
of
the
drought

L

Improve
spatial
monitoring
and
analysis
of

1

NIDIS

2010

Add
spatially
explicit
water
demand
identified
by
sector
to

drought
including
remote
sensing
for

CCC

water
rights
database
Refer
to

NCAR
effort
for
NIDIS
pilot

monitoring
of
consumptive

use

CWCB

Identify
and
establish

core
geospatial
data
layers
as

well
as

data
stewards
to

help
track
situations

Link
crop

remote
sensing
with
WaterSMART
activities
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T

Status
2010

oPrimaryand
Lead

Action

Completed
Ongoing

a

Related

Agency

Dev

Recommended
Action

Goal

Entity

Date

Status
Implementation
and
Funding
Comments

L

Collect
data
to

monitor
snowpack
sublimation

1

NRCS

2010

and
develop
data
products
and
incorporate

NOAA

this
data
into
water
supply
products

CWCB CIRES CCC CAIC

L

Develop
and
implement
low
flow
streamflow

1

NRCS

2010

Forecast
the
date
at
which
a

stream
reaches
a

certain
low

forecasts

flow
threshold

L

Co
River
Basin
Pilot
Drought
Forecasting

1

NOAH

2010

Currently
doing
weekly
water
climate
and
drought

Look
at

expanding
to

other
basins
in

the

CCC

assessment
webinars
for
the
Colorado
River
only
Improve

state

CWCB

coordination
of

and
outreach
to

water
users

L

Coordinate
input
of
groundwater
monitoring

1

USGS

2002

2001

X

Revised
in

2010
to

be
more

specific
WATF
Coordinating

into
overall
water
availability
picture

CWCB

with
USGS
for
periodic
groundwater
input
also
coordinate

DWR

with
CGS
and
DWR

CGS

L

Develop
methods
to

assess
condition
of

1

DOW

2010

For
detection
of
noxious
weed
spread
and
other
ecosystem

critical
winter

range
for
key

game
species

health
concerns

Goal
2

Increase
Public
Awareness
and
Education

H

Drought
info
website

2

CWCB

2002

2001

X

Drought
information
is

hosted
on

the
CWCB
website

including
drought
status
planning
and

response
A

drought

web
based
toolbox
is

being
developed
as

part
of
the
2010

revision
of
this
Plan
See
drought
toolbox
action

H

Develop
technical
drought
planning
toolbox

24

CWCB

2007

X

Initial
version
will
be
completed
with
2010
revision
of
this

Plan

H

Examine
and
improve
role
and
relationship
of

27

CWCB

2003

X

Will
be
initiated
with
2010
revision
of
this
Plans
mitigation

public
information
and
education
efforts
by

DWSA

and
response

elements

the
CWCB
with
the
DNR
SEO
and
the

Governors
Office

H

Evaluate
improve
and
coordinate
the
role

27

CWCB

2003

X

Will
be
initiated
with
2010
revision
of
this
Plans
mitigation

and
relationship
of
the
CWCB
public

DWSA

and
response

elements

information
and
education
efforts
with
those

being
conducted
by
local
water
authorities

utilities
users

and
suppliers

H

Resources
to

the
Office
of
Water

2457

CWCB

2007

X

SB
10
025
The
water
efficiency
grant

program
re

Conservation
and
Drought
Planning
for

authorization
bill
Request
for

severance
tax
funds
for
2011

technical
assistance
evaluating
of
drought

for
implementing
recommendations
of
drought
mitigation

plans
administering
fund

programs
and

plan

public
education
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T

Status
2010

oPrimaryand
Lead

Action

Completed
Ongoing

a

Related

Agency

Dev

Recommended
Action

Goal

Entity

Date

Status
Implementation
and
Funding
Comments

M

Workshops
crop

survival
during
drought

26

Coop
Ext

2002

X

Conducted
on
as

needed
basis

M

Workshops
livestock
mgmt
during
drought

26

Coop
Ext

2002

X

Conducted
on
as

needed
basis

M

Workshops
water
system
management

256

DOLA

2002

X
as

Four
workshops

were
held
around
the
state
between
2002

during
drought

CWCB

2003

needed
2004
which
raised

awareness
of
drought
impacts
such
as

CRWA

2004

water
quality
impacts
state
and
federal

resources
water

USGS

rights
administration

emergency
management
principles

BUREC

the
states
plan
and

response
to
drought
weather

CDPHE

modification
programs

funding
options
and
regulatory

WQCD

perspectives

M

Examine
the
need
for

new
or

revised
state

27

CWCB

2003

X

X

See
HB
10
1358

water
policy
related
to

how
CWCB
provides

DWSA

Plumbing
code
change
to

require
water
efficient
fixtures

public
information
and
education
technical

Water
Efficiency
Grant
fund
enhancement

assistance
and
infrastructure
support
from

the
Office
of
Water
Conservation
and
other

CWCB
sections
with
regard
to

identified
water

user
needs

M

Colorado
Water
Watch

2

NIDIS

2010

Similar
to
the
US
Drought
Portal
Specific
and
dynamic

State
of
the
Water
website
and
podcasts
updated

frequently

L

Drought
workshop
for
urban
and
land

use

2

CWCB

2010

Focused
training
efforts
for
City
and
County
planners

planners

DOLA

L

Develop
a

State
wide
drought
messaging

2

CFWE

2010

The
Colorado
Foundation
for
Water
Education
in

campaign

CWCB

cooperation
with
all
affected
state
agencies
Possible
federal

CCC

funding
a

grant
from
BUREC

L

2012

Year
of
Water
Education
Initiative

2

CCC

2010

Education
initiative
for
the
state
Emphasis
on

youth

education
and
community
involvement
Planning
underway

CFWE

in

2010

L

Implement
an

improved
process

for
educating

2

CO
Water

2010

municipal
water

users
about
conservation

Wise

xeriscaping
etc

Council

L

Drought
Awareness
Week

2

CCC
DEM

2002

2003
2008

X

This
action
is

related
to

Drought
Conferences
action
but
it

CWCB

could
become
an

annual
regular

occurrence
or

used
when

emerging
drought
is

occurring

State
of
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Status
2010

oPrimaryand
Lead

Action

Completed
Ongoing

a

Related

Agency

Dev

Recommended
Action

Goal

Entity

Date

Status
Implementation
and
Funding
Comments

L

About
Drought
brochure

2

CWCB

2002

X

CWCB
Website
has
drought
information
that
will
be

CFWE

expanded
with
drought
toolbox
development
in

2010
A

Local

brochure
would
supplement
this
and
could
be
distributed
at

providers

future
public
meetings
and
events

Goal
3

Augment
Water
Supply
Through
Mechanisms
to
Transfer
Water
from
Areas
of
Surplus
to
Areas
of
Shortage
During
a

Drought

H

Fund
water
system

improvements
for
drought

36

DOLA

2002

X

CWCB

mitigation

CWCB

Water
and
Power
Authority
get
EPA
funding

WPA

Water
Project
Loan
Program

M

Resolve
emerging
water

use
conflicts

36

SEO

2002

X

Ongoing
regularly
as

part
of
SEO
mission
Legislation

passed
in

2003
to

allow
flexibility
in

water
rights

administration
and
temporary
interruptible
water
supply

agreements
CRS
37
92
309

Assist
with
implementing
Substitute
Water
Supply
Plans

M

Explore
technologies
for
water
supply

3

CWCB

2002

X

Arkansas
Valley
Pilot
Water
Bank
Study
completed
in

2005

banking
floodwater
diversion
storage
aquifer

CGS

Colorado
Water
District
is

working
on

Water
Banking

recharge
snow

banking

compact
Other
studies
include
the
Statewide
Aquifer

Recharge
Study
the
Upper
Black
Squirrel
Creek
project

and
the
Lost
Creek
project

M

Construction
of
water
storage
facilities
on

3

State
Land

2010

Municipal
Use
Supplement
instream
flows
Supplement

State
Trust
Land

Board

Ag
use

needs
Could
help
fund
and
would
create
a

revenue
stream
Coordination
with
CGS
for
underground

storage

M

Enact
policy
to
allow
for
greater
flexibility

3

Attny

2010

during
drought
conditions
to

protect
instream

General

flows
and
or
wetlands
critical
to

the
survival
of

SEO

species
of
greatest
conservation
need

CWCB DOW

L

Encourage
Local
Water
Providers
to

include

3

CWCB

2010

Well
adapted
natural
systems
change
water

use
to

adjust

drought
in

water
supply
shortage
planning

Local

for
water
supply
Most
human
systems
are

built
for
uniform

providers

and
reliable
water

use
regardless
of
water
supply
This
is

encouraged
in

the
2010
Drought
Management
Plan

Guidance
Document

L

Public
private
partnerships
to
augment
local

37

Local
water

2002

X

SB
02S
001
provides
up

to

1M
for
agricultural

water
supplies

providers

organizations
for
water
augmentation
in

drought

emergencies

Goal
4

Coordinate
and
Provide
Technical
Assistance
for
State
Local
and
Watershed
Planning
Efforts
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Status
2010

oPrimaryand
Lead

Action

Completed
Ongoing

a

Related

Agencyl

Dev

Recommended
Action

Goal

Entity

Date

Status
Implementation
and
Funding
Comments

H

Make
completion
of
local
drought
plans
a

4

CWCB

2007

X

Local
drought
plan
guidance
document
developed
in

2010

priority
include
vulnerability
risk

to

help
facilitate
local
plan
development

assessments
incorporate
info
into
next

update
H

Risk
based
water
system
assessments

4

CWCB

2002

2000
2001

X

Tools
and
methods
developed
as

part
of
the
local
plan

guidance
document
in

2010

H

Integrate
results
tools
and
methods
from
the

4

DEM

2010

X

Utilize
in

Plan
update
cycles
or
in

new
plans
that
are

2010
Statewide
Drought
Vulnerability

CWCB

developed

Assessment
to

improve
and
standardize

drought
risk
assessments
in

local
hazard

mitigation
plans

H

Integrate
and
correlate
the
State
Drought

4

CWCB

2010

Examples
include
IBCC
planning
efforts
Forest
Resource

Mitigation
Plan
with
other
statewide
planning

CSFS

Assessment
Planning
Energy
Assurance
Plan

efforts

GEO

H

Require
drought
planning
by
Colorado

4

CWCB

2010

municipalities
water

providers
and
large

agricultural
producers

M

Workshops
for
local
drought
plans

4

25

CWCB

2002

2000
2001

X

Workshop
held
in

2010
during
the
development
of
local
plan

DOLA

2009

guidance
document

2010

Dealing
with
Drought
Adapting
to

Climate
Change

2011

workshops
held
in

Fall
of
2009

New
workshops
anticipated
with
guidance
document

promotion

M

Encourage
cooperative
sharing
of
water

4

CWCB

2010

resources
between
municipalities
and
water

Local

districts
within
a

watershed
during
a

drought

providers

L

Encourage
drought
resistant
communities

4

DEM

2002

2001

X

DEM
continues
to

encourage
communities
to
incorporate

DOLA

drought
in

multi
hazard
risk
assessments
and
mitigation

strategies
as

appropriate
Look
at
pilot

program
NDMC
is

conducting
in

Nebraska
for
Drought
Prepared

Communities
similar
to

the
NWS
StormReady
certification

Goal
5

Reduce
Water
DemandEncourage
Conservation

H

Support
development
of
local
water

5

CWCB

2002

X

State
Water
Conservation
planning
requirement
38
40

conservation
program

of100
conservation
plans
are

completed

Rainwater
Harvesting
Pilot
Project
Program
started
in

2009
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Status
2010

oPrimaryand
Lead

Action

Completed
Ongoing

a

Related

Agency

Dev

Recommended
Action

Goal

Entity

Date

Status
Implementation
and
Funding
Comments

H

Continue
development
and
the
appropriate

54

CWCB

2003

X

Funds
allocated
through
construction
fund
and

severance

allocation
of

resources
to

the
Office
of
Water

DWSA

tax
fund
Full
time
drought
planner
hired
in

2008

Conservation
and
Drought
Planning
in

providing
technical
assistance
to
covered

entities
evaluating
submitted
water

conservation
and
drought
plans

administering
fund

programs
and

disseminating
information
to
the
public

H

Encourage
use
of

more
efficient
agricultural

5

Ag
USDA

2010

Possibly
tie
into
water
efficiency
grant

program

irrigation
systems

CWCB

H

Encourage
use
of

more
efficient
municipal

5

CWCB

2010

Possibly
tie
into
water
efficiency
grant

program

irrigation
systems

Local
Water providers

M

Support
economic
incentives
for
individual

5

DNR

2002

X

Water
Efficiency
Grant
Program
CWCB
Recharge

investment
in

conservation

Colorado
CWCB
partners
with
Governors
Energy
Office

energy
and
water
efficient
appliance
rebates
Water
Smart

Home
Initiative
legislation
HB
10
1358
pending

M

Incentives
for
reduced
lawn
watering
and

5

Local
Water

2010

Additional
incentives
for
xeriscaping

irrigation
maintenance

Providers
C

WCB

L

Encourage
growing

crops
appropriate
to

5

Ag
USDA

2010

semi
arid
climate
or

promote
growing
drought

resistant
crops

L

Encourage
minimizing
building
particularly

5

Local
Water

2010

Saves
water
and

money

urban
water

usage
in

cooling
towers
and

Providers

explore
other
water

energy
nexus

GEO

connections
L

Establish
BMPs
for
landscaping

uses

5

CO
WWC

2010

BMPs
being
developed
through
CO
Water
Wise
Council

CWCB

Goal
6

Reduce
Drought
Impacts
to
Colorados
Economy
People
State
Assets
and
Environment

H

Continue
to

pursue
implementation
funding

6

all

CWCB

2007

X

Funding
secured
to

implement
some

2007

for
recommendations
in

this
plan

recommendations
200k
funding
for
implantation
is

being

set
aside
through
construction
funds
in

2010

M

Create
a

sustainable
funding

source
within

6

State
Gov

2010

States
Long
Bill
or

CWCB
budget
to
continue

CWCB

implementing
all

the
recommendations
in

the

Drought
Plan

including
monitoring
and
data

collection
State
of
Colorado
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T

Status
2010

oPrimaryand
Lead

Action

Completed
Ongoing

a

Related

Agency

Dev

Recommended
Action

Goal

Entity

Date

Status
Implementation
and
Funding
Comments

Evaluate
the
relationship
interaction

6

CDPHE

2010

Colorados
legal
system
for
water
supply
does
not

between
both
drought
low
flows
and
water

WQCD

specifically
require
an

accounting
of
water
quality
issues

conservation
on

water
quality
of
streams
as

DOW

This
project
should
investigate
weaknesses
in

water
quality

well
as

health
related

consequences

State

legislation
in

regards
to
drought
and
recommend

Parks

adjustments
where

necessary
This
project
should
identify

CWCB

high
risk
dischargeswatersheds
high
risk

non
point

WRD

watersheds
and
high
risk
aquatic
life
and
human
population

centers
With
particular
emphasis
on

these
high
risk

areas

the
project
should
focus
on
1
implementing
water
quality

considerations
in

water
supply
planning
education
and

conservation
efforts
2
educating
planners
on

existing

tools
and
3
developing

new
tools
where

necessary
This

project
could
include
securing
funding
for
wastewater

dischargers
to

improve
the
quality
of
wastewater
when

stream
flows

are
not
high
enough
to

provide
the
dilution

necessary
for
attainment
of
water
quality
standards
See

Annex
B

State
Assets
and
Environmental
sectors
for

more

background

Continue
weather
modification
research

6

CWCB

2002

X

Efforts
continue
in

SW
Colorado
the
Yampa
Valley
and

other
areas

of
the
Western
Slope

L

Leverage
the
NIDIS
Drought
Portal

6

WATF

2010

wwwdroughtgov
Drought
Impacts

NOAA

Reporter
to
compile
Colorado
specific

drought
impacts

L

Support
agricultural
research
of
drought

6

CSU

2010

tolerant
species

Goal
7

Develop
Intergovernmental
and
Interagency
Stakeholder
Coordination

H

Develop
data
base
to
track
key
information
in

7

4

5

6

CWCB

2007

X

Initial
components
will
be
completed
as

part
of
2010
revision

local
drought
plans

of
this
Plan

H

Develop
a

drought
exercise
to
test

7

CWCB

2010

Test
revised
and
updated
procedures
of
2010

response

procedures
and
train
constituents

Plan

M

Evaluate
and
where
appropriate

engage

7

CWCB

2003

X

X

ARRA
funds
being
used
for
efficiency

measures
in

alternative
funding

sources
and
mechanisms

DWSA

Recharge
Colorado
effort
in

2010
in

coordination
with

to

provide
resources

for
programs

water

Governors
Energy
Office
and
CWCB

users
identified
as

being
needed
on
a

statewide
regional
and
local
basis

State
of
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Status
2010

oPrimaryand
Lead

Action

Completed
Ongoing

a

Related

Agency

Dev

Recommended
Action

Goal

Entity

Date

Status
Implementation
and
Funding
Comments

M

Provide
appropriate

resources
to

continue
to

7456

CWCB

2007

X

Basin
Needs
Assessment
and
DWSA
2007

develop
and
administer
opinion

surveys
of

Colorado
water

users
relative
to

important

water
issues
and
to

create
a

temporal

database
related
to

drought
and
water
supply

impacts
limitations
planning
needs
and

projects
L

Participate
in

new
monitoring
guidelines

711

Ag
CSU

2010

Has
participation
from
federal
and
state
land
management

process
for
Ag
lands
being
facilitated
by

WRI

agencies
and
Ag
producers
May
be
able
to
include
a

water

Colorado
Cattlemens
Association

monitoring
aspect

Goal
8

Evaluate
Potential
Impacts
from
Climate
Change

H

Statewide
Climate
Change
Initiative

8

CWCB

2007

X

2008
Climate
Change
in

Colorado
synthesis
report

CWCB
CRWAS

2010
Climate
Change
Impacts
and
Vulnerability

Assessment 2007
Governors
Climate
Action
Plan
developed

Dealing
with
Drought
Adapting
to

Climate
Change

workshops
held
in

Fall
of
2009

H

Continue
to

assess
potential
climate
change

6

CCC

2010

X

Continue
to

integrate
information
for
projecting
drought
and

impacts
on
a

variety
of
sectors

CWCB

the
length
and
severity
that
might
be
anticipated
from

climate
change
to
support
future
state
and
local
planning

efforts
Build
on

efforts
from
the
2010
Drought
Plan
revision

H

Funding
Climate
Monitoring
Stations

8

CWCB

2007

On
hold
deferred
due
to

2010
State
budget
situation

CCC

M

Host
Statewide
Drought
Conference

8

all

CWCB

2007

1999

X

Drought
and
Climate
change
conference
held
in

October

2008
2009

2008 Dealing
with
Drought
Adapting
to

Climate
Change

workshops
held
in

Fall
of
2009
three
around
the
state

Water
and
Land
Use
Planning
for
a

Sustainable
Future

symposium
Sept
2009

L

Assess
how
the
hydrograph
will
change
due

6

CWCB

2010

to
climate
change
for
each
major
river

DOW

system
basin
in

the
state

L

Continue
to

pursue
improved
climate
data
to

6

CCC

2010

Formally
communicate
needs
to

appropriate
federal

inform
the
planning

process

CWCB

agencies
and
congressional
committees

State
of
Colorado
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Deleted and Deferred Actions

Several action items that were completed as part of the 2010 Plan revision process were deleted
from the action summary table Some of these were related to the standard state plan DMA plan
update requirements and included

Comprehensive Update 2002 State Drought Plan
Review and identify other possible drought mitigation activities that could be taken to protect
stateowned facilities from drought impacts

Resurvey state agencies re stateowned facilities that are susceptible to drought impacts

Develop Plan monitoring process

Develop process to link local plans to state plan

Other actions that were removed from the 2010 action summary table included those related to
the day to day missions of state agencies such as the CWCB These included

Revise CWCB longrange and strategic plans to ensure performance of the identified
implementation tasks and activities
Evaluate funding options for education construction and maintenance technical assistance
and for sustaining and expanding the construction fund CWCB

In 2010 only one action was deferred effectively due to budget shortfalls in the 20102011 FY
State budget see action Funding Climate Monitoring Stations in the previous table The action
remains in the table with the intent to implement when funding becomes available

442 Progress in Statewide Mitigation Efforts

As evidenced in the number of completed andor ongoing projects in the actions summary table
the State has been making active progress in the implementation of drought mitigation efforts
Of the 35 actions identified prior to 2010 34 have been completed or are ongoing Additionally
several items associated with the significant effort of the 2010 Plan revision have been
completed and removed from the action table as discussed in the previous section

This section provides a brief synopsis of the progress in statewide mitigation efforts including
additional efforts that are contributing to drought mitigation not previously identified in this plan
The highlights are organized by goal and are based on input provided by the DMRPC during the
revision process

Goal 1 Progress Highlights Improve Water Availability Monitoring and Drought Impact
Assessment

SWSI Modernization and Triggers and Indices study

CWCB and CCC Participation with National Integrated Drought Information System efforts
including Upper Colorado River Pilot Study
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Goal 2 Progress Highlights Increase Public Awareness and Education

Successful implementation of drought conferences and related workshops
Dealing with Drought workshops in 2009

Related efforts and initiatives

Outreach as part of the 2010 Drought Plan revision

Goal 3 Progress Highlights Augment Water Supply through Mechanisms to Transfer Water
from Areas of Surplus to Areas of Shortage during a Drought

Funding of water system improvements DOLA and CWCB
Funding for water banking studies in Arkansas and Colorado River Valleys

Related efforts and initiatives

Chatfield Reservoir Reallocation Project

Statewide Water Supply Initiative
Statewide Water Supply Initiative Phase II
Statewide Water Supply Initiative Phase III

Goal 4 Progress Highlights Coordinate and Provide Technical Assistance for State Local and
Watershed Planning Efforts

Development of Local Drought Management Plan Guidance Document and web based

toolbox

Local hazard mitigation plans and conservation plans

Related Efforts and Initiatives

Community Wildfire Protection Plan development

Goal 5 Progress Highlights Reduce Water DemandEncourage Conservation

Rainwater Harvesting Pilot Project Program started in 2009

Approximately 40 local conservation plans have been and approved by CWCB

Related Efforts and Initiatives

Recharge Colorado GovernorsEnergy Office energy and water efficient appliance rebates

Goal 6 Progress Highlights Reduce Drought Impacts to ColoradosEconomy People State
Assets and Environment
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Many actions related to updating and improving the Drought Mitigation and Response Plan
completed as part of the 2010 Plan revision

Goal 7 Progress Highlights Develop Intergovernmental and Interagency Stakeholder

Coordination

The process of updating the State Drought Plan in 2010 helped achieve this goal

Related Efforts and Initiatives

Inter Basin Compact Committee and Basin Roundtable efforts

Goal 8 Progress Highlights Evaluate Potential Impacts from Climate Change

Colorado River Water Availability Study
Joint Front Range Climate Change Vulnerability Study

Climate Change in Colorado synthesis report

Drought and Climate Change conference in October 2008
Dealing with Drought workshops in 2009

Since the last Plan update the National Integrated Drought Information System NIDIS Act of
2006 was authorized by Congress NIDIS is a drought early warning system capable of fostering
and supporting a research environment that focuses on impact mitigation and improved
predictive capabilities It is designed as a userbased drought information system that assesses
potential drought indicators and impacts to provide tools for anticipating preparing for and
mitigating the effects of drought Colorado has a participatory role in NIDIS as it pertains to
efforts in the Colorado River Basin The state will continue to work with NIDIS and related U S

government agencies the Western Water Assessment and the Regional Integrated Sciences and
Assessments program in the Rocky Mountain region to provide scientific knowledge to public
and private water providers and stakeholders to anticipate track assess and respond to drought
threats at regional and local levels Many of the goals and objectives of NIDIS coincide squarely
with the State Drought Plan

DOLA workshops in 2002 2003 and 2004 raised awareness of drought impacts such as water
quality impacts state and federal resources water rights administration emergency management
principles the States plan and response to drought weather modification programs funding
options and regulatory perspectives These workshops could be held again on an asneeded
basis

All eight of the ITFs were activated by the Governor during the 2002 drought One outcome was
a report prepared in 2003 ie 2003 Drought Impact and Mitigation Report It identified

impacts from the drought as well as actions or mitigation measures that would be or already had
been taken to address the drought impacts of the ongoing drought The report also identified
state and federal agencies and entities that are associated with actions and mitigation measures
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as well as implementation status and related costs if available Each of the eight ITFs provided a
two or more page summary table listing these actions and activities The actions taken in this
and other droughts are summarized in Appendix B Actions Taken to Reduce Drought Impacts in
Previous Droughts see the 2003 Impact and Mitigation report for more information

443 Evaluation and Selection of Actions and Activities

During the 2010 revision the DMRPC members were asked to generate new ideas for actions to
be included in the plan At a planning workshop DMRPC members were provided with several
lists of alternative drought hazard mitigation actions One of these was a compendium of tools
typically used by states to mitigate drought based on information from the National Drought
Mitigation Centers website A second handout was an excerpt from the report on the 2009
Dealing with Drought Workshops which included recommendations for State consideration
based on feedback from workshop attendees Another reference handout developed by AMEC
titled Drought Mitigation Plan Progress Snapshot and Recommendations was distributed to the
DMRPC This handout listed the Plans goals a summary of progress made with the existing
projects a listing of related efforts and initiatives and recommendations for existing actions and
new actions In addition to these handouts a presentation at the workshop on the detailed
vulnerability assessment included recommendations for adaptive capacities that could mitigate
impacts to the various sectors These suggested recommendations are captured in Annex B
Drought Vulnerability Assessment Technical Information and organized by impact sector This
Annex can serve the State as well as local governments citizens businesses and industry as a
useful reference for mitigation strategies to be considered in the future

The following general categories of State level approaches to drought mitigation were
considered

Regulatory
Technical Assistance

Administrative

Financial

Public Education

Studies Publications Planning efforts
Projects to Reduce Impacts to State Assets
Natural Resource Protection

Structural Projects

Emergency Services

Monitoring and Prediction

Training and Exercises

A facilitated discussion took place at the workshop to examine and analyze the alternatives With
an understanding of the alternatives and progress on existing actions a brainstorming session
was conducted to generate a list of preferred mitigation actions DMRPC members wrote project
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ideas on sticky notes These were posted on flip charts organized by goal The result was a

number of new or revised project ideas that help to meet the identified goals New actions

identified through this process are indicated in Table 20 with a 2010 initiation date Existing
actions were also evaluated and revised during this process and are also included in Table 20

Actions that were similar in nature were combined or integrated into an existing action Those
actions that were more drought response oriented were integrated into the Annex A Drought
Response Plan

444 Prioritization of Actions and Activities

Once the mitigation actions were identified the DMRPC members were provided with several
sets of decision making tools including FEMAs recommended criteria STAPLEE which
considers social technical administrative political legal economic and environmental

constraints and benefits

Social Does the measure treat people fairly

Technical Will it work Does it solve the problem Is it feasible
Administrative Is there capacity to implement and manage the project
Political Who are the stakeholders Did they get to participate Is there public support Is
political leadership willing to support the project

Legal Does your organization have the authority to implement Is it legal Are there
liability implications
Economic Is it cost beneficial Is there funding Does it contribute to the local economy or
economic development Does it reduce direct property losses or indirect economic losses
Environmental Does it comply with environmental regulations or have adverse

environmental impacts

In accordance with the DMA requirements an emphasis was placed on the importance of a
benefitcost analysis in determining project priority ie the economic factor of STAPLEE
Other criteria used to recommend what actions might be more important more effective or more
likely to be implemented than another included

Does action address hazards or areas with the highest risk from Risk Assessment
Does action protect state assets or infrastructure

Does action improve the State capability to manage and implement mitigation from
Capability Assessment

With these criteria in mind DMRPC members were given a set of eight stickydots and asked to
place the dots on the identified actions as a means to prioritize projects The projects with the
most dots became the higher priority projects This process provided both consensus and priority
for the recommendations The number of dots was converted into a relative low medium and

high prioritization category using a score of 02 dots as low 3 4 as medium and 46 a high The
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results of the project identification and prioritization exercise are summarized in Table 20 in the
priority column

The action identification and prioritization process is the first step in layingout in broad terms
what needs to be done to minimize the impact of the drought hazard in the state Some of the
actions can be accomplished with minimal cost or integrated into the workplans of the lead
agency While cost effectiveness is required for FEMA funding of projects many of the projects
identified are nonstructural and thus difficult to quantify cost effectiveness The detailed
engineering studies implementation costs and benefitcost analysis of specific projects will
come at future points in the process Additional discussion on this topic is included in Chapter 6
Plan Maintenance Process

Changes in Priorities

Existing actions were also reevaluated during the revision process The actions developed in
2007 or previous to that had not been prioritized The lead agencies were asked to review and
rank these projects based on the STAPLEEcriteria for projects that they were responsible for
implementing Table 20 now reflects the priorities of old and new actions which are grouped by
relative priority under each goal

445 Contribution of Each Activity to Overall State Drought Mitigation Strategy

Table 20 was reorganized in 2010 so that the proposed actions are grouped by the primary
mitigation goal achieved In some cases the proposed actions relate to several different goals
The grouping indicates that a balanced number of activities are proposed or ongoing to meet the
eight goals

446 Integration of Local Plans into Mitigation Strategy

FEMA recommends that the mitigation actions identified should be linked to local mitigation
plans where specific local actions and projects are identified however the absence of
information on this piece will not cause FEMA to disapprove the plan During the 2010 revision
the available local hazard mitigation plans were reviewed to identify drought related mitigation
projects Table 21 contains mitigation actions that local jurisdictions have identified in their
plans intended to mitigate the effects of drought This data originated from local multihazard
mitigation plans in effect in counties and cities in Colorado as of January 2010 By connecting
these local actions with the State Drought Plan opportunities for targeted technical assistance and
funding needs can be identified so the State can assist with the implementation of these activities
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Table 21 Drought Mitigation Actions from Local MultiHazard Mitigation Plans

Jurisdiction Mitigation Action

City of Boulder 1 Identify and Implement Priority Projects Identified in the Citys Drought Plan
2 Implement Replacement Planting Program to Meet Three Criteria

Costilla County 1 Contact Natural Resources Conservation Service regarding opportunities for technical

assistance and financial assistance for drought preparedness and response
2 Initiate appropriate drought preparation actions as specified in the Costilla County Drought

Preparedness Action Guide

Elbert County Implement water delivery system improvements
Town of Elizabeth

Elbert County Implement water delivery system improvements
Town of Kiowa

Elbert County Develop education and incentives program to encourage water saving measures by citizens
Town of Kiowa

Logan County 1 Construct a multi purpose flood control dam at Pawnee Pass
2 Construct additional small retention ponds through the watershed

Mesa County 1 Improve Water Conservation Practices

2 Education of Citizens on Importance of Water Conservation
3 DRIP Program Drought Response Information Project

Morgan County Development and Implementation of Source Water Protection Plan Quality Water District

Ouray County Develop additional Raw Storage for the Town of Ridgway

Park County 1 Educate the public about ways to lessen the effects of drought and the need to be water
wise

2 Identify those municipalities and unincorporated communities in Park County most at risk
due to drought develop Community Water Conservation Plans and alternate water supply

locations for those communities and implement those plans
3 Identify specific locations and specific parameters for a long term drought monitoring

program and implement the program Obtain assistance and technical recommendations from

the Natural Resources Conservation Service for an improved program of drought
preparedness and drought response
4 Create an Emergency Services Council sub committee to address weather related

mitigation issues eg drought flooding and winter storms

Prowers County 1 Reduce the vulnerability of municipal water supplies
2 Improve water conservation practices

3 Protect senior water rights in the valley

Rio Blanco County 1 Drought Preparedness Planning
2 Wolf Creek Reservoir Drought ErosionDeposition

San Miguel County Additional water storage for fire and drought mitigation

Teller County Strategic Snow Stockpiling for Cripple Creek
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Jurisdiction Mitigation Action

Upper Arkansas 1 Acquire more senior water rights
Area 2 Construction of more water storage facilities

3 Establish Water Banks or similar mechanism to protect both the agricultural and municipal
centers in the region

4 Implement and Promote Waterwise programs
5 Implement wateruse fee policies that promote conservation

6 Prepare public relations campaign to accurately portray drought impacts to recreational
assets

7 Publicize findings of expert panel

45 Funding Sources

The state mitigation strategy includes an identification of current and potential sources of federal
state local or private funding to implement mitigation activities Colorado uses a variety of
sources to fund state and local drought mitigation activities that are described in the next section

451 Identification of Current Federal State Local Funding Sources

The state has loan and grant programs for which drought and other hazard mitigation activities
are eligible Funding sources traditionally used have been energy impact funds gaming funds
general funds and severance tax Many agencies have grant programs including but not limited
to the State Forest Service Water Conservation Board DWR DEM and the Soil Conservation
Service Table 22 was created for the 2007 plan update as summary description of current
funding sources available for drought mitigation and recovery projects in Colorado originally
based on a listing of drought funds available in Colorado was included in the 2002 Drought
Impact and Mitigation Report
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Table 22 Drought Mitigation Funding Sources Available in Colorado

PROGRAM GRANTLOAN FUNDS USESREQUIREMENTS AGENCY

AVAILABLE

CWCB Construction No limit Raw water projects eg dams CWCB

Fund Severance Tax Loans typically range pipelines ditches wells new
Trust Fund from 50000 to projects or restorations

5000000 Available to any organization eg
Loans can be made up to municipalities agriculture ditch
10000000 without companies homeowners assn
legislative authorization special districts etc
within the CWCB process Must receive CWCB Board and

Legislative approval if 10M
CWCB Board approval if 10M

Water Pollution Control Fire related NPS projects Low interest loans for public waste Colorado Water Quality
Revolving Fund can be given priority water treatment system needs and Control Division

WPCRF status watershed nonpoint source NPS
Direct loans under control projects
1000000 available with Available to governmental agencies
Board approval Emergency projects can be
1 OK grants available for identified at any time throughout the
planning fire related OK year

Loan funds require board review
study grants available immediately

Drinking Water Fire related NPS projects Low interest loans for drinking water Colorado Water Quality
Revolving Fund can be given priority treatment system needs Control Division

DWRF status Available to governmental agencies
Direct loans under Emergency projects can be
1000000 available with identified at any time throughout the
Board approval year

1 OK grants available for Loan funds require board review
planning fire related OK study grants available immediately

USDA Rural Loans limited by Available for wells and water 8 Rural Development
Development 502 individual county connections Applicants must be offices in Colorado

Direct Housing Loan mortgage limits very low income owneroccupant
Program Most counties have loan unable to obtain conventional credit

limit of 108317 and in rural communities and areas

Natural Resources Funding available though Installingrepairing conservation NRCS Initial contacts

Conservation Service the Simplified Acquisition measures to control flooding and should be made with

Emergency Watershed Procedures SAP ranges prevent soil erosion Generally NRCS county offices
Protection Program from 25K to 100K more than one individual should when an emergency

Funded through contracts benefit from the project Public or exists

between project sponsors private landowners or others who
and the NRCS There are have a legal interest or responsibility
no grants The NRCS for the values threatened by the
pays 75 of the costs watershed emergency

Nonpoint Source Typical awards range from Applicants can include Colorado Water Quality
Pollution NPS Grants 30K to 150K governmental and non governmental Control Division

organizations
Applicants generally evaluated

through a stakeholder process but
this can be waived

40 non federal match required
Funds available immediately for fire
damaged watersheds impacting
drinking water supplies
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PROGRAM GRANTLOAN FUNDS USESREQUIREMENTS AGENCY

AVAILABLE

Agricultural Emergency 1 million fund for loans For emergency drought related CWCB

Drought Response and grants water augmentation purposes
Fund Limited to agricultural organizations

Community 500000 guideline Water and wastewater DOLA field staff

Development Block
Grant CDBG

US Economic No limit subject to federal Water and wastewater EDA

Development appropriation
Administration Grant

EDA

CWCB Water No limit as long as Water Conservation Planning CWCB

Conservation funding is available Drought Mitigation Planning
Drought Mitigation
Planning Grant
Program

CWCB Water No limit as long as To aid in achieving goals in Water CWCB

Efficiency Grant funding is available Conservation Plans

Program To promote the benefits of water
resource conservation for education

and outreach aimed at

demonstrating the benefits of water
efficiency

Energy Mineral Tier I grants of up to Water and wastewater DOLA

Impact Assistance 200000 Tier 11 grants of
Fund up to2000000

Rural Development Subject to federal Water wastewater stormwater USDA

US Department Of appropriation projects
Agriculture

Colorado Rural Water 100000 or 75 of the Water and Wastewater CRWA

Association CRWA total project whichever is
less

Colorado Water 100000000 Water and wastewater CWR PDA

Resources and Power 300000 minimum
Development Authority
Revenue Bonds

Program

Colorado Water Limited to fund availability Raw water projects eg dams CWCB

Conservation Board Loans typically range from pipelines ditches wells new
Water Project Loan 100000 to 10000000 projects or rehabilitation
Program

Water2025 Challenge Up to 250000 Projects that can be completed BoR

Grant Program for within 24 months and that reduce

Western States conflicts through water conservation
efficiency and markets

Water2025 Challenge Up to 300000 Projects that can be completed BoR

Grant Program for within 24 months and that reduce

Western States conflicts through water conservation
efficiency and markets

Water Conservation Up to 25000 Funds projects that improve water BoR

Field Services use efficiency and improve water
Program management practices
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PROGRAM GRANTLOAN FUNDS USESREQUIREMENTS AGENCY

AVAILABLE

Watershed Processes 100000 Sponsors research that address two USDA
and Water Resources areas 1 understanding

fundamental watershed processes
and 2 developing appropriate
technology and management
practices for improving the effective
use of water consumptive and non
consumptive and protecting or
improving water quality for
agriculture and forestry production

National Research 500000 Innovative research in USDA

Initiative Standard understanding fundamental
Research Part T processes that affect the quality and
Watershed Processes quantity of water resources at
and Water Resources diverse spatial and temporal scales

ways on improving water resource
management in agriculture forested
and rangeland watersheds and
developing appropriate technology
to reach those goals

General Matching Varies Funds projects that promote fish and FWS
Grants Program wildlife conservation as well as

conservation of their habitats

Hydrologic Research Up to 125000 To conduct joint research and NOAA

Grants development on pressing surface
water hydrology issues common to
national regional local operational
offices Eligible applicants are
federally recognized agencies of
state or local governments quasi
public institutions such as water
supply or power companies
hydrologic consultants and
companies involved in using and
developing hydrologic forecasts

Source 2007 Drought Plan Update

The State through DEM has instituted an effective and comprehensive allhazard mitigation
program Through a variety of programs and the wise use of available federal and state funds
the State has been successful in mitigating areas against the devastating effects of drought and
other hazards FEMAshazard mitigation assistance programs are the primary sources of current
funding for Colorados mitigation activities These programs are the Pre Disaster Mitigation
Program and Emergency Management Planning Grant Each of these programs as they pertain
to drought is discussed further below Additional information on current funding sources
available for mitigation projects is found in an Appendix of the States current Hazard Mitigation
Plan

Pre Disaster Mitigation Program

Program Summary The Pre Disaster Mitigation PDM program is a FEMA grant program In
2009 Congress amended the Robert T Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act
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to reauthorize the pre disaster mitigation program of FEMA In addition there is the Legislative
Pre Disaster Mitigation LPDM program funded through the National Legislative Pre Disaster
Mitigation Fund The purpose of PDM and LPDM programs are to provide funds to states
territories Indian tribal governments and communities for hazard mitigation planning and the
implementation of mitigation projects prior to a disaster event Funding these plans and projects
reduces overall risks to the population and structures while also reducing reliance on funding
from actual disaster declarations Planning grants are available for new plan development plan
upgrades and comprehensive plan reviews and updates

Amount Since 2003 Congress has allocated between 50 million and 150 million annually for
the PDM and LPDM program with an average of 107 Million between 2003 and 2009 In
2010 2011 and 2012 each State will receive at least 575000 or the amount that is equal to one
percent of the total funds appropriated to carry out this section for the fiscal year In 2008 24
Colorado communities secured just over 3 million in federal funds to reduce risk hazard
mitigation

Eligibility In Colorado DEM serves as the applicant for all PDM and LPDM grants State
level agencies including state institutions eg state hospital or university federally recognized
Indian tribal governments local governments including state recognized Indian tribes and
authorized Indian tribal organizations public colleges and universities and Indian Tribal
colleges and universities are eligible to apply to DEM for assistance as subapplicants Private
nonprofit organizations and private colleges and universities are not eligible to apply to the State
but an eligible relevant state agency or local government may apply on their behalf DEM
reviews and prioritizes subapplications and submits the grant application with subapplications to
FEMA for review and approval

For project grants subapplicants must have a FEMAapproved local tribal or disaster resistant
university mitigation plan All activities submitted for consideration must be consistent with the
local mitigation plan as well as the Colorado State Hazard Mitigation Plan

CostShare Requirements PDM and LPDM grants are provided on a 75 percent federal25
percent nonfederal cost share basis Small and impoverished communities may be eligible for up
to a 90 percent federal cost share

Requirements Recipients of PDM and LPDM planning grants must produce FEMAapproved
hazard mitigation plans

More Information

PreDisaster Mitigation Program wwwfema govgovemmentgrantpdmindexshtm

14

Congressional Research Service FEMAsPre Disaster Mitigation Program Overview and Issues
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Emergency Management Performance Grant

Program Summary The Emergency Management Performance Grant EMPG program is a
FEMA grant program Federal EMPG funding provides the vast majority of financial resources
for Colorados state and local emergency management programs As outlined in the FY 2010
EMPG guidance the program is intended to advance three national priorities Implementing
NEWS and the National Response Framework expanding regional collaboration and

strengthening planning priorities An all hazards approach to emergency response including the
development of a comprehensive program of planning training and exercises sets the stage for
an effective and consistent response to any threatened or actual disaster or emergency regardless
of the cause States have the opportunity to use EMPG funds to further strengthen their ability to
support emergency management mission areas while simultaneously addressing issues of
national concern as identified in the National Priorities of the National Preparedness Guidelines

Amount The national allocation for EMPG in 2010 was 329799991 According to the FY
2010 EMPG Guidance Colorado received5641026 DEM distributed approximately 3
million directly to fiftyeight counties ten municipalities and two tribes These funds help local
governments to sustain their all hazards emergency management programs including staff
emergency operations centers disaster plans public education campaigns and training and
exercise activities For FY 2008 DEM used these funds to support a number of critically
unfunded preparedness initiatives across the state which include

Communications systems in the Northwest Region to support public warnings due to the
increased wildfire threat from forest beetle infestation

Hazard Mitigation Planning in the Northeast and San Louis Valley Regions to update
existing federally approved plans
Planning for State Continuity of Operations and Continuity of Government

Planning to support Volunteer and Donations Management Mass Care Special Needs
Populations and Animal Response Teams
Equipment purchases to improve and upgrade local emergency operations centers with
computer hardwaresoftware radios telecommunications equipment displays and backup
generators

Eligibility In Colorado DEM serves as the applicant for all EMPG grants Statelevel agencies
including state institutions eg state hospital or university federally recognized Indian tribal
governments local governments including state recognized Indian tribes and authorized Indian
tribal organizations public colleges and universities and Indian Tribal colleges and universities
are eligible to apply to DEM for assistance as subapplicants Private nonprofit organizations and
private colleges and universities are not eligible to apply to the State but an eligible relevant
state agency or local government may apply on their behalf DEM reviews all applications to
determine eligibility
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To be eligible to receive EMPG funding applicants must meet NIMS compliance requirements
State Territory Tribal and local governments are considered to be in full NIMS compliance if
they have adopted andor implemented the previous funding years compliance activities as
determined by the NFv4S Capability Assessment Support Tool NIMSCAST or other accepted
means

The period of performance for EMPG funds is 24 months Although EMPG is an annual award
this period of performance will allow State and local emergency management agencys
maximum flexibility to plan and coordinate the use of EMPG funds

Cost Share Requirements EMPG has a 50 Federal and 50 State cost share cash or inkind
match requirement Unless otherwise authorized by law Federal funds cannot be matched with
other Federal funds In addition grantees are required to apply no less than 25 of their EMPG
grant award toward planning activities

Requirements Recipients of EMPG grants may use the funds for the following

Planning Costs
Organizational Costs

Equipment Costs

Training Costs
Exercise Costs

Management and Administrative Costs

More Information

EMPG http wwwfemagovemergencyempgempgshtm

DOLA

Funding through DOLA has been an important means of meeting local needs created by drought
conditions DOLA has compiled a listing of available financial assistance programs for water and
wastewater assistance Drought related programs from this list have been integrated into Table
22

Local

Local governments have the required TABOR Taxpayers Bill of Rights reserves for use during
emergencies Local districts have used taxing mechanisms such as mill levies to support
prevention activities Local governments also actively pursue grant opportunities through federal
and state agencies and use general funds or inkind services to meet the local match requirement

Local communities are constantly seeping sources of funding to maintain programs and install or
upgrade water systems Unfortunately funds for these types of projects are limited and the need
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strongly outweighs the availability Even if communities get startup funds continuation of
programs creates new financial needs on already very tight budgets with competing demands
Despite this Colorado communities have made great strides and progress in prevention and
preparedness activities and continue to do more each year by taking advantage of limited
opportunities

452 Identification of Potential Federal State Local Funding Sources

Federal

If a disaster occurs the State may utilize Hazard Mitigation Grant Program HMGP and Public
Assistance PA mitigation funds PA mitigation funds will be used in accordance with program
requirements and will be used for damaged facilities HMGP funds may be used primarily in the
affected area or may be used statewide at the Governors andor his representativesGARS
discretion

Large projects continue to be completed with federal and state funds and technical assistance
from federal agencies other than FEMA Examples include but are not limited to the US
Department of Transportation USDOT BLM NPS the USFS and the USACE NRCS has
programs for projects both exigent and not including the Emergency Watershed Protection
Program

Small Business Administration SBA has come in on several Presidential USDA and SBA
Administrative declarations in the past USACE General Investigations and Continuing
Authorities Programs provide opportunities for water resources projects studies design and
engineering and technical expertise

State

The governor can move funds into the State Disaster Emergency Fund to fund emergency types

of activities such as fire suppression or drought response activities Table 22 listed previously
and Appendix C Drought Mitigation Capability Summary lists the existing funding sources that
could be used in pre or postdisaster situations Funding for implementing some of the
recommendations from the 2010 Plan are being appropriated from CWCB Construction Funds
including 100000 for fiscal year 20102011 and another 100000 for fiscal year 20112012

DOLA

The US Department of AgriculturesHousehold Water Well System Grant Program provides
grants to qualified private nonprofit organizations to establish lending programs for household
water wells Homeowners or eligible individuals may borrow money from an approved
organization to construct or upgrade their private well systems The website for the program is
at http wwwusdagovruswaterwellhtm The Notice of Funding Availability is published
each year The funds have never all been used nationwide
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State Land Board

The State Land Board has funding that could potentially be applied to drought mitigation
projects including

State Land Board Land and Water Management Fund
State Land Board Enhancement Fund

Potentially State Land Board Investment and Development Fund

State Trust Land Improvement Account SLB funds administered by the Colorado State
Forest Service

DOLA

The eligible projects that can be funded by the Drinking Water Revolving Fund have expanded
with the new emphasis on encouraging Green Infrastructure These projects are primarily water
conservation oriented which could be considered a component of drought mitigation Eligible
costs associated with water efficiency projects may include

Planning and design activities for water efficiency that are reasonably expected to result in a
capital project

Purchase of water efficient fixtures fittings equipment or appliances

Purchase of leak detection devices and equipment

Purchase of water meters meter reading equipment and systems and pipe

Construction and installation activities that implement capital water efficiency projects

Costs associated with development of a water conservation plan if required as a condition of
DWSRF assistance

Local

The economic downturn that began in 2008 and continues through 2010 has resulted in State and
local government budget shortfalls In general this means that less local funding is available for
mitigation activities There will be increased reliance on grants and other sources of assistance
in the future to implement projects Funding cuts have impacted the States grant and loan
programs as well

453 Sources of Funding Used to Implement Previous Mitigation Activities

DEM

FEMA Pre Disaster Mitigation PDM grants and Emergency Management Performance Grants
EMPG have both been used to fund local plans that include drought components
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CWCB

A comprehensive follow up to the 2004 DWSA was conducted by the CWCB and focused on
gathering data on the state of drought planning and preparedness by municipal and industrial
water providers throughout the State this study was completed in 2007 and funded by CWCB

Construction Fund and Severance Tax

The following funding sources were used to implement statewide planning activities in the past
three years

Construction Fund Project Bill

FY0809 CO Drought Mitigation Response Plan Update 300000

Severance Tax

0809 Drought Toolbox Scoping Document 24000

0910 Drought Mitigation Response Plan Plan Coordination 25000

0910 Drought Mitigation Response Plan Vulnerability Assessment50000

DOLA

Droughtrelated projects have been funded by the Drinking Water Revolving Fund in the past
but none have been funded the past three years
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5 COORDINATION OF LOCAL MITIGATION PLANNING

51 Local Funding and Technical Assistance

This section includes a description of the State process to support through funding and technical
assistance the development of local mitigation plans and drought management plans This

section also describes the funding and technical assistance the State has provided in the past
three years to assist local jurisdictions in completing approvable mitigation plans and the
process to prioritize planning and project grants

As water demand and population continues to increase in many areas of the state and climate
change is resulting in greater uncertainty regarding the availability of future water supplies the
importance of drought planning at a local level is increasing in necessity However many local
entities have not yet developed drought mitigation plans This 2010 State Drought Plan revision
encourages local drought planning

511 Description of State Process to Support Local Plan Development

The overall State process to encourage and support the development of local plans is discussed in
the Colorado Hazard Mitigation Plan There is not currently a requirement for local entities to
adopt a drought mitigation plan However CWCB strongly supports the development of local
drought mitigation plans State staff continuously meets with local utilities and water suppliers
to provide drought management information technical assistance and drought planning at a
grassroots level

In 2010 the CWCB developed a Municipal Drought Management Plan Guidance Document
Guidance Document as a means to assist municipal providers and local governments with their
drought planning efforts This Guidance Document serves as a reference tool that municipal
entities throughout the State can use in developing local drought management plans The
objectives of the Guidance Document are as follows

Provide a comprehensive background on municipal drought management planning and
recommend drought mitigation and response planning steps and components useful in
developing local plans

Disclose the essential and recommended elements of an effective local drought management
plan

Ensure that the Guidance Document is applicable and useful to stakeholders statewide that
vary by geographic location size water supply sources financial resources etc

The Guidance Document is designed to be used in conjunction with CWCBsDrought Toolbox
and other drought related information presented on the CWCB website The CWCB Drought
Toolbox is a webbased tool developed in 2010 to provide a point location for the state local
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government and the general public to access information on drought and drought planning The
toolbox specifically contains information on the following

Resources for local drought planning links to the Guidance Document potential funding
sources other drought assistance related programs examples of municipal drought
management plans submitted to the CWCB for approval information on drought impacts
experienced by local entities statewide and other resources water providers and local
governments can use for drought planning

Frequently Asked Questions geared toward the public to raise drought awareness and
educate the public

Funding sources list of current and potential funding sources
Technical resources links to drought monitoring data and other monitoring resources

Current drought status information on the current drought status
Contacts regional and field contacts useful to the public and local governments for drought
related information

Internet resources links to other droughtrelated websites
Discussion on drought and climate change

The Drought Toolbox will be updated regularly providing the most uptodate information on
drought management planning

In addition the CWCB promotes and provides assistance with local water conservation plans
development In 2003 CWCB also published a report titled Technical Assistance to Covered
Entities Review of Conservation Planning Policies and Practices R Pinkham prepared for the
CWCB May 2003 This report was created to assist local governments and water providers in
mitigating drought

The role of the Mitigation staff within the DEM is described in an appendix of the current
Colorado Hazard Mitigation Plan Mitigation staff is responsible to provide technical assistance
and training to local governments to assist them in developing local mitigation plans and project
applications The Mitigation staff also is responsible to review and submit all local mitigation
plans

FundingTechnical Assistance Provided in Past Three Years

In the past three years 2007June 2010 no communities have applied for drought planning
grants and none have submitted revised drought plans to CWCB for review and are
consequently not eligible for implementation funds The CWCB has met with and spoken to a
few individual communities regarding their desire to do drought planning almost all of which
were on the Front Range The CWCB conducted a series of workshops on drought and climate
change in fall of 2009 that many providers statewide attended Information and resources for

planning were presented there as well There will be a significant push to get more communities
thinking about local drought planning in the future Following the 2010 State Drought Plan
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Revision CWCB staff is planning a road show to get out the word on the Plan and the Toolbox
Guidance Document and other resources

Financial assistance was initially made available in 2004 under the Drought Mitigation Planning
Grant Program authorized by 37601265CRS available to local and state governmental
entities to assist them in developing drought mitigation plans In 2007 with the passage of
S1307008 the States Water Efficiency Grant Program authorized by 3760126 CRS
provided additional monies through 2012 to support water providers efforts to plan and
implement drought mitigation strategies The program was extended again through legislation in
2010 Covered entities which are required to develop water conservation plans are also
strongly encouraged to develop drought mitigation plans Covered entities include any
municipality agency utility public or private with a legal obligation to supply distribute or
otherwise provide water at retail to domestic commercial industrial or public facility customers
with a total annual demand of2000 acrefeet or more This group of water providers accounts
for the majority by population of the municipal water supply in Colorado Since it was created
in 2005 the Water Efficiency Grant Program Fund has given out 2 million for drought and
water conservation planning and implementation projects Currently the CWCB has an
additional 2 million available for new grants

In 2004 the Colorado General Assembly passed House Bill 041365 which expanded the
mission and duties of the Office of Water Conservation and Drought Planning to reflect the
States involvement in drought mitigation planning and the need to provide more information
relating to drought to water users and the public The Office maintains a clearinghouse of
drought information and disseminates information to the public provides technical assistance
and evaluates and approves drought mitigation plans and provides financial assistance for
drought mitigation plans through various grant programs Further information on available

technical and financial assistance including the Water Efficiency Grant Program can also be
found on the CWCB website

DOLA noted that eligible projects that can be funded by the Drinking Water Revolving Fund
have expanded with the new emphasis on encouraging Green Infrastructure Eligible costs
associated with water efficiency projects may include

Planning and design activities for water efficiency that are reasonably expected to result in a
capital project
Costs associated with development of a water conservation plan if required as a condition of
DWSRF assistance

In the past three years the DEM has used FEMA PDM grants and EMPG to fund local plans that
include drought components The multihazard plans funded are detailed in the State Hazard
Mitigation Plan The State will continue to apply for mitigation grants to support multihazard
plan development It is the role of the preparedness and mitigation staff of DEM to help
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communities locate potential sources of available federal and state funding As grants from
different sources are posted DEM staff advertises to the communities and special districts

According to the DOLA 2008 Annual Report in 2008 the PDM staff assisted 22 counties with
securing federal funds to begin the process of updating their plans As of July 2010 32 counties
are in the planning process to either update a local or regional hazard mitigation plan or develop
a new local or regional hazard mitigation plan Two more counties have received conditional
approval pending adoption Figure 23 identifies the status of hazard mitigation planning in
Colorado as of January 31 2009

Figure 23 State of Colorado Pre Disaster Mitigation Plan Status1312009

Source FEMA

Since 2000 the Agriculture ITF has attempted to quantify the economic impact of drought on
agricultural sectors provided public education on the impact of drought on agriculture and
served as media spokespeople provided landowner education on drought response developed a
website of droughtrelated information for producers offered decision tools to agricultural
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producers making economic choices and responded to risk management agency needs for field
verification letters

The Colorado State Forest Service noted the following increases in capabilities since 2007

Hazard Fuels Mitigation projects in various locations around the state

Increase in local and county level Community Wildfire Protection Plans CWPPs
Increased technical assistance and service

Legislative support for technical assistance and incentive programs for landowners

52 Local Plan Integration

The following section includes a description of the State process and timeframe by which the
local plans are reviewed coordinated and linked to the State Mitigation Plan and Drought
Mitigation and Response Plan

521 Process and Timeframe to Review Local Plans

In May 2005 the CWCB adopted guidelines that address the process and timeline for review of
local plans These Guidelines for the Office to Review and Evaluate Drought Mitigation Plans
Submitted by Covered Entities and Other State or Local Governmental Entities are available on
the CWCB website Upon receipt of a completed local Drought Mitigation Plan the Office must
review and either approve conditionally approve or not approve the Plan within 90 days by
providing written notice to the submitting entity Procedural guidelines for contesting Plan
disapproval are also included Plan content requirements include 1 information on Plan
adoption including public involvement 2 a schedule for Plan implementation 3 a discussion
of why or why not 6 elements were included in the local program drought task force
vulnerability assessment drought policies emergency response needsactionsprograms public
education and awareness program and a link between drought mitigation with water supply and
water conservation planning and 4 public review procedures

Local hazard mitigation plans are reviewed initially by DEM and approved by FEMA and are
updated every 5 years With each State Plan update cycle any new or updated plans will need to
be reviewed for assimilation and incorporation of information relevant to the State plan
including drought related vulnerability and loss estimates capabilities and mitigation strategies

522 Process and Timeframe to Coordinate and Link Local Plans to State

Mitigation Plan

Linking local county hazard mitigation plans and water provider drought management plans to
the States Plan is integral to building a more effective mitigation program over time Local
drought plans will first be reviewed and approved by CWCB using the guidelines in Section
521 Local hazard mitigation plans are reviewed initially by DEM and approved by FEMA and
are updated every 5 years With each update cycle any new or updated plans will need to be
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reviewed for assimilation and incorporation of information relevant to the State Plan including
drought related vulnerability and loss estimates capabilities and mitigation strategies

During the 2010 revision CWCB initiated a process to develop a database to track key
information in local drought and hazard plans Information in this centralized database will

eventually be used for updates to the State Plan This will improve the value of the State Plan as
well as assist in coordinating State drought response efforts and periodically assessing overall
drought vulnerability and adaptive capacity actions at a regional and local level

One key component of this effort is to develop a system where information from local drought
plans and drought related information in other local plans can be incorporated into a CWCB
database This will initially consist of a set of tables that local governments and water providers
can provide to CWCB as a component of their drought management planning effort Items in
these tables will consist of basic entity information eg size location population served water
demands etc historic and current drought impacts potential future impacts and drought
mitigation and response strategies incorporated into the entitysdrought planning efforts

This user friendly database will enable CWCB staff to easily acquire analyze and format the
data for a variety of purposes Features may include the ability to query information by specific
categories such as by local regionarea quantitative and statistical analyses capabilities and
ability to display selected information in formatted matrices and figures This tool will enable the
State to track the progress of local plan development over time and may also be made available
to water providers and local governments for local drought planning purposes This tool should
be available for use within the next three year update cycle

53 Prioritizing Local Assistance

531 Description of Criteria for Prioritizing Planning and Project Grants

As noted above in Section 521 in May 2005 the CWCB Board adopted guidelines for
reviewing and approving local drought mitigation plans submitted to the CWCB Section 9a of
these guidelines called for the development of a set of additional guidelines associated with the
prioritization and distribution of grant monies for assisting covered entities and other state or
local governmental entities in their drought mitigation planning activities These guidelines were
approved by the CWCB Members on January 23 2007 Changes to both sets of guidelines are
anticipated in late 2010

The guidelines contain a table showing the application evaluation criteria that is used to rank
applications This is shown in Table 23
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Table 23 Guidelines for Financial Assistance to Develop Drought Mitigation Plans
Application Evaluation Criteria

Criteria I Description Weighting Factor
Meeting the Intent of the Board Total 60

Existing Per Capita Water Use Applicant will report the per capita daily water use annualized for 15

each of the last five water years based on total water demand andor
retail sales divided by o ulation served or similar

Rate of Expected Growth in Rate of expected growth in service demands reported as total retail 15

Service Demand water demand under current conditions Can be based on expected
change of population into the future or some other acceptable
method

Expected Goals for Drought Goals are based on estimates made by the applicant and the 15

Mitigation applicantsknowledge of the applicantswater system past drought
mitigation response efforts and future water needs
Short term and long term impacts experienced resulting from the 15

20002003 Drought Impacts 20002003 drought including those social and economic impacts by
service sector as applicable and feasible

Organizational Capability Total 20

Level of staffing volunteered or Based on availability of staff and the availability of other resources 5

paid inhouse or out sourced used to support staff
committed to the effort

Capabilities of the Staff or Staff Based on resumes of staff resources available to staffeg 5
resources consultants advisors etc

Level of organizational Based on the identification of those public processes that have been 5

communication with the public or will be included in the development ofa Plan including public
and public involvement meetings press releases news stories etc
Level of commitment from the Based on information included in the application such as the content 5

governing boardcounsel of the letter from the governing board or equivalent local laws
examples of previous governing board actions etc

Other Considerations Total 40

Adequacy Stability and Include description of water supply needs permitting issues and 10

Reliability of Current and Future other competing needs for local and regional water supply
Water Supplies
Financial Need 10

Scope of Work Detailed scope of work taking into consideration that plan element 10

requirements outlined in Guidelinesfar the Qfiice to Review and
Evaluate Drought Mitigation Flans Submitted by Covered Entities
and Other State or Local Governmental Entities

Location of the Entity with Board staffwill locate the entity relative to areas that have been 10

respect to SWSI identified as water short within the SWSI recommendations and

Recommendations findings
Total 120

The use of the term Board in this table refers to the Board of Directors of the Colorado Water Conservation Board

The criteria in the table are based on the following three major evaluation criteria

How likely is the applicant to develop and implement a Drought Mitigation Plan that meets
the intent of the Board and the program by increasing meaningful water awareness and
response in a drought emergency in the State of Colorado

Does the applicant organization have the capability to accomplish the proposed work

What other considerations does the applicant have that may influence the Boards decision
to award funds
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Other considerations that will be weighed by the Application Committee andor the Board in
awarding grants will include

Adequacy reliability and stability of current and future water supplies
Demonstrated financial need

The entitys location with respect to areas of current and future water needs as identified by
the Statewide Water Supply Initiative SWSI
The amount of CWCB grant funds available

The Intent of the Board is defined as follows It is the explicit intent of the Board to work with
water users and local entities to increase drought planning in the state by 1 increasing the
number of covered entities and state or local governmental entities with CWCB approved
drought mitigation plans 2 improving the nature and breadth of drought mitigation practices at
the local level and 3 increasing the amount of technical assistance that the CWCB provides to
local entities With these objectives in mind the Board intends to administer the Grant program
for purposes of providing assistance to the following 1 covered entities or state or local entities
that desire to improve update andor create Drought Mitigation Plans 2 entities given
expected growth trends which either require or desire Drought Mitigation Plans and 3 entities
which sustained severe adverse impacts during the recent 20002003 drought

Project Grants

The SWSI Phase 1 report prioritized projects for both structural and nonstructural projects to
provide additional water supplies to help mitigate the effects of drought Proj ects are
recommended by basin county or subbasins a table summarizing these projects can be found in
the Executive Summary of the SWSI Report Criteria used to prioritize these projects are
described in detail in the SWSI Report

The criteria and process used to prioritize postdisaster funding assistance requests are described
in the StatesHazard Mitigation Grant Program HMGP Administration Plan on file with DEM
When a Notice of Interest for receipt of financial assistance is submitted to the State it must
meet certain minimum criteria These include whether the project complies with the States
hazard mitigation strategies meets funding eligibility requirements is an independent solution to
the problem does not duplicate other funding sources has a beneficial impact on the declared
area and is cost effective and environmentally sound When projects are competing for limited
funding projects are scored and ranked Under the direction of the State Hazard Mitigation
Officer SHMO and the Governors Authorized Representative a subcommittee of the State
Hazard Mitigation Team convenes to score and rank the projects The ranking is to be based on
criteria derived from 44 CFR 206434band may or may not be specific to the disaster There
has not been a presidential disaster declaration under the Stafford Act for drought in the lower 48
states since 1980 as opposed to the more frequently used USDA drought declaration
However related disasters such as the 2002 fires in Colorado were declared a presidential
disaster and as a result HMGP funding was made available
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532 Cost Benefit Review of Non Planning Grants

For projects funded under HMGP or with PDM funds a requirement of eligibility of all projects
is cost effectiveness of the project The exception would be the HMGP 5 setaside funds
which could be used to funds projects that are difficult to quantify as cost effective

533 Criteria Regarding Areas of High Risk and Intense Development Pressures

As noted previously as part of the criteria used to rank projects points are given for the
following 1 entities that given expected growth trends either require or desire Drought
Mitigation Plans Rate of Expected Growth in Service Demand and 2 entities which sustained
severe adverse impacts during the 2000 2003 drought
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6 PLAN MAINTENANCE PROCESS

61 Monitoring Evaluating and Updating the Plan

Implementation and maintenance of the Plan is critical to the overall success of hazard mitigation
planning This section describes the States system for monitoring implementation of mitigation
actions and reviewing progress toward meeting Plan goals and any changes in the system since
the previously approved plan

611 Method and Schedule for Monitoring Plan

The CWCB is charged with the overall responsibility for Plan monitoring and evaluation with
assistance from the DMRPC CWCB in its capacity as support agency to the DMRPC is
responsible for coordination and leadership of the DMRPC CWCBs responsibilities for
monitoring and evaluating the Plan include the following

Communicating the schedule and activities for Plan updating and maintenance to the
DMRPC

Facilitating meetings of the DMRPC

Assisting other agencies with the implementation of mitigation actions

Coordinating with agencies between DMRPC meetings

Coordinating and conducting outreach to other stakeholders or interested parties and the
public

Obtaining local mitigation Plan data to be used in Plan update cycles
Conducting all Plan evaluation and monitoring activities that are not otherwise assigned to
another agency

Monitoring capturing and communicating mitigation success stories

Documenting and incorporating the findings of the evaluation and monitoring analyses into
the next edition of the Drought Hazard Mitigation and Response Plan
Updating the DMRPC on grant funds available or dispersed for actions

Engaging and maintaining the interest of the agencies participating on the DMRPC

Monitoring progress of local mitigation Plan development and providing technical and
financial assistance

As participants of the DMRPC state agencies have the following responsibilities for Plan
monitoring and evaluation

Participating in meetings of the DMRPC
Leading the implementation of their agencysrespective mitigation actions

Providing progress reports on their agencysrespective mitigation actions
Monitoring and documenting disasters of significance to state agencies and providing this
information to DEM
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Suggesting Plan revisions to reflect changes in priorities regulations policies or procedures

Taking action as needed to effectively monitor and evaluate the agencysrole in the planning
process

DEM will keep the CWCBDMRPC abreast of changes or opportunities with FEMA mitigation
grants or policies

The DMRPC will convene at least twice yearly once in the fall and once in the spring in
conjunction with regular meetings of the WATF These meetings will include the WATF
members and the Chairs of the Impact Task Forces The fall meeting will focus on the progress
made on mitigation actions with status reports discussed by the respective agency andor Task
Force This meeting will also be used to discuss any lessons learned from response to drought
conditions that may have been present during the year The spring meeting will discuss the
drought outlook and any preparation needs and review the response procedures in the plan

The recommendation to meet twice yearly was collectively decided upon during a DMRPC
meeting in February 2010 The group felt that more regular meetings of the ITF chairs and the
WATF would benefit the monitoring and evaluation process within the State Many staff
currently involved in the DMRPC were not involved in drought planning during the 2002
drought

612 Method and Schedule for Evaluating Plan

A thorough evaluation of the Drought Plan occurred within the 20072010 revision cycle
resulting in a concerted effort to modernize the plan The CWCB recognized that the Plan
needed to reflect advances in drought monitoring integrate the latest climate change science and
reevaluate the drought response structure While the Plan will undergo evaluation during each
triennial update cycle the level of effort used in the 2010 revision effort will occur less
frequently

The criteria utilized to evaluate the Plan will be obtained from the FEMA Standard Plan Review

Crosswalk FEMA uses the Crosswalk to record information regarding required and
recommended changes during its review of the NHMP and drought mitigation plan annex The
plans outline mirrors that of the FEMA crosswalk in part to facilitate the review and evaluation
process Each section and element of the Plan Review Crosswalk will be reviewed and

additional data requirements or information identified as indicated by the FEMA reviewer Plan
improvement recommendations are noted in the Crosswalk and addressed as appropriate in
revisions associated with the next update to the plan

In addition any drought plan should be evaluated after droughts Consistent with this

commitment the CWCB undertook the Drought and Water Supply Assessment after the drought
of 20002003 The goals of this assessment were to determine how prepared Colorado has been
for drought and identify limitations and related measures to better prepare Colorado water users
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for future droughts The DWSA was completed in 2004 and contained several findings and
recommendations which have been integrated and discussed previously in this document

The response elements of this Plan Annex A Drought Response Plan should be exercised
periodically to evaluate the Plan and identify any shortcomings as well as to train and educate
Plan users This should occur at least once every four years particularly after a change in
administration so that Governorsoffice staff and departmental leadership are aware of the plan
its intentions and they key role they have in implementing it A drought exercise is one of the
ideas captured in the mitigation actions table in 2010

613 Method and Schedule for Updating Plan

Updates to state hazard mitigation plans are required by FEMA every three years As an annex to
the Colorado Hazard Mitigation Plan the Drought Plan will need to remain aligned with the
update schedule of that plan Updates to the Plan must conform to the latest DMA 2000 and
EMAP planning requirements The next update of the Colorado Hazard Mitigation Plan will
need to be reapproved by FEMA by December of 2013 The CWCB and DMRPC will aim to
complete the Plan by early September of the year the update is due to allow enough time for
DEM to integrate it with the Hazard Mitigation Plan and submit to FEMA to review the Plan and
for the State to readopt it The Plan will need to be approved by the CWCB by September of the
update year The Plan will be readopted by the Governor as part of the overall Hazard
Mitigation Plan

DEM will coordinate with the CWCB on the schedule and specific needs for the State Hazard
Mitigation Plan update Funding needs for the next update cycle should be identified and pursued
so that the necessary resources are in place in advance of the update year At the fall
WATFDMRPC meeting prior to the update year the CWCB will issue a schedule for the
drought plan update This schedule will establish a timeline for the following and other
activities as needed

Plan update meetings

Determining involvement and activities of newly participating state agencies as well as
changes in existing ones including assessment of vulnerabilities analysis of programs and
policies and identification of new mitigation actions

Updating the status of mitigation actions identified in the 2010 plan
Contracting consultant assistance as necessary

614 Evaluation of Methods Schedule Elements and Processes Identified in
Previous Plan

The overall process defined for monitoring evaluating and updating the Plan appears to be
working With the 2010 revision this section was made more specific in regards to agency
responsibilities DMRPC duties and timelines As a result of the 2010 and 2007 review of the
existing drought hazard mitigation plan CWCB staff has identified opportunities to incorporate
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several expanded elements into future drought planning efforts These include statewide water
conservation efforts formulation of a broad drought vision for the State and a statewide climate
change initiative tied to drought planning efforts and an examination of adaptation strategies to
deal with potential water shortages The 2010 revision has incorporated relevant aspects of these
opportunities but for others the groundwork for integration and collaboration has recently been
established through the revision planning process A result of this evaluation includes the

expansion of goal 4 from Facilitate Watershed and Local Planning to Coordinate and
Provide Technical Assistance for State Local and Watershed Planning Efforts as well as
validating goal 7 Develop Intergovernmental and Interagency Stakeholder Coordination

62 Monitoring Progress of Mitigation Activities

621 Monitoring Mitigation Measures and Project Closeouts

The process used to monitor mitigation project completions and closeouts funded by FEMA is
described in the HMGP Administration Plan Projects must be completed and reconciled within
three years of the disaster declaration For project completions subgrantees shall submit a letter
with all final project documentation and a final inspection report to DEM requesting closeout
The State Hazard Mitigation Officer Mitigation staff and financial officer are responsible to
review all paperwork for completion and determine that all eligible work was completed within
the performance period Site visits and inspections are conducted when deemed necessary
Procedures regarding the transmittal of closeout documents to FEMA are also described in the
HMGP Administration Plan Similar procedures are used for projects funded through the Pre
Disaster Mitigation Program also administered by DEM

622 Reviewing Progress on Achieving Goals in Mitigation Strategy

Progress towards achieving this plans goals will be checked in on annually through the annual
meetings of the DMRPC mentioned previously The progress will be evaluated and assessed in
more detail in year three of the three year update cycle All of the proposed actions listed in the
Table 20 in Section 4 support one or more of these goals As the progress on these recommended
actions is tracked progress on achieving the above eight goals will also be monitored If any of
the goals are not receiving adequate attention it will become apparent as the table is periodically
updated

623 Changes in System for Tracking Mitigation Activities

CWCB staff will be responsible for reviewing and tracking progress made on all of the activities
identified in the table on the Mitigation Actions Summary Table in Section 4 It was

recommended that this table be updated at least annually and new projectsinitiatives be added
as they are developed Effectively this process did not change in 2010 but improvements in the
State Drought Mitigation Actions Summary table in Section 4 have been made which should
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facilitate easier tracking of mitigation activities The only other change is that the process is
more clearly defined in Sections 61 and 62

For FEMAfunded projects quarterly progress reports are required from subgrantees which are
to reflect project and cost status These reports are reviewed by Mitigation staff and the State
Hazard Mitigation Officer and submitted to FEMA This process has not changed but the
quarterly reporting forms changed in 2009

624 System for Reviewing Progress on Implementing Activities and Projects of
Mitigation Strategy

The procedures for reviewing the progress associated with implementing activities and projects
related to the mitigation strategy were discussed in the previous two sections It is further
recommended that the CWCBDMPRPC prepare an annual report on progress towards
mitigation projects and incorporate this information into other agencies periodic reports where
applicable eg CWCB DOLA Agriculture etc

625 Implementation of Previously Planned Mitigation Actions

State Drought Mitigation Actions Summary table in Section 4 shows those actions that have been
implemented to date as well as those that are ongoing Several mitigation actions have been
implemented as planned and many more are ongoing The discussion under Section 442

Progress in Statewide Mitigation Efforts contains a summary discussion of action

implementation This discussion will be updated with each three year update cycle so that
successes and challenges with action implementation are documented
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Record of Changes

All changes are to be annotated on the master copy of the Colorado Drought Response Plan
Should the change be significant in nature updates shall be made to applicable Web pages If
not changes will be reviewed and incorporated into the plan during the next scheduled update

Recommending
Date Posted Change Pageparagraphline Agencyindividual

During the 2010 revision of the Colorado Drought Mitigation and Response Plan significant
changes were made in coordination with the Drought Mitigation and Response Planning
Committee DMRPC including

Separation of response elements from the 2002 document into this Annex A so that the
response elements can be easily referenced in one location

Modernization and alignment of the response plan in accordance with National Incident
Management System NIMS the National Response Framework NRF and the Emergency
Management Accreditation Program standards

Evaluation and modernization of drought indices and thresholds used to define drought
phases and associated recommend actions
Evaluation and revision of the Impact Task Force ITF structure including reducing the
number of task forces from nine to seven The Health Impact Task Force was combined with
the Municipal Water Task Force and economic impacts tracking formerly a responsibility of
the Economic Impact Task Force became incorporated as an element of each of the
remaining task forces

Update of roles responsibilities and membership of the ITFs

Renaming of the Review and Reporting Task Force as the Drought Task Force DTF

Replacement of the Interagency Coordinating Group with the Governors Disaster
Emergency Council

Clarification of Drought Task Force framework and State agency roles
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I INTRODUCTION

The Colorado Drought Mitigation and Response Plan is a compilation of an indepth assessment
of the drought hazard and its risk and vulnerability impacts on the State of Colorado It serves as
an annex to the Colorado State Hazard Mitigation Plan which is itself an annex to the State
Emergency Operations Plan SEOP The Colorado Drought Response Plan was developed by
the Colorado Water Conservation Board CWCB as an annex to the Drought Mitigation and
Response Plan in 2010 so that response elements could easily be referenced in one location

In Colorado each level of government has the responsibility for the safety and security of its
residents Citizens expect both state and local governments to keep them informed and provide
ample assistance in the event of an emergency or disaster There are four phases of Emergency
Management Preparedness Response Recovery and Mitigation The SEOP serves as a
standardized response model that provides emergency operations direction as it relates primarily
to the Response phase of Emergency Management

Over the course of a disaster or emergency incident response activities are normally shortterm
measures that deal with the immediate needs of the victims and the management of the incident
as it unfolds in order to minimize further complications and secondary impacts However the
mitigation and recovery phase may continue for months or years following the initial event
Preparedness is an ongoing activity developed through training exercises policy change and a
variety of other daily functions within state and local government operations

The drought hazard is characteristically unique and very different from other natural hazards
Where most natural hazards impact quickly and without warning drought could be characterized
as the slow motion disaster or a silent calamity It unfolds initially with hidden symptoms
revealed only to those with expertise in a specific field Sometimes onset impacts are not usually
visible to the average citizen

Initial response activities to a drought hazard event are primarily observatory and often include
increased monitoring and data gathering As drought signs and symptoms intensify and impacts
become more evident across a variety of societal and environmental sectors response actions
involve a consortium of state federal and local agencies focused on water conservation and
drought relief programs

The following response framework provides an operational system to serve the State of Colorado
in responding to drought from the early stages of a drought event through sustained periods of
drought conditions with the intent to assess and reduce impacts to the State
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II AUTHORITY

A State

i Title 24 Article 32 Part 2101 et seq Colorado Revised Statutes as amended entitled
the Colorado Disaster Emergency Act of 1992

ii State Emergency Operations Plan

B Federal

i Robert T Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act 42 USC 5121

5207
ii The National Response Framework January 2008

iii Code of Federal Regulations CFR Title 44 Emergency Management and Assistance
revised October 1 2008

iv Title 7 Code of Federal Regulations CFR Part 1945 Emergencies Subpart A
v Agricultural Assistance Act of 2003 PL 10807
vi Plant Protection Act

vii Food Agriculture Conservation and Trade Act of 1990

III SPECIAL DEFINITIONS

The following terms are used throughout this document and have the following special
meanings

A Federal departments and agencies Those executive departments enumerated in 5 USC
101 together with DHS independent establishments as defined by 5 USC 104l

government corporations as defined by 5 USC 1031 and the US Postal Service

B State For the purposes of the Colorado Drought Response Plan Plan when the State is
referenced it refers to the State of Colorado

C Federal definition Any state of the United States the District of Columbia the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico the Virgin Islands Guam American Samoa the

Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands and any possession of the United States

D Local government The elected officials of each political subdivision counties and
municipalities have responsibility for reducing the vulnerability of people and property to
the effects of emergencies and disasters They should ensure local governmental agencies are
capable of efficient and responsive mobilization of resources in order to protect lives
minimize property loss and expedite response efforts during an emergency or disaster They
should ensure that an Emergency Management Office serves the jurisdiction
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E Non governmental organization Includes entities that associate based on the interests of
their members individuals or institutions that are not created by a government but may
work cooperatively with government Such organizations serve a public purpose not a
private benefit It may include entities in the private sector

F Private sector Organizations and entities that are not part of any governmental structure It
includes for profit and non profit organizations formal and informal structures commerce
and industry and private voluntary organizations

G Major disaster As defined by the Robert T Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency
Assistance Act as amended 42 USC 5121 5206 a major disaster is any natural
catastrophe including among other things hurricanes tornadoes storms earthquakes or
regardless of cause any fire flood or explosion determined by the President to have caused
damage of sufficient severity and magnitude to warrant major disaster assistant under the
Act

H Disaster As defined by State statute CRS 24322103 a disaster means the occurrence or
imminent threat of widespread or severe damage injury or loss of life or property resulting
from any natural cause or cause of human origin including but not limited to fire flood
earthquake wind storm wave action hazardous substance incident oil spill or other water
contamination requiring emergency action to avert danger or damage volcanic activity
epidemic air pollution blight drought infestation explosion civil disturbance or hostile
military or paramilitary action

I Emergency As defined by the Stafford Act an emergency is any other occasion or instance
for which the President determines that Federal assistance is needed to supplement state
local and tribal efforts to save lives and to protect property and public health and safety or
to lessen or avert the threat of a catastrophe in any part of the United States

J Catastrophic incident Any natural or manmade incident including terrorism that results in
extraordinary levels of mass casualties damage or disruption severely affecting the
population infrastructure environment economy national morale andor government
functions A catastrophic event could result in sustained national impacts over a prolonged
period of time almost immediately exceeds resources normally available to state local
tribal and private sector authorities and significantly interrupts governmental operations and
emergency services to such an extent that national security could be threatened

K Preparedness The range of deliberate critical tasks and activities necessary to build
sustain and improve the operational capability to prevent protect against respond to and
recover from domestic incidents Preparedness is a continuous process involving efforts at all
levels of government and between government and private sector and nongovernmental
organizations to identify threats determine vulnerabilities and identify required resources
In the context of the NRF preparedness is operationally focused on actions taken in response
to a threat or potential incident
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L Prevention Involves actions taken to avoid an incident or to intervene to stop an incident
from occurring For the purposes of this Plan this includes applying intelligence and other
information to a range of activities that may include such countermeasures as deterrence

operations security operations investigations to determine the full nature and source of the
threat public health and agricultural surveillance and testing and law enforcement
operations aimed at deterring preempting interdicting or disrupting illegal activity and
apprehending perpetrators

M Response Involves activities that address the short term direct effects of an incident These
activities include immediate actions to preserve life property and the environment meet
basic human needs and maintain the social economic and political structure of the affected
community Response also includes the execution of emergency operations plans and
incident mitigation activities designed to limit loss of life personal injury property damage
and other unfavorable outcomes

N Recovery Involves actions and the implementation of programs necessary to help
individuals communities and the environment directly impacted by an incident to return to
normal where feasible These actions assist victims and their families restore institutions to

regain economic stability and confidence rebuild or replace destroyed property address
environmental contamination and reconstitute government operations and services

Recovery actions often extend long after the incident itself Recovery programs may include
hazard mitigation components designed to avoid damage from future incidents

O Mitigation Activities designed to reduce or eliminate risks to persons or property or to
lessen the actual or potential effects or consequences of an incident Mitigation measures
may be implemented prior to during or after an incident Mitigation measures are often
developed in accordance with lessons learned from prior incidents The NRF distinguishes
between hazard mitigation and incident mitigation Hazard mitigation includes any cost
effective measure which will reduce the potential for damage to a facility from a disaster
event Measures may include zoning and building codes floodplain property acquisitions
home elevations or relocations and analysis of hazardrelated data Incident mitigation
involves actions taken during an incident designed to minimize impacts or contain the
damages to property or the environment

IV PURPOSE

The purpose of the Colorado Drought Response Plan is to

A Provide an effective and systematic means for the State to reduce the impacts of water
shortages on Coloradospeople property and environment over the short term or long term

B Activate a network of task forces that will identify the need and guide response resources to
the State and affected local jurisdictions The term response resources is normally
defined as immediate service includes but not limited to personnel equipment and
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program assistance that is intended to restore institutions to regain economic stability and
confidence rebuild or replace impacted property address environmental contamination
reconstitute government operations and services and satisfy public safety needs during the
response phase of a disaster event However due to the long term nature and slow onset of
drought response resources for a drought includes long term situational monitoring from
professionals within certain agencies that serve on specific impact task forces that
collectively make up the StatesDTF

C Provide instate mutual aid

D Work within the State Emergency Operations Plan system

E Assist local governments through available State programs relative to drought and drought
conditions

F Coordinate Intergovernmental relations throughout the response period

G Provide an operational structure that mirrors the NIMS and the NRF that applies to drought
related response necessities

V SCOPE

The scope of this Plan applies to the entire state and is designed to be scalable to address events
that may impact limited or extensive areas of the state The scope includes a full range of
requirements for response operations to a drought event The implementation of short
intermediate and longterm actions will be determined by the degree necessary to adequately
conserve and preserve water resources for the purpose of preserving life and wildlife sustaining
the economy and protecting the environment

The Drought Response Plan Annex identifies specific response roles and responsibilities of State
departments agencies quasigovernmental non governmental organizations and non profit
organizations involved in the response phase of a drought event

The Drought Response Plan Annex has been developed to provide a seamless link between local
state state state and state federal operations by following the premise outlined in the NRF
relative to response operations and more specifically tailored to the drought hazard

VI SITUATION

Colorado is susceptible to droughts that can have significant long term impact to the states
environment economy and population Drought impacts will vary depending on where the
drought occurs Refer to the base Drought Mitigation Plan for an indepth Hazard Identification
and Risk Assessment HIRA The HIRA includes information on
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Relative probability and impact of drought

Vulnerability by jurisdiction
Estimates of impacts by sectors that include agriculture energy environmental municipal
and industrial recreation and tourism socioeconomic and state assets

In Colorado an early drought response is vital Gathering information that is suggestive of
drought conditions allows for early planning discussions specific to the most likely affected
impact sectors Appendix C of the base Drought Mitigation and Response Plan captures
information on actions taken to reduce impacts by previous droughts by impact sector andor
ITF

The response phase of an emergency or disaster is often defined as restoring a community to its
predisaster condition or reestablishing a state of normalcy in the affected communities While
immediate lifesaving activities are normally occurring in the response phase activities are
simultaneously occurring to transition from the response phase to the recovery and mitigation
phase For a drought hazard the situational awareness unfolds much slower than typical
emergency response for other hazards

VII PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS

A A drought emergency or disaster can occur at any time and any location It may create

significant degrees of human andor animal suffering property damage and economic
hardship to individuals governments the environment and the business community

B Response and recovery operations may overlap requiring simultaneous efforts however
recovery and mitigation operations may move into a longer term strategic process

C A standard of operating procedures consistent with the NAB

D A standard of operating procedures consistent with NRF

E An established central coordination and predesignated responsibilities exist

F The Colorado drought response team is organized in the form of a DTF comprised of ITFs
that represent specific sectors vulnerable to drought

G The DTF will respond appropriately to the drought conditions with the intent to protect
conserve and preserve water resources to sustain livability and to advise and make
recommendations to the GovernorsDisaster Emergency Council GDEC who will advise
the Governor with supporting documentation for additional drought assistance or to seek a
Presidential drought disaster declaration

H Priorities for response management include
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i Ensuring health and safety best practices are standard protocol for any necessary field
response task that is related to drought or water supply availability data collection and
considered top priority

ii Operating consistent with the NIMS standard throughout the disaster event including
recovery and mitigation operations

iii Documenting all response operations expenditures
iv Following prompt and efficient reimbursement practices
v If possible using immediate mitigation strategies to stabilize current vulnerabilities

which reduce harmful effects from possible secondary impacts

L Private and volunteer organizations may provide assistance to the DTF

J The Governor may request of the President to declare a drought disaster for activation of US
Department of Agriculture USDA and other federal assistance programs to help drought
affected communities

VIII CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

A Drought Response Plan Annex implementation

The Plan consists of four components monitoring assessment mitigation and response These
four actions are designed to work within the existing framework of government pulling together
key personnel from both federal and state levels Drought monitoring and longterm mitigation
are ongoing activities and the responsibility of the Water Availability Task Force WATF
Drought assessment involves activation of specific ITFs When the Plan is activated drought
response and incident mitigation is the collective responsibility of the DTF As drought
conditions worsen the GDEC may be activated by the Governor to coordinate assistance among
state agencies and request outside assistance from other federal agencies and neighboring states
The general sequence of actions is outlined in Table 1

The Drought Response Plan has the force and effect of law as promulgated by the Governor
Implementation and the subsequent supporting actions taken by the ITFs or supporting state
agencies are driven by the specifics of the emergency or disaster situation Implementation is
influenced by the timely attainment and assessment of information gathered from affected
jurisdictionsby the ITFs that collectively make up the DTF The Director or their designee for
the Department of Natural Resources DNR the Department of Local Affairs DOLA and the
Colorado Department of Agriculture CDA will serve as the lead agencysfor the DTF They
will report and recommend to the GDEC based on information from the ITFs about the existing
and expected conditions of the drought situation The GDEC will advise the Governor with

supporting documentation for hisher decision to fully activate the DTF and seek federal
assistance through a USDA Secretarial Designation and potentially a Presidential Drought
Declaration
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The Drought Response Plan can be partially or fully implemented allowing maximum flexibility
to meet the unique response requirements for any level of predrought or drought conditions
Drought monitoring is ongoing in Colorado under the purview of the WATF A description of
the drought monitoring indices used to recommend activation of various phases of the Plan can
be referenced in Table 1 More information on these indices can be referenced in the base

Drought Mitigation Plan in Section 3 and Annex D Drought Monitoring Indices

B Drought monitoring and assessment operations include actions required to

i Increase monitoring activities across impact sectors
ii Share information among ITF chairs
iii Review report and recommend based on drought monitoring indices in Table 1
iv Determine the level of activation necessary per Table 1 to provide response resources to

affected or potentially affected jurisdictions
v Activate the DTF

C General response functions include

i Drought monitoring warning and information sharing
ii DTF and ITFsactivation

iii Initial DTF meeting
iv Potential impact analysis across sectors

a Agricultural
b Energy
c Municipal Water
d Tourism

e Water Availability
f Wildfire Impact
g Wildlife Impact

v Review and report to Leads of the DTF
vi Implement actions in Table 1 depending on drought severity
vii Procurement and resource tracking
viii Request for activation of GDEC
ix Implement response actions relative to

a State government
b Local government

x Develop public information messages
xi Implement applicable state drought programs
xii Request for federal USDA Drought Declaration
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a Federal Programs Implementation

1 USDA Program Assistance
2 Small Business Administration Declaration

3 Economic Development Administration EDA Program

xiii Request for Presidential Disaster Declaration if applicable
xiv Longterm drought recovery planning

Figure 1 graphically depicts and Table 1 outlines the general sequence of events of the Drought
Response Plan Severity indices are intended to provide a general framework and by themselves
do not initiate response actions Further data analysis may be required to fully understand
impacts of abnormally dry conditions suggested by the indicators Recommendations for action
may also be dependent on timing location extent water supply and subjective considerations
and recognize that different parts of the State may be in different phases at different times

Figure 1 Drought Plan Implementation Cycle
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Table 1 Drought Response Plan Summary Action Table

Severity Indicators and Impacts
Colorado Modified Palmer

Drought Index CMPDI or SWSI
SPI and US Drought Monitor

Drought Phase and
Response Summary Actions to be Considered

1 to positive indices in all river Normal Conditions 0 CWCBWATF monitors situation on monthly
basins or modified Palmer climate Regular Monitoring basis discusses trends with National Weather
division Service NWS State Climatologist State

Engineer Natural Resource Conservation
05 to positive SPI six month Service NRCS and others as appropriate

Data reviewed for drought emergence and
DO Abnormally Dry summarized in GovernorsDrought Situation
DO ranges Report
CMPDI or SWSI 10 to 19 0 Implement long term mitigation actions
SPI 05 to 07 identified in drought mitigation plan
Indicator blend Percentile 21 30 0 ITF chairs meet twice yearly to monitor

progress on longterm drought mitigation and
Impacts shortterm dryness slowing review any lessons from previous drought
planting growth of crops or pastures periods and review the response plan

10 to 20 in any river basin or Phase 1 0 ITF chairs alerted of potential for activation
modified Palmer climate division More close monitoring monitoring of potential impacts

of conditions for 0 Assess need for formal ITF and DTF activation

06 to 10 SPI six month persisting or rapidly depending on timing location or extent of
worsening drought drought conditions existing water supply and

D1 Moderate Drought Official drought not yet recommendation of WATF DTF is comprised
declared of WATF ITF chairs and Lead Agencies

D1 ranges 0 DTF Lead Agencies CDADOLADNR
CMPDI or SWSI 20 to 29 notified of need for potential activation
SPI 08 to 12

Indicator blend Percentile 11 20

Impacts Some damage to crops
pastures streams reservoirs or
wells low some water shortages
developing or imminent voluntary
wateruse restrictions requested
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Severity Indicators and Impacts
Colorado Modified Palmer

Drought Index CMPDI or SWSI
SPI and US Drought Monitor

Drought Phase and
Response Summary Actions to be Considered

Less than 20 in any river basin or Phase 2 0 DTF Chairs prepare GovernorsMemorandum
modified Palmer climate division Drought Task Force of potential drought emergency based on

and Impact Task recommendations from WATF

Less than 10 SPI six month Forces are activated GovernorsMemorandum activates the

Potential Drought Drought Task Force and necessary Impact
Emergency Task Forces

D2 Severe Drought declared Department of Agriculture initiates Secretarial
Disaster Designation process if appropriate

D2 ranges The DTF Chairs and CWCB meet with
CMPDI or SWSI 30 to 39 activated Impact Task Force chairs to outline
SPI 13 to 15 Phase 2 activity
Indicator blend Percentile 6 10

Activated ITFs make an initial damage or
impact assessment physical and economic

Impacts Crop or pasture losses 0 ITFs recommend opportunities for incident
likely water shortages common mitigation to minimize or limit potential impacts
water restrictions likely to be Periodic reports are made by the ITF chairs to
imposed the DTF Chairs

ITF chairs designate their respective
department Public Information Officer PIO to
interface with media for their relative area of

concern and develop media messages
Relevant state agencies undertake response
and incident mitigation actions with their
normal programs with available resources
The DTF conducts a gap analysis identifying
any unmet needs that cannot be handled
through normal channels

Phase 3 GovernorsMemorandum updated to activate
Drought Emergency is additional Impact Task Forces as necessary
declared by DTF Chairs prepares a Governors
Proclamation of the Proclamation of drought emergency
Governor 0 GovernorsProclamation activates the GDEC

DTF briefs GDEC

Activated ITFs continue to assess report and
recommend response measures and incident
mitigation
Unmet needs are reported to the DTF Chairs
DTF Chairs determine the unmet needs that

can be met by reallocation of existing
resources Those which cannot are forwarded

to the GDEC with recommendations

0 The GDEC assembles the data provided to
advise the Governor with recommendations to

support a request for a Presidential Drought
Declaration

Governor requests a Presidential Declaration
If approved Federal State Agreement
establishes Colorado Division of Emergency
Management Director as the State

0 Coordinating Officer SCO
Longterm recovery operations commence
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Severity Indicators and Impacts
Colorado Modified Palmer

Drought Index CMPDI or SWSI Drought Phase and
SPI and US Drought Monitor Response Summary Actions to be Considered

Lowest reading at 16 in any river Return to Phase 2 0 DTF Chairs and the GDEC determine if all

basin or modified Palmer climate requirements for assistance are being met
division within the DTF and State agency channels
08 SPI six month GDEC briefs the Governor and prepares

Proclamation to end drought emergency
Longterm recovery operations continue

D1 Moderate Drought Return to Phase 1

Coming out of drought some
ITFs continue assessments

lingering water deficits pastures or
ITFs issue final report and conclude formal

crops not fully recovered
regular meetings
The DTF issues a final report and is
deactivated

owes Tea ing at 10 in any river Return to normal CWCBNVATF resume normal monitoring
basin conditions

05 SPI s

D Impact Task Forces ITFs

Specialized ITFs are activated as needed to coordinate the assessment of drought impacts as well
as appropriate response and mitigation actions The ITFs are made up of professionals with
specific expertise to monitor and analyze the onset of drought and predrought conditions to
make informed recommendations for the implementation of measures to reduce existing or
potential impacts to Colorados citizens environment and economy The seven Impact Task
Forces are

i Agricultural Impact Task Force
ii Energy Impact Task Force
iii Municipal Water Task Force
iv Tourism Impact Task Force
v Water Availability Task Force
vi Wildfire Impact Task Force
vii Wildlife Impact Task Force

During the 2010 Plan revision the number of ITFs was reduced from nine to seven The Health
Impact Task Force was combined with the Municipal Water Task Force and economic impacts
tracking formerly a responsibility of the Economic Impact Task Force became incorporated as
an element of each of the remaining task forces

E Drought Task Force DTF

The DTF can recognize the need for early implementation of water conservation programs and
other drought response measures that are intended to minimize the impacts of drought and reduce
the potential for secondary hazard vulnerability Figure 2 illustrates the DTF framework and
how it consists of the TTF chairs and lead agencies Information is shared and analyzed by the
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DTF and provided to the Governor through the GDEC who provides direction for state agencies
to implement drought response or mitigation actions

Figure 2 Drought Task Force Framework

F GovernorsDisaster Emergency Council GDEC CRS 24322104 March 12 1992

The GDEC is a Council consisting of not less than six and no more than nine members
required to be formed when the State is responding to any emergency situation that exceeds local
government capabilities The GDEC includes at a minimum the Attorney General the Adjutant
General and the executive directors of Personnel Transportation Public Safety and Natural
Resources Additional members shall be appointed by the Governor from among the executive
directors of the other departments

G Public Information CRS 243221044

An executive order will be disseminated promptly to bring its contents information related to the
emergency or disaster to the attention of the general public Each ITF will designate a Public
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Information Officer PIO who will be the liaison to the media andor public interest groups
relative to the purpose of that specific ITF

IX ORGANIZATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES

A State departments and agencies responsibilities

General All state agencies or departments are required under the authority of Colorado
Disaster Emergency Act of 1992 Act and this Plan to carry out assigned activities
related to mitigating the effects of a major emergency or disaster and to cooperate fully
with each other the Division of Emergency Management DEM and other political
subdivisions in providing emergency assistance In addition to assigned functional
responsibilities all state departments will take the following general actions as
appropriate in accordance with response operations

a Initial Response Phase Phases 1 and 2 in Table 1 Upon request provide personnel
equipment and other required resources to support initial response relief operations

b Intermediate Response Phase Phases 2 and 3 in Table 1 Continue to monitor

response operations unmet needs and public information Analysis and strategic
planning is necessary from all involved state agencies and non governmental agencies
to move smoothly into longterm recovery operations

c Longterm Recovery Phase Phase 3 and return in Phases 2 and 1 in Table 1

Develop a longterm response committee if not already established to provide multi
agency oversight of the longterm missions necessary to satisfy the unmet needs of
victims

d Transition Phase The longterm recovery committee is tasked with identifying the
trigger points that would transition specific recovery projects back to specific local
authority oversight

ii A comprehensive list of state agency and non governmental agencies responsibilities
relative to typical disaster response and recovery is further defined in the SEOP and the
State Recovery Plan

B Specific to drought or water supply availability incidents

All state agencies or departments are required under the authority of the Colorado
Disaster Emergency Act of 1992 to fully cooperate with each other and any other
political subdivisions in providing the specific assistance necessary to respond to a
disaster or emergency The Act also applies to all state agencies or departments that
serve as members of the DTF andor ITFs This Plan identifies the manner in which to

carry out assigned activities relative to drought or water supply availability incidents
which vary from normal response activities due to the atypical manner in which drought
or water supply availability incidents unfold The roles of state agencies or departments
in this Drought Response Plan are specified in Table 2
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C The Director or their designee for the DNR the DOLA and the CDA will serve as the Lead
Agencies for the DTF

D The CWCB will provide additional support to the DTF the WATF and all ITFs where
needed
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X IMPACT TASK FORCE ORGANIZATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES

The following section describes the roles of the WATF and the ITFs their membership and
responsibilities

Individual ITF Member Roles and Responsibilities

Each ITF will have designated roles with corresponding responsibilities Listed below are

suggested roles for each task force Individual task forces will have varying need for these
positions Some task forces will fill all roles while others may fill only a few A definition for
each role is provided in Table 3 Individual roles can be assigned as needed by each ITF

Table 3 Suggested ITF Member Roles and Responsibilities

Role Definition

Chair The Chair leads the task force and manages its principal relationships The Chair ensures that
relevant policies are brought to the attention of members of the task force and ensures that it performs
appropriately with regard to adherence to its objectives risk management accountability to the
CWCB and the Governor and financial accountability Other responsibilities include

Participate in regular meetings of the WATF
Recommend activation of the ITF when climatic conditions indicate potential for drought
development
Notify the WATF and ITF members of scheduled meeting dates
Prepare briefings of findings after each meeting for distribution to the WATF chairpersons of
other ITFs and other agencies as requested
Invite participation from agencies or individuals as necessary to enhance the effectiveness of
the ITF

ViceChair The Task Force ViceChair assists the Chair where needed

Secretary The level of support the Task Force Secretary provides will vary The Board Secretary may be
responsible for administrative support such as taking Task Force meeting minutes circulating papers
and liaison between the Task Force and the CWCB and the Governor

Impact This position supports the Task Force by collecting impact data relevant to the Task Force The data
Data collected will include economic impacts where possible relevant to the Task Force ie the
Collector Agricultural Impact Data Collector will collect data from the USDA NRCS and other agricultural

entities

Resource This position supports the Task Force by locating and securing ever changing resources to assist the
Tracker Task Force in accomplishing its tasks Tracks financial resources needed and expended

Reporting This position supports the Task force by creating situation reports for internal and external distribution
regarding the Task Forces area of interest Analyzes information from the Impact Data Collector and
works with the ITF chair as to recommend actions for drought response and mitigation

Public Public Information Officers PIOs are the communications coordinators or spokespersons of the Task
Information Force typically associated with the department that is the Task Force chair
Officer

Fi 3 is an Incident Command System ICS organizational chart that is used as part of the
NEWS as a standard systematic approach to integrate the best existing processes and methods
into a unified national framework for incident management Incident management refers to how

incidents are managed across all emergencies including prevention protection response
mitigation and recovery Each ITF can apply the concept of ICS to managing their aspect of the
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drought response The items in parentheses suggest how the individual ITF roles could fit with
the ICS structure This structure can be collapsed or expanded to meet the needs of the
individual ITF andor scope of the drought

Figure 3 ICS Structure Diagram

A Water Availability Task Force WATF

Purpose

The purpose of the WATF is to monitor the states water situation to detect signs of emerging
drought In drought situations the WATF monitors the state to detect areas of potential impacts
and provides information for decision support The WATF also serves as the forum for

monitoring of implementation of longterm drought mitigation activities during non drought
times

Activation

The WATF is always activated as the monitoring element of this Plan Throughout the water
year October through September the WATF collects data on snowpack soil moisture
reservoir levels streamflow precipitation and temperatures The members meet monthly to
share information discuss projections and assess the water situation Meetings may
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occasionally be held in conjunction with the Colorado Flood Task Force The WATF

recommends to the Governor activation of the Drought Response Plan when conditions warrant
based on the indices and phases outlined in Table 1 When the drought plan is activated the
WATF in association with the other ITF Chairs and the Directors of the CDA DNR and
DOLA forms the core of the DTF

Members

The WATF is comprised of Colorados water supply specialists emergency management
professionals federal land managers scientists and experts in climatology and weather
forecasting

Lead Agencies

CWCB Chair
Colorado Division of Water Resources CoChair

Core

DEM

Office of the State Climatologist
NWS

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration NOAA
NRC S

United States Geological Survey USGS

Supporting Stakeholders

Chairs of other ITFs

GovernorsOffice

Bureau of Land Management BLM

Bureau of Reclamation USBR

Local water providers

Private parties

Tasks

Monitor drought forecasts and climate conditions
Compile and report on the following indicators and outlooks

Snowpack

Precipitation
Temperatures
Streamflow
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Reservoir levels

Groundwater levels

Soil Moisture

Palmer indexes

Historical climate norms

Long term precipitation and temperature outlooks
Climate variations associated with La Nina and El Nino conditions

Determine requirements for routine and special reports
Provide other task forces with this information

Identify resource information gaps and make recommendations to address them
Coordinate and respond to special data requirements of the other Task Forces

Impact Assessment

The task force assesses current and pending impacts to Coloradoswater supply including water
storage and precipitation deficits that could lead to potential impacts to sectors Data reported by
the WATF supports other ITFs by indicating the sectors and portions of the state likely to be
affected by pending or current drought conditions

Primary Data Sources and Indicators

Monthly Water Supply Report

US Drought Monitor

Monthly Climate Report
Historical norms

Weather forecasts and longterm outlooks
Reservoir levels

Streamflow data

Rain gauge sites

NRCS Snow Telemetry Network SNOTEL sites

USBR Snow Data Assimilation System SNODAS
SPI

SWSI

CMPDI

B Agricultural Industry Task Force AITF

Purpose

The AITF assesses pending and current drought impacts on the agricultural industry and
recommends mitigation and response actions Findings and recommendations of this task force
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facilitate effective response capabilities as well as provide documentation for any emergency
declaration

Activation

Activation of this task force occurs upon recommendation of the WATF andor request of the
GovernorsOffice based on monitoring of the following indicators

Precipitation deficits in summerfall in a major agricultural area resulting in reduced dry land
wheat and pasture land growth

Snowpack deficits in mountains resulting in inadequate irrigation prospects based on
drought severity indicators

Soil moisture conditions that may result in dust storms in certain critical areas during wind
events

Federal Drought Designations

Prevented Planting Declaration from USDA

Given that agricultural impacts are typically the first to develop in a drought it is expected that
the AITF will begin monitoring early drought development during Drought Phase 1 in
coordination with the WATF

Members

Lead Agencies

Colorado State University CSU Water Resource Institute Chair
CDA ViceChair

Core

USDA

NRCS

Farm Services Agency FSA

Colorado Division of Water Resources DWR
State Conservation Board

Colorado State Land Board

CSU Extension

Supporting Stakeholders

CWCB

Agricultural industry groups
Local conservation districts

Local and regional water districts
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Cattle grain and dairy associations
Colorado Counties Inc

Colorado Municipal League
Others as needed

Tasks

Review drought reporting in relationship to current andor potential threats on the sector

Identify the current or anticipated droughtrelated problems to the sector
Define and assess societal impacts severity loss and costs

Collect and evaluate impact data

Assess current and potential severity of impacts

Identify sources of assistance related to agriculture

Evaluate state and local capacity for response
Identify and recommend response actions

Maintain supporting data and records of activities

Estimate and report on costs of needed water resource augmentation activities
Analyze barriers and needs to meet projected threats
Identify key contact points with support service agencies and agricultural industries
Coordinate with other task forces

Report findings and actions in the Drought Task Force Drought Situation Report

Determine ongoing and residual needs

Maintain supporting data and records of activities

Provide coordination and liaison with USDA agencies state agencies local government and
agricultural industry groups

Assess and project the impacts of drought on the agricultural economy and provide
information to the DTF

Provide input to support Agricultural Disaster Declarations from the USDA

Make requests and recommendations on the use of Governors Agricultural Emergency
Fund

Impact Assessment

Collect record and analyze impacts from

Crop loss
Livestock loss

Insect and pest issues
Highway closures or accidents from blowing dust

Overall economic impacts to the sector present and projected
Social impacts from loss of farming and ranching income
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Primary Data Sources

Natural Disaster Damage Assessment Report USDA

USDA Flash Situation Report Department of Agriculture
Economic Outlook Reports

Regional Outlook Western Livestock Roundup

Pest reports eg grasshoppers etc

Agricultural and Economic Outlook Reports
Colorado Ag Update

Crop Progress report

Colorado Agricultural Statistics

These reports are available from Colorado Agricultural Statistics 303 2362300 or TollFree at 1
8003923202 Online report sources arewwwnassusdagovandwwwersusdagov

C Municipal Water Task Force MWTF

Purpose

The MWTF assesses pending and current drought impacts on municipal water supply and public
health impacts and recommends and implements mitigation and response actions Findings and
recommendations of this task force facilitate effective response capabilities as well as provide
documentation for any emergency declaration

Activation

Activation of this task force occurs upon recommendation of the WATF andor request of the
GovernorsOffice based on monitoring of the following indicators

Declining reservoir levels

Declining groundwater resources or aquifer depletions
Activation of local drought management plans
Activation of local water conservation measures

Local drought emergency declarations

Members

Lead Agencies

DOLADLG Cochair

CWCB Cochair
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Core

Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment Water Quality Control Division
DEM

DWR

Colorado Division of Fire Safety

Colorado Municipal League
Colorado Counties Inc

Special District Association

USDA Rural Development
Colorado Rural Water Association

Supporting Stakeholders

US Arley Corps of Engineers
Department of Fire Science Technology Red Rocks Community College

Colorado Water Utility Council
Fire Chiefs Association

Fire MarshallsAssociation

Economic Development Administration

Water Resources and Power Development Authority

Other agencies as needed

Tasks

Review drought reporting in relationship to current andor potential threats on the sector

Identify the current or anticipated drought related problems to the sector
Define and assess societal impacts severity loss and costs

Collect and evaluate impact data

Assess current and potential severity of impacts
Identify sources of assistance related to municipal water

Evaluate state and local capacity for response

Identify and recommend response actions

Maintain supporting data and records of activities

Estimate and report on costs of needed water resource augmentation activities
Analyze barriers and needs to meet projected threats

Identify key contact points with support service agencies
Coordinate with other task forces

Report findings and actions in the Drought Task Force Drought Situation Report

Determine ongoing and residual needs
Maintain supporting data and records of activities
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Assess and prioritize impact of drought conditions on municipalities and report to the
Drought Task Force and appropriate response and funding agencies

Develop and implement a followup process to determine health actions where impact is
identified

Recommend bottled water advisories

Develop and assign reporting responsibilities where appropriate
Develop a method for periodic contact with municipalities noted in critical areas
The DOLA Divisions of Local Government and Emergency Management will review and
evaluate data to determine if the impact of the drought is beyond local capabilities in order to
prepare appropriate response to an emergency situation
Cochairs will work directly with municipalitiesgovernments impacted by drought on their
options such as substitute water supply plans or temporary water transfers and provide
technical and financial assistance as appropriate

Impact Assessment

Collect record and analyze impacts from

Municipal water supply shortages
Municipal water supply water quality impacts

Overall economic impacts to the sector present and projected
Social impacts from water rationing

Primary Data Sources

See WATF data sources

Field reports from Division of Local Government Field Services Staff and DEM Field Staff
Municipal water providers

D Tourism Task Force TTF

Purpose

The TTF assesses pending and current drought impacts on the tourism and recreation sectors and
recommends mitigation and response actions

Activation

Activation of the TTF will be upon recommendation of the WATF andor request of the
Governor based on monitoring of the following indicators

Significant snowpack deficits during the ski season
Significantly reduced streamflow forecasts in key fishing and rafting basins

Low reservoir levels impacting boating activities
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High wildfire danger resulting in forest closures

Members

Lead Agency

Colorado Office of Economic Development and International Trade Office of Tourism
Chair

Core

DNR Colorado State Parks
CDA

DOLA

Colorado Ski Country USA
Colorado River Outfitters Association

Supporting Stakeholders

Colorado Division of Wildlife DOW
CWCB

DSA

BLM

National Park Service

US Forest Service

Colorado HotelMotel Association

US Department of Labor
CU School of Business

Golf Industry associations
Others as needed

Tasks

Identify the current or anticipated drought related problems to the sector
Define and assess societal impacts severity loss and costs

Collect and evaluate impact data

Assess current and potential severity of impacts
Identify sources of assistance related to the sector

Evaluate state and local capacity for response
Identify and recommend response actions
Maintain supporting data and records of activities

Estimate and report on costs of needed water resource augmentation activities
Analyze barriers and needs to meet projected threats
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Identify key contact points with support service agencies and recreationtourism industries
Coordinate with other task forces

Synthesize data gathered for reporting to the DTF and inclusion in the Drought Situation
Report

Determine ongoing and residual needs

Maintain supporting data and records of activities

Review operational procedures and update as required
Develop coordinated media talking points

Coordinate public information releases

Identify major commercial and industrial problem areas

Impact Assessment

Develop economic impact assessments based on

Visitation data

Sales tax revenues

Employment reduction
Lodging receipts
State Parks boat ramp closures and visitation reduction

Primary Data Sources

See WATF data sources

Local chambers of commerce

Reports from other agencies and industry organizations

E Wildfire Protection Task Force WPTF

Purpose

The WPTF is an assessment planning mitigation and preparedness group for wildfire impact
projections as they relate to drought conditions This task force serves as a liaison with other
statewide wildfire coordination activities and is not involved in suppression operations

Activation

Activation of this task force occurs upon recommendation of the WATF andor request of the
GovernorsOffice based on monitoring of the following indicators

Above normal or unseasonal size of wildfires

Winter cumulative precipitation less than 75 of normal by January 10 for large regions of
Colorado
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May September monthly precipitation less than 75 of normal in any single month for
multi county regions

Members

Lead Agency

Colorado State Forest Service CSFS Chair

Core

DOW

DEM

Supporting Stakeholders

CWCB

Colorado Army National Guard

Colorado Division of Fire Safety
US Forest Service

BLM

Bureau of Indian Affairs

National Park Service

NWS

Others as needed

Special District Association fire
Division of Parks Recreation

Colorado Counties Inc
Colorado Sheriffs Association

Colorado Fire Chiefs Association

Tasks

Appointment of a Drought Coordinator departmental

Identify the current or anticipated drought related problems to the sector

Define and assess societal impacts severity loss and costs

Review guidelines and procedures updaterevise
Assess current and potential severity of impacts

Make projections for several scenarios analyze wildfire threat for each
Analyze barriers and needs to meet projected threats
Synthesize data gathered for reporting to the DTF and inclusion in Drought Situation Report

Identify sources of assistance and recommend response levels and activities
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Inventory possible fire protection resources availability cost estimate and identify
procedures to activate

Identify key contact points for support service agencies

Identify and describe key wildfire policy and authority issues
Make recommendations and identify costs on how major impact problems can be solved

Evaluate effectiveness of wildfire protection activities

Devise a wildfire danger warning system for coordinated public warningsmessages
Develop procedures for a coordinated system of fire restrictions and declarations by local
state and other officials

Develop coordinated media talking points

Maintain supporting data and record of activities

Impact Assessment

Collect record and analyze impacts from

Wildfire extent and severity
Forest health disturbance

Wildlife habitat disturbance

Overall economic impacts from wildfires including

Suppression costs
Life safety and health impacts
Forest resources

State forests and other state assets

Primary Data Sources

Fire weatherdanger station networks
Wildland Fire Assessment System

Local fire departments
County sheriffs

State and federal wildfire agencies

Colorado Wildfire Coordination Group

Fire behavior specialists

State Climatologist
WATF

Wildlife Task Force WTF
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F Wildlife Task Force WTF

Purpose

The WTF assesses the impacts of drought upon wildlife eg fish game and nongame and
recommends mitigation and response actions

Activation

Activation of this task force will be upon recommendation of the WATF andor request of the
Governor based on monitoring of the following indicators

Streamflow forecasts

Reservoir depletions

Wildfire impacts

Members

Lead Agen P

DOW Chair

Core

CWCB Instream flow Section
US Fish and Wildlife Service

National Park Service

US Forest Service

BLM

NRC S

Supporting Stakeholders

Colorado Wildlife Federation

Trout Unlimited

The Nature Conservancy
Others as needed

Tasks

Identify the current or anticipated droughtrelated problems to the sector
Identify potential andor existing drought related wildlife impacts see Impact Assessment
below
Manage DOWowned water rights in accordance with DOW Administrative Directive A9
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Recommend measures to prevent or mitigate wildlife losses see DOW Administrative
Directive A9 Appendix B

Establish contact with appropriate federal and state agencies to solicit input and assistance

Develop and coordinate public information releases regarding assessment of drought
conditions on wildlife

Synthesize assessment data for the DTF and Drought Situation Reports
Coordinate with other Task Forces notably Tourism Wildfire and Municipal Water

Impact Assessment

Collect record and analyze impacts with emphasis placed on

Wildlife losses on DOW controlled properties and public lands such as fish hatcheries
reservoirs streams terrestrial wildlife habitats and associated recreational areas

Estimate potential shortterm wildlife losses and longterm projections for losses over the
assessment periods

Evaluate impact on DOWheld water rights on reservoirs streams hatcheries etc
Assess impacts to fishfishery resources for threatened and endangered and priority species
including streamslakesreservoirs with potential for significant fish mortality andor areas
where angling restrictions might be necessary

Assess overall health condition and distribution of key game species and populations
Assess condition of critical winter ranges for key game species including identification of
areas with new or expanding weed infestations
Assess impacts to bird production nesting success and brood rearing for upland game birds
and waterfowl species
Assess impacts to water levels and wetland dependent vegetation for priority wetlands and
riparian corridors

Identify wildfires andor areas with drought related forest health issues that have potential for
direct or indirect impacts to wildlife

Economic impacts from wildlife including loss of revenue from decrease fishing and hunting
license sales water rights transfers

Primary Data Sources

DOWsregional office reports and information provided by other task force agencies

G Energy Impact Task Force EITF

Purpose

The EITF assesses pending and current drought impacts on the energy sector and recommends
mitigation and response actions Findings and recommendations of this task force facilitate
effective response capabilities
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Activation

Activation of this task force occurs upon recommendation of the WATF andor request of the
GovernorsOffice based on monitoring of the following indicators

Declining water availability in relation to
generation
Increased wildfire risk

Members

hydroelectric generation and other power

Lead Agency

GovernorsEnergy Office Chair

Supporting Stakeholders

CWCB

Colorado Department of Regulatory Agencies Public Utility Commission

Rural Electric Cooperatives and Utility Districts
Utility providers
DNR State Land Board

DNR Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
DNR Division of Reclamation Mining and Safety
WPTF

Tasks

Review drought reporting in relationship to current andor potential threats on the sector

Identify the current or anticipated droughtrelated problems to the sector
Define and assess societal impacts severity loss and costs

Collect and evaluate impact data

Assess current and potential severity of impacts

Identify sources of assistance related to the sector
Evaluate state and local capacity for response

Identify and recommend response actions

Maintain supporting data and records of activities

Estimate and report on costs of needed water resource augmentation activities
Analyze barriers and needs to meet projected threats

Identify key contact points with support service agencies and energy industries
Coordinate with other task forces particularly the WPTF to identify areas of enhanced risk to
utility lines

Implement related components of the Colorado Energy Assurance Plan where applicable
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Report findings and actions in the Drought Task Force Drought Situation Report

Determine ongoing and residual needs
Maintain supporting data and records of activities

Develop Media Talking Points specific to the sector

Develop assessment and report to the DTF

Impact Assessment

Collect record and analyze impacts from

Drought related power supply interruptions

Droughtrelated mining industry interruptions
Economic impacts related to the sector

Primary Data Sources

Utility providers
State Land Board

Public Utilities Commission

H Drought Task Force DTF

Purpose

The DTF reviews all task force assessments and recommends overall drought response and
incident mitigation actions The DTF syntheses economic impact information from each ITF to
aid in decision support and identification of response resources needs

Activation

Activation of this task force will be upon Governors memorandum based upon the
recommendation of the WATF

Members

Lead Agencies

DNR Director

CDA Director

DOLA Director

Core

Chair of the Water Availability Task Force

Chair of the Municipal Water Impact Task Force
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Chair of the Wildfire Impact Task Force

Chair of the Agricultural Industry Impact Task Force
Chair of the Tourism Impact Task Force

Chair of the Wildlife Impact Task Force

Chair of the Energy Impact Task Force

Colorado Office of State Planning and Budgeting
GovernorsOffice

Colorado Department of Revenue

Colorado Department of Labor and Employment

Tasks

Solicit and review the assessments of the ITFs and summarize the findings for a Drought
Situation Report to the Governor and GDEC when activated

Assess overall societal impacts severity loss and costs from drought
Assess current and potential severity of impacts
Identify sources of assistance

Evaluate state and local capacity for response

Identify and recommend response actions
Maintain supporting data and records of activities

Recommend actions to mitigate drought impact
Make recommendation for activation of the GDEC

Synthesize economic impacts from ITF chairs for the Drought Situation Report for the
Governor and decision support

Develop coordinated media messages

Primary Data Sources

WATF and ITFs

GovernorsOffice of State Planning and Budgeting OSPB economic model

L GovernorsDisaster Emergency Council GDEC

The GDEC is made up of not less than six and no more than nine members which include the

Attorney General the Adjutant General and the executive directors of Personnel

Transportation Public Safety and Natural Resources Additional members shall be appointed
by the Governor from among the executive directors of the other departments

Purpose

The GDEC serves to act collectively as the Governorsadvisor on the status of any disaster or
emergency event as it unfolds and progresses
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Activation

The GDEC is activated by the Governor

Direction Control and Coordination

i Management Concepts and Policies

a Principle of Local Government Control For typical natural hazard events
direction and control for response operations following an emergency or disaster rests
with the elected leadership of the legally recognized jurisdiction impacted by a given
emergency or disaster This authority continues throughout the stages of emergency
operations or until conditions warrant a transfer in such authority This authority
continues throughout the drought disaster phases or until conditions warrant a transfer
in such authority as in a USDA Secretarial Designation or Presidential Disaster
Declaration

b Incident Level Management A local incident management system incorporating
the functions principles and components of the ICS and NIMS should be adopted
and utilized by all response agencies This should include response to a drought or
water availability hazard event even though this type of event may not unfold in a
manner typical of other natural hazard events The Local Emergency Operations Plan
LEOP should address short term response responsibilities Therefore the concept
for response management whether locally driven or State driven should follow
incident management practices and delineate the concept of interface between the
local Emergency Operations Centers EOCs and the State Emergency Operations
Center SEOC should there be a necessity to activate the EOC or SEOC in a drought
or water availability hazard event Though drought incidents unfold in a much slower
timeframe the processes identified here can be adapted for the specifics of a drought
emergency

c Local Level Management Counties or municipalities are responsible for emergency
operations within the jurisdiction The onscene Incident Commander IC is
responsible for the command and control of specific activities at the incident site
Local government is generally responsible for coordination and control of all
administrative and overhead functions When an emergency situation threatens to
escalate beyond the capabilities of onscene responders including mutual aid
assistance activation of the local emergency operations center may be required The
acquisition of additional resources and dissemination of disaster information
functions move to the EOC so that the management of these functions can be more
easily controlled and coordinated by the responsible authority For a drought hazard
local level management may be a collaborative process as determined by both the
local officials and the DTF The EOC may or may not be activated Additional

resources and dissemination may be handled through the processes set forth in this
Plan to better address the impacts and assist affected local jurisdictions In a situation
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where there is a quick onset of the lack of water supply availability normal local
level management should commence

d State Level Management In a typical emergency or disaster that overwhelms the
resources and capability of a local jurisdiction the Governor may exercise hisher
authority to use the resources of State government The management of the States
response is facilitated by the policies of the SEOP and its implementing procedures
DEM is responsible for the coordination of the State response to an emergency or
disaster The SEOCs principal emergency management function is not that of an
initial responder but that of coordinator for the acquisition prioritization and
distribution of state private and if needed federal resources Based upon the timely
receipt and verification of the emergency request of a local jurisdiction DEM will
task the appropriate state agencyies to provide requested resources services or
information The state agency or department receiving a taskingmission will
coordinate assistance with the incident management structure of the requesting
jurisdiction If the disaster situation is of such magnitude as to require federal
assistance the State through the SEOC or a Joint Field Office JFO if one has been
established will function as the primary coordination agency for the rendering of
federal assistance However in a drought hazard where agriculture is impacted state
level management follows a different process The Governor must request a USDA
Drought Declaration through the Secretary of Agriculture The FSAs at the county
levels assembles the agricultural loss information and follows a series of approval
processes so that the Secretary of Agriculture can make an informed determination
Complete steps are further defined in the USDA Emergency Disaster Designation and
Declaration Process addendum In water supply availability incidents with quick
onset state level management should follow the ICS and NIMS components as they
are designed relative to the specificity of resources needed

e Federal Level Management In a typical emergency or disaster if the emergency is
of a magnitude that Federal assistance is granted the federal agencies actions are in
support of the state and local government Coordination will take place from the
appropriate State Emergency Support Function to the Federal Emergency Support
Function Coordination will take place at the SEOC or a JFO if one is established A
USDA Drought Declaration immediately triggers the availability of lowinterest FSA
EM loans to eligible producers in all primary and contiguous counties Other

programs use USDA Secretarial Designations as an eligibility requirement trigger
These programs include the Supplemental Revenue Assistance Payments SURE
Program In water supply availability incidents with sudden onset federal level
management should follow the ICS and NINIS components as they are designed
relative to the specificity of resources needed to assist the affected state and local
jurisdictions

f Volunteer Organizations In a typical emergency or disaster volunteer

organizations may be called upon to assist in disaster preparedness response and
recovery Colorado Voluntary Organizations Active in Disasters and the Colorado
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Volunteer Center Network will coordinate these organizations in collaboration with
the State EOC For drought impacts other volunteer organizations may be requested
to assist with data collection or research depending on the need In an incident of
water supply emergency where the onset of impact could be rapid volunteer
organizations may be called upon in the typical manner as outlined in the SEOP and
should follow the components of ICS and NIMS Volunteer organizations may assist
with social needs such as distributing bottled water and providing mental health
counseling

g The Private Sector Although the role of the private sector is not legislated they
have a significant presence in the social systems of a community which makes them
an important partner to all levels of government They respond similarly when
disaster strikes within their own organization and most times have needed resources
within arms reach There are few activation mechanisms in place between the
private and public sectors but progress is being made in that arena For drought and
adverse water supply conditions private business can assist local and state
government by willingly choosing to support conservation efforts by implementing
their own limitations by participating in community planning discussions and
offering resources toward response and recovery operations State or local

government may call on the business community to provide infonnation about
impacts they have incurred

XI INFORMATION COLLECTION AND DISSEMINATION

Information collection will be the responsibility of each ITF as outlined in Section IX
Information will be compiled in individual ITF reports ITF chairs will be responsible for
reporting at meetings of the DTF This information will be synthesized at the DTF level into a
Drought Situation Report for the governor and GDEC

The CWCB website will be used to synthesize information for local governments and the general
public regarding the drought status and response activities The CWCB will be responsible for
updating and maintaining the information on the website on at least a monthly basis

XII COMMUNICATIONS

Communications among ITFs will be with typical methods including email telephone or
teleconference and regularly scheduled meetings

XIII STATE EMERGENCY OPERATIONS ORGANIZATION

A State Emergency Operations

a General The SEOC provides the primary location through which the DEM Director
or the SCO during a declared disaster emergency can coordinate support to local
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governments in disaster situations The SEOC serves as the principal point for
coordinating and tasking State departments and volunteer agencies in the delivery of
emergency assistance to affected jurisdictions The SEOC provides the Governor
with a secure location to assemble and analyze critical disaster or Homeland Security
information facilitate the decision making process coordinate the response activities
of State government and ensure interagency cooperation coordination and

communications The State emergency operations organizational structure is designed
to be flexible easily expandable and proactive to the needs of local government The
organization of state agencies by functional elements provides for a uniform linkage
between state and federal systems

b Specific to drought or water supply availability incidents In a drought hazard
incident the State emergency operations organization will be driven by the
information delivered by the ITFs and the activation of the DTF The DTF will report
to the GDEC and any additional resources necessary to handle the impacts of the
incident or ongoing conditions will be determined by the Governor The Governor
may request a USDA Drought Declaration from the Secretary of Agriculture which
activates programs to assist in recovery operations Water supply availability
incidents where the onset of impact is rapid the State emergency operations
organization should follow the components of ICS and NIMS as they are designed in
collaboration with the WATF

XIV ADMINISTRATION LOGISTICS AND MUTUAL AID

A Administration

During an emergency or disaster state and local government shall determine if necessary
what if any normal administrative procedures shall be suspended relaxed or made optional in
order to prevent unnecessary impediments of emergency operations and response activities
Such action should be carefully considered and the consequences should be projected
realistically Any state government departure from the usual methods of doing business will
normally be stated in the Governorsdeclaration or Executive Order of DisasterEmergency or
as specified in this Plan and its supporting documents Mutual aid if needed from other states
will follow protocols outlined in the SEOP and any existing memorandums of understanding or
mutual aid agreements in place

B Finance

A major disaster or emergency may require the expenditure of large sums of state and
local funds Financial operations may be carried out under compressed schedules and
intense political pressures which will require expeditious actions that still meet sound
financial management and accountability requirements Although drought and water
supply availability incidents may dictate a different process for declaration the
requirement for financial support is nonetheless vital
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ii State financial support for emergency operations shall be from funds regularly
appropriated to state departments If the demands exceed available funds the Governor
may make additional funds available from the Disaster Emergency Fund If money

available from the fund is insufficient the Governor has the authority under a State
Declaration of DisasterEmergency to transfer and expend money appropriated for other
purposes

iii State departments designated as Lead Agencies for Emergency Support Functions
conducting emergency support activities will be responsible for organizing their
functional activities to provide financial support for their operations Each department is
responsible for maintaining appropriate documentation to support requests for

reimbursement for submitting bills in a timely fashion and for closing out assignments
iv State and local government entities are responsible for documenting all emergency or

disaster related expenditures using generally accepted accounting procedures Care must
be taken throughout the course of the emergency to maintain logs records receipts
invoices purchase orders rental agreements etc These documents will be necessary to
support claims purchases reimbursements and disbursements Record keeping is
necessary to facilitate closeouts and to support post response audits

v Sources of funding for drought mitigation and response efforts are outlined in Section 4
of the Colorado Drought Mitigation Plan Additional reference for funding and relief
options can be referenced in Appendix C Drought Mitigation Capabilities Summary

XV PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE

A Subsequent revisions supersede all previous editions and are effective immediately for
planning training and exercising and preparedness and response operations

B Individual implementation plans and procedures may be developed by agency or ITF as
needed These procedures will detail who by title what when where and how emergency
tasks and responsibilities will be conducted

C This Plan and appendixes state department plans and implementation procedures shall be
maintained and kept current by all parties on the following schedule

i Updates can occur at any time based upon the change of federal guidance
ii A cursory review of the Drought Response Plan will occur annually in conjunction with a

fall WATF meeting
iii A complete review and update of the Drought Response Plan its tabs and appendices

will occur every three 3 years at a minimum or when a change in administration
occurs This will be in concert with the three year update cycle of the Drought Mitigation
Plan This review will consist of all partners having the opportunity to comment on all
elements and will be forwarded to the GovernorsOffice for signature The CWCB will
lead the update effort with support from DEM
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iv Review and revise procedures following critiques of actual emergency or disaster
operations andor exercises where deficiencies were noted

D All changes revisions andor updates to the Drought Response Plan shall be forwarded to
CWCB for review publication and distribution to all holders of the Drought Response Plan
following the efforts of the lead agency to coordinate with its supporting agencies If no

changes revisions andor updates are required CWCB shall be notified in writing by the
agency lead that respective plans annexes appendices etc have been reviewed and are
considered valid and current
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XVI ADDENDUM

TAB 1 USDA Drought Declaration Process

Overview

Agri culturalrelated disasters are quite common Onehalf to two thirds of the counties in the
United States have been designated as disaster areas in each of the past several years Producers
may apply for lowinterest emergency EM loans in counties named as primary or contiguous
under a disaster designation

Four types of disaster designations are made 1 Presidential major disaster declaration 2
USDA Secretarial disaster designation 3 Farm Service Agency FSA AdministratorsPhysical
Loss Notification and 4 Quarantine designation

The first three types of disaster declarations are authorized under 7 CFR 1945A The fourth is
the result of a statutory requirement Section 5201 of the Agricultural Assistance Act of 2003
PL 10807 which authorizes emergency EM loans for losses resulting from quarantines
imposed by the Secretary under the Plant Protection Act or animal quarantine laws as defined in
section 2509 of the Food Agriculture Conservation and Trade Act of 1990

Presidential major disaster declarations which must be requested by a governor to the President
are administered through the Federal Emergency Management Agency FEMA A Presidential
major disaster declaration can be made within days or hours of the initial request FEMA
immediately notifies FSA of the primary counties named in a Presidential declaration

USDA Secretarial disaster designations must be requested of the Secretary of Agriculture by a
governor or the governorsauthorized representative or by an Indian Tribal Council leader The
Secretarial disaster designation is the most widely used and its process is the most complicated
of the four It is described in further detail under Secretarial Disaster Designation Process

An FSA AdministratorsPhysical Loss Notification APLN is for physical losses only such as a
building destroyed by a tornado Livestock related losses are considered physical losses An
APLN is requested of FSAsAdministrator by an FSA State Executive Director SED

A quarantine designation is requested of the FSA Deputy Administrator for Farm Programs by
an FSA SED A quarantine designation authorizes EM loans for production and physical losses
resulting from quarantine

Secretarial Disaster Designation Process

Damages and losses prompting disaster designations must be due to a natural disaster and a
minimum 30 production loss of at least one crop in the county must have occurred
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STEP 1

The governor or Indian Tribal Council leader makes a request in writing to the Secretary of
Agriculture within three months of the ending date of the disaster

STEP 2

FSA county offices assemble required agricultural loss information for the Loss Assessment
Report LAR

STEP 3

FSAsNational Headquarters notifies the SED of the request The SED instructs county offices
named in the request to complete the LAR conduct County Emergency Board CEB meetings
and approve or disapprove the LAR

STEP 4

The LAR is submitted to the State Emergency Board SEB for review and processing

STEP 5

The SED prepares comments and recommendations The SEB reviews the LAR Upon approval
the LAR is submitted to FSAsNational Headquarters NHQ through the Systematic Tracking
for Optimal Risk Management STORM tool STORM is a web based application that allows
the County Office to enter the LAR in an automated environment

STEP 6

FSAsDisaster Assistance Branch Emergencies Section DABES reviews the loss information
on the LAR determines eligibility and prepares a package including the letter of approval or
disapproval to be signed by the Secretary

Information Required for Processing Secretarial Disaster Requests

The information required to process a Secretarial disaster request includes

LAR signed by the CEB and SEB chairpersons

CEB and SEB meeting minutes
SED comments and recommendations

Eligible Natural Disasters

Natural disaster conditions include a blizzard cyclone earthquake hurricane tornado severe
hail excessive rain heavy snow ice andor high wind an electrical storm several weather
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patterns sustained over a period of time including low or high temperatures and related pests
epidemics or fires

Circumstances Affecting Secretarial Disaster Designations

Disaster designations offer flexibility and can accommodate circumstances such as

Continuing adverse weather When a natural disaster continues beyond the date on which a
Secretarial determination is made and continuing losses or damages are occurring the
incidence period and termination date may be extended up to 60 days

Insufficient data When the data is determined insufficient to make a designation the request
remains active but is deferred until sufficient information is received to make a
determination

FSA Programs Initiated by Designations andor Declarations

All four types of designations Secretarial disaster designations Presidential disaster

declarations APLNs and quarantine designations immediately trigger the availability of low
interest FSA EM loans to eligible producers in all primary and contiguous counties

Other programs use Secretarial designations as an eligibility requirement trigger These programs
include the Supplemental Revenue Assistance Payments SURE Program
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TAB 2 Sample Drought Emergency Declaration

WHEREAS during the period day month year through day month year increasingly
severe conditions of drought have impacted the State of Colorado and

WHEREAS the normal system of State Government is not able to cope adequately with the
situation and

WHEREAS there is every indication that the present drought conditions will not abate in the
near future and

WHEREAS these conditions may in fact become more severe and

WHEREAS extraordinary measures are necessary to protect public health ensure public safety
and welfare and render relief for those most severely impacted and

WHEREAS the aforementioned conditions constitute a threat to the safety and welfare of the
State and create an emergency disaster situation within the meaning of the Disaster Emergency
Act 243357052CRS

NOW THEREFORE under powers vested in me by section 24335704 of the Disaster
Emergency Act of 1973 and the other enabling provisions 1 Governor of the State of

Colorado do hereby declare a State of Drought Emergency to exist I further declare that based
on this State Drought Disaster Emergency the Drought Task Force and Governors Disaster
Emergency Council called for in the Colorado Drought Mitigation and Response Plan shall be
activated with full power to address those unmet needs brought about by the drought and to take
those actions within their authority to address such needs or to recommend for my action or that
of the legislature those items that are beyond the authority of the Emergency Council to resolve

This Executive Order shall expire thirty 30 days from the date hereof unless further extended
by Executive Order

GIVEN under my hand and the Executive Seal of the State of Colorado this day of
AD 20

Governor
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TAB 3 Sample GovernorsMemorandum of Potential Drought Emergency

TO Executive Directors Departments of State Government

FROM Governor State of Colorado

RE Activation of the Colorado Drought Mitigation and Response Plan

DATE

Drought conditions have developed along the and River Basins to the degree that
counties in the and are likely to receive severe impacts to their environments and to
the various sectors of their economy If present trends continue other river basins and sectors of
the entire states economy may soon be affected

Under these circumstances and based on a recommendation from the WATF and directors from

the Departments of Natural Resources Agriculture and Local Affairs I have decided to activate
the StatesDrought Mitigation and Response Plan so that specific impacts may be identified and
expeditious and effective remedial action may be taken

As of the date of this memorandum the Colorado Drought Mitigation and Response Plan is in
effect the following actions as specified in the Plan will be taken

1 Drought Task Force will be activated under chairmanship of directors from the Departments
of Natural Resources and Local Affairs The first meeting of the Task Force will be held
within five days of receipt of this memorandum

2 The following Impact Task Forces ITF will be activated municipal wildfire and

The ITF chairpersons will call their first meeting as soon as possible after the Drought
Task Force meeting

3 All addressees will assign 1 A senior level manager who can commit the resources of the
department to act as a drought coordinator and 2 Task Force chairpersons and participants
as indicated the Colorado Drought Mitigation and Response Plan

4 Lead agencies will be prepared to take action for drought response and to mitigate drought
impacts as appropriate
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1 INTRODUCTION

A vulnerability assessment is the process of identifying quantifying and prioritizing or scoring
the vulnerabilities in a system Vulnerability from the perspective of drought planning means
assessing the threat from potential drought hazards to various sectors across social economic
environmental and political fields In this study the assets of the State of Colorado as they
pertain to drought are considered in detail Vulnerability assessments are typically performed
according to the following steps

1 Cataloging assets and resources in a system and across sectors
2 Assigning quantifiable value or at least rank order and importance to those resources
3 Identifying the vulnerabilities or potential threats to each resource
4 Mitigating or eliminating the most serious vulnerabilities for the most valuable sectorsassets

Vulnerability assessment has many things in common with risk assessment Risk assessment for
natural hazard planning is principally concerned with investigating the risks surrounding
infrastructure or some other object and people Such analyses tend to focus on causes and the
direct consequences for the studied object Risk assessment thus involves determination of
vulnerabilities and hazards to establish risks and risk probabilities in terms of frequency of
occurrence magnitude and severity and consequences

Vulnerability analyses on the other hand focus both on consequences for sectors as well as
objects such as physical plant assets and on primary and secondary consequences for related
sectors andor the surrounding environment It also examines the possibilities of reducing such
consequences and improving the capacity to manage future incidents by adapting A drought
vulnerability analysis serves to categorize sectors and assets in order to drive the risk
management process It is necessary for a comprehensive vulnerability assessment to be
conducted prior to starting a risk assessment The simplified standard formula for assessing the
risk posed by natural hazards Risk Hazard x Vulnerability highlights that a highly vulnerable
sector can be impacted significantly by even a moderate hazard in this case drought
Assessment of a sectors or assets ability to withstand a hazard is as important as assessment of
the hazard itself Both hazard and vulnerability aspects need to be handled thoughtfully and
preferably within the same assessment framework

In Colorado the drought hazard can be both spatially and temporally variable while the various
sectors vulnerable to drought have variable distributions and often possess complex
interrelationships Much can be gleaned by considering the drought hazard simultaneous with the
elements at risk and this is the approach taken in this study By incorporating the notion of
differential susceptibility and differential impacts of the drought hazard this Drought Plan
revision seeks to incorporate both the negative and positive attributes from the physical and
social environments that increase risk and susceptibility andor limit resistance and resilience to
drought events
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Because of the challenges presented in assessing both the drought hazard and the vulnerable
sectors and assets at risk the science and process of drought vulnerability assessment is not well
developed at least when compared to other natural hazards such as flood and earthquake Until
recently drought assessment and management has in most states been largely response
oriented A detailed vulnerability assessment can assist with the development of targeted
drought mitigation and response strategies

This vulnerability assessment creates a new platform for drought risk assessment by developing
an enhanced drought vulnerability assessment approach that highlights drought exposure and
adaptive capacity for sectors and state assets countybycounty within Colorado

Vulnerable state assets included in this study

Losses to wildlife

Cost and losses to state parks

State buildings
Instream flows

Agricultural livestock businesses

Fisheries

Vulnerability sectors included in this study

Municipal and Industrial Water Supply MI

Agriculture
Recreation

Environment

Tourism

Socioeconomic

Power and Mining

2 DROUGHT VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT APPROACH

The approach developed for this study employs a hybrid quantitative and qualitative approach
described in more detail in Chapter 3 Numerical Vulnerability Assessment Tool Technical
Methodology It is important to recognize that little of this type of work has been done to date
thus integration of qualitative data and use of quite broad definitions of drought impacts and

vulnerabilities during data collection and interviews were necessary to gather all relevant
information and to encourage the inclusion of sometimes only marginally relevant efforts
Results provided an empirical basis for reporting vulnerability across assets of state agencies as
well as sectors Results were analyzed spatially and used to make recommendations for drought
planning and mitigation
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Quantitative elements of the vulnerability assessment were conducted where sound data existed
to support this or where data could be developed efficiently A focus of the quantitative
approach was to assess impacts and the ability to reduce and mitigate those impacts both short
term and long term Each sector analysis also includes recommendations on what data will be
required to improve this approach in the future and how this information can or should be
collected Qualitative information particularly data gained from interviews was also introduced
where appropriate The Vulnerability Assessment Tool developed for this study was via a
process of scoring normalization and weighting able to integrate these informal data into the
assessment enhancing the analysis based on quantitative data alone

The approach incorporates information on impacts and adaptive capacities The combination of
these components results in a net impact or vulnerability to drought For example a greater
hazard exposure and higher sensitivity lead to higher potential impact and higher vulnerability
higher adaptive capacity reduces vulnerability due to resilience Finally these data were used to
calculate vulnerability scores for elements being assessed to extrapolate these results as
necessary eg when a sample has been used to represent the larger group and then generate
average results for sectors within each county

Results have been analyzed spatially in a GIS and are presented in map form to illustrate how
drought vulnerability varies across the state for state assets and critical sectors In almost all
cases assessment of each assetsector is depended upon a combination of both qualitative and
quantitative analysis Portrayal in a GIS enabled depiction of drought vulnerability patterns eg
moderate severe etc by county allowing for identification of spatial patterns ie mountain
counties were found to be most vulnerable to droughts wildfire and tourism impacts while
agriculture was found to have the greatest loss potential in the eastern plains and San Luis
Valley

The results presented in following sections also consider drought vulnerability from the
perspective of indirect impacts on society and the economy eg increased unemployment due to
failure of an industry because of drought For example during and following the 2002 drought
many rafting businesses failed in Colorado The reduced numbers of adventure tourists visiting
towns close by rafting waters also had a serious impact on the hospitality and other industries
dependant on tourists In order to assess the overall vulnerability of communities in counties
across Colorado various organizations were surveyed and data were sourced from business
associations agricultural extension agents the census and employment figures

The following sections identify quantify and prioritize score the drought vulnerabilities of
state assets and sectors by county
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3 NUMERICAL VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT TOOL

31 General Approach

This section describes the methodology used in the vulnerability assessment tool This excel
based tool was developed to assess drought vulnerability in a quantitative spatial manner
Separate workbooks were set up for each sector discussed in the report All numerical analysis
was done on a county scale following the general framework described here However the
metrics used and other adaptations vary from sector to sector These variations are described in
individual sector reports Please refer to the Vulnerability Metrics section of each report for
detailed data descriptions

The outputs of the vulnerability assessment tool are numerical vulnerability scores of 1 4 for
each county and each sector For this analysis a score of 1 is the least vulnerable and a score of 4
is the most vulnerable The list below outlines the steps that were followed for each sector
Figure 31 is a graphic representation of the vulnerability assessment methodology Numbers in
this diagram correspond to the five steps listed below

1 Divide sector into impact categories subsectors and gather spatial density data
2 Define impact metrics and assemble data quantitative
3 Combine impact metrics to one sub sector quantitative impact score
4 Scale sub sector quantitative impacts using qualitative information to get a sub sector

adjusted impact score
5 Combine sub sector impacts scores to overall sector vulnerability score Sub sectors are

combined using a weighted average where weights are determined based on spatial density
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Figure 31 Methodology Schematic
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The following sections detail the five computation steps outlined above and the methods used to
transition from one step to the next The information in this section of the report relates to the
general methodology framework As previously noted this framework was adapted for each of
the sectors analyzed for this project For information on specific sector methodology adaptations
refer to the sectoral writeups
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321 Determination of Sub sectors

Figure 32 Sub Sector Division

Figure 32 outlines the process of assigning spatial density metrics to sectors Sub sectors also
referred to as impact groups are defined when the sources of vulnerability within a sector are
sufficiently diverse to warrant separate consideration For example the Energy Sector covers
power providers and mining operations The different water dependencies of these two groups
make it difficult to analyze impacts together Therefore the Energy Sector is divided into two
sub sectors Impact group division is not necessary in all cases The Socioeconomic Sector was
not divided because all of the impacts to this group relate to the population as a whole

Once it has been determined whether or not sub sectors are necessary and once they have been
appropriately defined spatial density metrics must be determined for each group The purpose
of the spatial density metric is to define the spatial extent of an impact group For example in the
State Assets Sector one impact group is State Land Board Land Board revenue The spatial
density metric for the sub sector is the total surface acres leased by the Land Board per county
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322 Quantitative Metrics

Figure 33 Quantitative Data Adjustments J Threshold
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One or more quantitative impact metrics are defined for each sub sector Quantitative metrics are
impacts that can be measured and reported on a county scale across the state Example impact
metrics include total water use for the power sub sector or economic diversity for the
Socioeconomic Sector As these examples demonstrate impact metrics can take a variety of
forms and there is little consistency of units Therefore raw impact data are translated to impact
scores of 1 through 4 This is accomplished using thresholds Typically the data set is divided
into quartiles The bottom quartile of data are assigned an impact rating of 1 up to the top
quartile of data which are assigned a value of 4 This process is illustrated in Figure 33 In cases
where there are no data for a significant number of counties thresholds are adjusted so that only
the nonzero values are divided into four groups

In many cases quantitative data are not currently available for many of the direct vulnerability
measures that would be most informative Therefore proxy metrics are often used Metrics that
are applicable but may require further examination are marked with an uncertainty flag For
example in the Energy Sector the percentage of groundwater as opposed to surface water used
by power producers is a quantitative metric Generally speaking groundwater users are less
vulnerable to drought However there is a large amount of uncertainty in this assumption
depending the specifics of water rights administration Therefore these data were assigned an
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